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This Dissertation is focussed primarily on development of methods aiming at the deter-
mination of molecular structures with application to systems with intra and intermolec-
ular hydrogen bonds. I have developed and demonstrated usefulness of Potential Energy
Surface Scanning Tool (PESST) by performing a systematic search for the most stable
structures of neutral and anionic phenylalanine and tyrosine molecules using electronic
structure methods. I have found out that tautomers resulting from the proton transfer
from the carboxylic OH to phenyl ring determine the structure of the most stable anions
of phenylalanine, but double proton transfer from the carboxylic and hydroxyl groups
determine structures of the most stable anions of tyrosine. The most stable conformer
of these valence anions remained adiabatically unbound with respect to the canonical
neutral in case of phenylalanine but bound in case of tyrosine. Valence anions identified
in this report have recently been observed experimentally.
Acetoacetic acid (AA), equipped with neighbouring carboxylic and keto groups, is a
promising system for studies of intramolecular proton transfer. The results of my com-
putational search for the most stable tautomers and conformers of the neutral and
anionic AA were used to interpret anion photoelectron and electron energy-loss spec-
troscopy measurements. The valence anion was identified in photoelectron spectroscopy
experiments and the measured electron vertical detachment energy is in good agreement
with my computational predictions. My computational results allow rationalizing these
experimental findings in terms of the co-existence of various conformers of AA.
I considered stability of dimers formed by molecules that can exist in different con-
formational states. I have developed a protocol that allows the dissection of the total
stabilisation energy into one-body conformational and deformational components and
the two-body interaction energy term. Interplay between these components determines
the overall stability of the dimer. The protocol has been tested on the dimers of oxalic
acid. The global minimum stability results from a balancing act between a moderately
attractive two-body interaction energy and small repulsive one-body terms. I have anal-
ysed zero-point vibrational corrections to the stability of various conformers of oxalic
acid and their dimers. I have found that minimum energy structures with the most sta-
bilising sets of hydrogen bonds have the largest zero-point vibrational energy, contrary
to a naive anticipation based on red shifts of OH stretching modes involved in hydrogen
bonds.
My computational results demonstrated an unusual electrophilicity of oxalic acid (OA),
the simplest dicarboxylic acid. The electrophilicity results primarily from the bonding
carbon-carbon interaction in the SOMO orbital of the anion, but it is further enhanced
by intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The well-resolved structure in the photoelectron
spectrum has been reproduced theoretically, based on Franck-Condon factors for the
vibronic anion→neutral transitions. The excess electron binding energies in the dimer
and trimer of OA become very significant due to intermolecular proton transfer, with
the corresponding vertical detachment energy (VDE) values of approximately 3.3 and
4.6 eV. I have postulated a mechanism of excess electron mobility along molecular linear
chains supported by cyclic hydrogen bonds.
Searches for the most stable molecular conformer are frustrated by energy barriers sepa-
rating minima on the potential energy surface (PES). I have suggested that the barriers
might be suppressed by subtracting selected force field terms from the original PES.
The resulting deformed PES can be used in standard molecular dynamics (MD) or
Monte Carlo simulations. The MD trajectories on the original and deformed PESs of
ethanolamine differ markedly. The former gets stuck in a local minimum basin while
the latter moves quickly to the global minimum basin.
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This dissertation is focused primarily on the development of new methods for the de-
termination of molecular structures and applications in the area of neutral and anionic
systems with intra- and inter-molecular hydrogen bonding. Molecular structures are
built from atoms. An atom is a system of electrons revolving around a dense nucleus
located at the center of an atom whereas a molecule is a system of atoms. The electrons
of an atom are bound to the nucleus by the Coulomb force. These bound electrons
possess a set of stable discrete energy levels loosely associated with orbitals. A molecule
is a group of atoms bound to each other by chemical bonds (e.g. covalent or ionic)
based on the Coulomb force. The arrangement of atoms defines the molecular structure.
When electrons absorb or emit photons with energy equivalent to the difference in en-
ergy levels, they undergo transitions between them and remain within the bound state
(discrete energy levels), but if the absorbed photon energy exceeds the electron binding
energy, then the electron ends up in the continuum of energy levels where it becomes a
free electron and the excess photon energy is converted to the kinetic energy of photo-
electron ejected from the molecule. This is the essence of photoelectron spectroscopy.
The principles of quantum mechanics can be used to model these spectra, as illustrated
in this thesis.
The introductory chapter introduces the concept of molecular structure and summarises
current methods for its determination. The methods I focused attention on are of two
types. The first one relies on enumeration of “all possible” structures and determina-
tion of their stability (level of fitness). This approach is named further on as a “brute
force” approach. The second one is based on molecular dynamics on suitably deformed
potential energy surface. The theoretical predictions in this thesis run parallel with
experimental verifications, in particular, the experiments on anion photoelectron spec-
troscopy. This experimental technique is also being discussed.
1
Chapter 1. Introduction 2
1.1 Molecular Structure Models
We have seen advances in prediction of molecular structure in terms of the concepts of
valence bond theory[1] and molecular orbital theory[1] early in the twentieth century.
Within these theories, the properties of the molecules were explained in terms of their
electronic structure. The establishment of covalent bonding in terms of shared pairs of
electrons was first introduced by G.N Lewis[2] in 1916 where he proposed that an atom
shares a certain number of valence electrons with one or more other atoms in order
to have an electron system which is relatively stable, and Linus Pauling[3] suggested
that those shared valence electrons oscillate between two atoms participating in a bond
formation. A shared electron pair forms a single bond, two and three shared electron
pairs forms a double and triple bond, respectively, whereas an unshared pair of valence
electrons of an atom is called a lone pair. This lone pair does not participate in bonding
but it influences the shape of the molecular structure and its chemical properties.
1.1.1 Lewis structures Model
Lewis proposed the octet rule.[2, 4] In the octet rule, atoms of low atomic numbers (less
than 20) share electron pairs with neighbouring atoms until they have acquired a total of
eight valence electrons (an octet), as a noble gas, in exception of a hydrogen atom with
only two to resemble helium. Only the valence electrons on each individual atom are used
in the Lewis structure. Although the Lewis structure shows the pattern of bonds and
lone pairs, it does not depict the shape/geometry of the molecule. In addition, it pro-
vides inadequate description of the molecule in terms of bond lengths. For example, in
ozone, O3, one O–O bond is different from the other, which is incorrect. This is rectified
by the concept of resonance, in which the actual structure is considered to be a superpo-
sition of all possible Lewis structures. The valence-bond theory is a quantum mechanical
way of expressing Lewis’ ideas in terms of wave functions. Suppose there are two widely
separated hydrogen atoms which can be described by a wave function ψ1 = φa(1)φb(2),
with φa as 1s orbital of atom a. Then, the indistigushability of electrons allow us to
equally describe the same system with a wave function ψ2 = φa(2)φb(1) with electron 2
sitting on atom a and electron 1 on atom b. The system will then be described well by a
linear combination of ψ1 and ψ2, Ψ(sa)
= φa(1)φb(2)±φa(2)φb(1), where (s) (symmetric)
goes with + and (a) (antisymmetric) goes with −. The superimposed wave functions of
separate fragments of the molecule describe the electron pair. In Ψs, the wave function
describing an atom a interferes constructively with the wave function of atom b, then the
amplitude of the overall wave function is enhanced in the internuclear region. With Ψs
being symmetric with respect to permutation of electrons 1 and 2, it has to be combined
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to electrons with opposite spins. In short, spin pairing of electrons in two contribut-
ing atomic orbitals forms the valence bond function ΨV B(1, 2) and this wave function,









, describes a single
bond. The bond is formed because the pair of electrons is localised primarily between
the two nuclei and hence binds them together by the Coulomb force. A similar approach
can be applied to homonuclear diatomic molecules and polyatomic molecules. This is
regarded as blending of structures. Resonance between Lewis structures distributes the
bonding character of electrons over the molecule and lowers the energy.[1]
Bond length and strength are the key properties of bonds. The most widely used bond
length is the equilibrium bond length and it can be approximated from the covalent
radii of the elements participating in a bond formation. The covalent radii of elements
vary through the periodic table,[5] likewise, the metallic and ionic radii.[5] The strength
of the bond is measured by its dissociation enthalpy.[6]
The distribution of electrons to give the lowest energy structure can be deduced in terms
of formal charge.[1] A formal charge is the charge assigned to an atom in a molecule,
assuming that electrons in a chemical bond are shared equally between atoms, regardless
of relative electronegativity. The Lewis structures having low formal atomic charges
typically have the lowest energy and contribute the most to the total VB wave function.
The oxidation character of the bond is regarded as the charge that an atom would have
if it completely has ionic bonds with other atoms of different elements. So, each atom
is assigned a number corresponding to its oxidation state. Likewise the ionic structure.
Valence-Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Model. The extension of Lewis’s ideas by
including the molecular shape came in 1940 by Nevil Sidgwick and Herbert Powell.[7]
Their suggestions were then put into practise by Ronald Gillespie and Ronald Nyholm[8]
and this is a well known valence-shell electron pair repulsion model (VSEPR model).
In VSEPR model, bonding pairs, lone pairs or any electrons associated with any bond
take up positions as far apart as possible. This minimises the energy of the molecule
by minimising the repulsion between electrons and the shape is identified by referring
to the positions of atoms in the resulting structure. This basic shape is modified by the
strength of the electrostatic repulsion between lone pairs and the bonding pairs. Lone
pairs repel other most strongly followed by lone pair:bonding pair repulsion and lastly
the bonding pair:bonding pair repulsion.
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1.2 Mathematical Models
The physical properties of a molecule are associated with its molecular structure. The
Lewis or VSEPR models are not sufficient to predict specific molecular properties, for
example, the value of dipole moment. More complete physical models, typically based
on quantum mechanics, are needed to predict these properties. In the current age of
information and visualisation, I expect numerical molecular characteristics, such as bond
lengths and angles, orbitals, to be converted to graphical representations which can be
rotated and viewed at different angles. This eases visualisation of complex structures
which are hard to draw by hand. There are two major types of mathematical models
that will be discussed in this thesis, the molecular mechanics model and the quantum
mechanical model.
Molecular Mechanics Model. The molecular model is discussed in detail in chapter
2. In this model, atoms are represented by balls and bonds represented by springs.
The potential energy is calculated using force fields.[9, 10] The force field has a form of
mathematical functions involving parameters. This model is calibrated with data from
experiments and high-level quantum mechanical calculations (e.g. bond lengths, angles,
etc.).
Quantum Chemical Model. The quantum mechanical model is based on pure theory
of quantum physics and considers molecules as positively charged atomic nuclei sur-
rounded by electron clouds. The kinetic and potential energy operators are constructed
using the rules of quantum mechanics and the Coulomb law. The approach starts from
the pure quantum mechanical principles and does not require the use of experimental
data for parametrisation as in molecular mechanics, thus called the Ab Initio (from the
beginning). These Ab Initio methods are discussed in detail in chapter 3.
The outcome of this method could produce accurate representation of molecular prop-
erties by solving the Schro¨dinger equation for charged nuclei in a field of electrons.
However, practical solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation on multi-atoms systems became
achievable when the nuclei were approximated as fixed particles (the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation) and the orbiting electrons were treated as independent moving particles
(the Hartree-Fock model). Born and Oppenheimer[11] showed in 1927 that to a very
good approximation the nuclei are much more sluggish than the electrons because they
are much more massive therefore they can be treated as stationary relative to the orbit-
ing electrons in a molecule. In principle, the nuclei are not stationary, but vibrate about
the equilibrium positions and by the ”fixed” nuclear positions I mean any set of in-
stant nuclear positions. The stationary nuclei are the essence of the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation. In this approximation, the Schro¨dinger equation is separable into an
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electronic and a nuclear equation. The electronic equation can be solved for any molec-
ular geometry and the associated electronic energy is obtained. This leads to the concept
of potential energy surfaces described in section 1.3.
Solving the Schro¨dinger equation for polyatomic molecules proved to be computationally
demanding. Thus the field benefited from the growth in computer technology. This in
turn encouraged scientists to develop many-electron theories more complete than the
Hartree-Fock theory, for example, the coupled cluster theory, the density functional
theory, etc..
Current electronic structure methods achieved remarkable accuracy. Today, obtaining
preliminary computational information about a new molecule takes minutes, while syn-
thesising and measuring its properties might takes weeks or months. The current elec-
tronic structure packages have well developed tools for the qualitative and quantitative
characterisation of wave functions and electronic charge distributions. One can also cal-
culate molecular properties, spectroscopic parameters, and characterise transition states
for elementary chemical processes.
1.3 The Potential Energy Surface.
The potential energy surface (PES) is a mathematical/graphical relationship between
the molecular energy and its corresponding geometry. The molecular energy comes
from solving the electronic Schro¨dinger equation in the Born–Oppenheimer approxima-
tion. Hence, the PES is the plot of electronic energy (supplemented with the Coulomb
nuclear-nuclear repulsion energy) as a function of molecular geometric parameters. The
concept of the PES first came in 1931 by Eyring and Polanyi[12, 13], where they dis-
cussed and plotted the response of the energy with respect to the change in nuclear
coordinates. The examples of the common one-dimensional PES are the infinite square
well, the simple harmonic potential and the Morse potential[14]. The infinite square
well potential is zero inside the box and infinite outside the well (see figure 1.1). The
solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation yield the discrete, quantized energy eigenvalues
En = (h
2/8mL2)n2, with L as the width of the box, m as the particle mass, n as the
principal quantum number (n > 0) and h as the Planck’s constant. The spacing of en-
ergy levels increases with n. This model is solved analytically without approximations.
Allow us to illustrate the concept of the harmonic oscillator PES through the use of
a diatomic molecule, AB. Let us treat atoms A and B as connected balls so that my
discussion is limited to a simple picture of Hooke’s law: F = −kf (r−re) = −kfx, where
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Figure 1.1: The square-well potential.
F is the force, kf is the restoring force constant and x = r− re is the displacement from
the equilibrium position, re. The restoring force is a function of the displacement of the
spring from its undistorted length and it is directly proportional to the displacement. By
definition, compressing or stretching the spring increases energy of the system. Suppose
further that no gravitational force is acting on the masses of the atoms A and B, then
the energy in the system by default is only the potential energy due to the spring. From









+ k(x2 − x1 − re) = 0 (1.2)
I can treat the above two body problem as the one body problem. Firstly, addition of
the above two equation leads us to
d2
dt2
(m1x1 +m2x2) = 0. (1.3)
The center of mass coordinate given is by X = m1x1+m2x2M where M = m1 +m2. Then,
equation 1.3 reduces to one-body equation of the form M d
2X
dt2
= 0. By rearranging




+ kx = 0 (1.4)
after subtracting the resulting equation 1.2 from equation 1.1. This tells us that the
motion of two-body problem depends on the relative coordinate x = x2 − x1 − re.The
reduced mass µ is defined such that 1µ =
1
m1
+ 1m2 . The general solution to equation 1.4
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is given by x(t) = c1 sinωt+ c2 cosωt with natural frequency ω defined as ω =
√
kf/µ.
If the spring is displaced by A and released, then the spring oscillate back and forth
with angular frequency ω = 2pivf and the plot of displacement against time is sinusoidal
with amplitude equals to A. vf is the frequency of oscillation. In physics, the potential
energy is related to a force by F (x) = −dVdx and together with Hooke’s law give the






Inspecting the energy change by increasing and reducing the internuclear distance yields
the parabolic potential energy curve illustrated in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: The harmonic oscillator potential.
The parabolic potential is the cornerstone of the harmonic oscillator. I will revisit the
importance of the harmonic-oscillator approximation resulting from the expansion of the
internuclear potential around its minimum after discussions of the quantum mechanical







+ V (x)Ψ(x) = EΨ(x) (1.6)
with V (x) defined in equation 1.5. Substituting for V (x) and solve the resulting equation
for energies, one obtain Ev = }
√
k/µ(v+ 12) = (v+
1
2)}ω, with v as the vibrational energy
levels (v = 0, 1, 2, · · · ). The energies are quantised and the energy levels are equispaced:
Ev+1 − Ev = }ω. From the experimental point of view, the transition between the
adjacent energy level allow us to predict the frequency of radiation, which should satisfy








Tilde declares units of wavenumbers. I can now express the vibrational energy in units








v˜ v = 0, 1, 2, · · · (1.7)
where G(v) is called the vibrational term given as G(v) = Ev/hc. These transitions are
subject to selection rule which states that ∆v = ±1 and there should be only one line in
the infra red region corresponding to this transition. In addition, it is observed that the
energy of the harmonic oscillator at its lowest quantum energy level v = 0, is not zero,
i.e. E0 =
1
2}ω. This energy is termed the zero-point energy E
vib
0 . By the Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle, the stationary system should not have exactly defined momentum
and position. A molecular potential energy surface is well approximated by a parabolic
potential around the bottom of the well but for large displacements, especially near the
dissociation limit, the parabolic approximation fails. A better description of the actual
potential is the Morse potential, see figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Illustration of the Morse potential.
The Morse potential[14] for a diatomic molecule is illustrated in figure 1.3 where the
potential energy is plotted as a function of nuclear separation distance. The Morse
potential accounts for the anharmonicity of the bond and the expression for the potential
is as follows; VMorse(∆r) = hcDe(1 − e−a∆r)2 with De as the depth of the potential






, with kf having
the same description as in the harmonic oscillator problem. The Morse potential is
expanded through Taylor series (e−a∆r ≈ 1− a∆r) and normally the first two terms are
retained where the first term becomes VMorse(∆r) = hcDea
2∆r2. By inserting a into
the expression yields the harmonic oscillator potential discussed above.
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The allowed solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation for the vibrational energy levels are
given as Ev = (v +
1
2)}ω − (v + 12)2}ωxe, with ωxe = a
2}
2µ and xe as the anharmonicity
constant. The first term is identical as for the harmonic oscillator. The second term in
the expression is negative and quadratic in v, thus increases faster than the first term
and hence the expression for Ev converges at high quantum numbers. The convergence
implies a finite number of vibrational energy levels, v = 0, 1, 2, · · · , vmax, as shown in
figure 1.3. The dissociation energy D0 of the molecule is calculated as the difference
between the depth of the potential De and the zero-point energy, D0 = De − Evib0 .
Figure 1.4: Comparison between the harmonic and the Morse potentials.
If I expand the potential in equation 1.5 by considering the Taylor series V (x) = V (x0)+
V ′x+ 12V
′′x2+ 16V
′′′x3+· · · and restrict myself to small displacements, then I can neglect
higher order terms beyond quadratic and see that the harmonic potential coincides well
with the Morse potential as shown in figure 1.4.
Let us briefly discuss the electronic excitation from one electronic eigenstate to another
as illustrated in figure 1.5. Suppose an electron is excited from the electronic ground
state into an electronic excited state. Based on the Boltzmann statistics, the ground
vibrational state of the lower electronic level is the most probable. There are several
vibrational states in the excited electronic state as in the electronic ground state. The
electron can fall into any vibrational state with the wave function that matches the initial
vibrational state wave function. The match between the initial and the final vibrational
states is measured by the overlap integral S(vf , vi); S = 1 for absolute match and S = 0
for no match. It is assumed that the initial and the final geometrical coordinates of
the nuclei are the same in the course of electronic transitions. The electronic transition
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the quantum mechanical version of Franck-Condon princi-
ple.
that occurs without change in nuclear geometry is termed the vertical transition. This
vertical transition of the electrons is known as the Frank-Condon (FC) principle[15, 16],
which reads; the electronic transition from one eigenstate to another takes place very
much faster than the nuclei can respond because the nuclei are so much heavier than
the electrons.[17] The most intense vibronic transition, 0 < S < 1, is from the ground
vibrational state, vi = 0 to an upper vibrational state lying vertically above it with
the wave function having a significant amplitude where the maximum of vi = 0 is. The
intensity is proportional to the square modulus of of the overlap integral, |S(vf , vi)|2, also
known as the Frank-Condon factor. An application of this principle will be presented in
chapter 8.
The transition of electrons from one eigenstate into another results in electron density
building up from one region to another. This in turn results in a new force being
experienced by the stationary nuclei, hence the nuclei change positions in response to
this new force, as depicted in figure 1.5 (the position of the minimum in electronic
ground state is different from the position of the minimum in the electronic excited
state). Eventually the molecule might become vibrationally excited in the course of an
electronic excitation, and the probability of the excitation is controlled by the Frank-
Condon factor.
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The Stationary points. There are 3N − 5(6) internal geometric degrees of freedom
for an N−atom molecule. The PES is a function of these 3N − 5(6) coordinates, hence
it becomes nontrivial for N > 3. Still, the concept of PES is very important because it
helps in visualising and understanding the relationship between the potential energy and
the corresponding molecular geometry. Any point on the PES from which the motion
in any direction leads to a higher energy is called a minimum. The deepest minimum is
named “global” and other minima are “local”. A local minimum corresponds to a stable
structure with a finite lifetime and it is identified by zero gradients on all geometrical
coordinates with all positive curvatures. Different minima correspond to different stable
conformations or structural isomers of the molecule. One will never know if the “global
minimum” is found unless performing a thorough search in all geometrical parameters.
The transition states on the PES are identified by zero slopes with all curvatures positive
but one. These transition state structures are very important because they determine
the barrier heights for elementary molecular processes. Higher order transition states
are not very important to the field of physical chemistry and they will not be discussed
in this thesis.
Methods for locating stationary points. Stationary points are located through
geometry optimisation. The stationary point of interest might be a minimum or a
transition state. Geometry optimisation for finding a minimum energy structure is a
computational procedure for determining a stable structure. It is often referred to as
minimisation. The iterative procedure relies on forces and curvatures, which can be
obtained from classical force fields or in the course of quantum chemical calculations.
In minimisation, the molecular geometry is modified slightly by moving atoms in the
direction of forces acting on them and the energy for the new geometry is compared
to the energy from the previous iteration. This is repeated until minimum stationary
point is found where forces on each atom are zero. Likewise, in the transition state
optimisation, atoms are moved in the direction of forces except one coordinate whereby
the movement is against the direction of force. Performing geometry optimisation alone
is not sufficient enough to give us information about the nature of the stationary point,
therefore it is necessary to perform second derivatives (Hessian) calculations in order to
identify the curvatures of the PES. The detailed discussions of geometry optimisation is
presented in section 2.2. These methods often locate stationary points that are closest
in geometry to the starting geometry. So, finding the most stable minimum (global
minimum) is a challenging task because the optimisation might get trapped in the nearest
local minimum. In practice, computational scientists attempt to suppress this problem
by starting geometry optimisations from different initial structures. This method is not
bulletproof and a more reliable approach will be presented in Chapter 5 and further
tested in chapter 6.
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The global minimum structure is of high importance to the field of physical chemistry.
Let us consider the simplest phase, gas phase, and the ideal gas model. One needs
to know the most stable molecular structures to determine electronic, vibrational and
rotational energy levels. This in turn will allow to determine thermodynamic properties
of the gas. In more general terms, experimental chemists frequently rely on the so-called
structure-property relationships. These are relations between specific structural features
and molecular properties.
Computational studies have been carried out in the gas phase and in solid state to
find the most stable molecular structures.[18, 19] In some computational studies, the
most stable conformers were determined by manually rotating dihedral angles[20] of the
molecule and this process becomes labour intensive when dealing with systems comprised
of several atoms. In addition, rotating a specific dihedral angle affects other neighbour-
ing atoms attached to the same bond that is being rotated. This greatly distorts the
molecule, hence the number of geometrical optimisation steps needed to converge to a
local minimum might become significant. The most serious deficiency is that the whole
potential energy surface is not explored; some potentially relevant regions of the PES
might be missed.
In other computational studies,[18, 19] the initial molecular structures were taken from a
crystallographic database and used for determination of gas-phase molecular structures.
Unfortunately these initial structures are biased in favour of intermolecular interactions
and might be unsuitable for gas phase problems.[18, 19] Hence, there have been many
ingenious efforts to develop methods for finding the most stable molecular structures.
These efforts have been grouped, for the purpose of this thesis, into two families: deter-
ministic and stochastic methods.
1.4 Deterministic Models for molecular structures
There have been developments in the Combinatorial Computational Cheminformatics
C3 approaches recently. These brute-force method have been applied to numerous
search algorithms to find the most stable molecular tautomers[21, 22], congeners[23]
and conformers[24–26]. For example, an algorithm that creates a library of tautomers,
TauTGen[21] requires a molecular framework of heavy atoms. The code distributes hy-
drogens onto probable sites on this molecular framework. Each distribution represents
an initial geometrical structure. The inability of the tool to generate conformers of each
tautomer generated is a disadvantage. A tool that constructs a library of congeners
of a given molecule has also been developed, ConGENER[23]. Likewise, a tool that
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constructs a library of conformers for a given molecule, the SSC[25], has also been de-
veloped. The SSC tool rotates a whole molecular fragment around selected rotatable
bonds. Thus it is more robust than changing selected dihedral angles. This tool gen-
erates only conformers of a tautomer specified on the input file. For a molecule that
can undergo tautomerisation, this is a disadvantage because an initial input file for each
tautomer has to be created and then ran separately. OMEGA[24] and CAESAR[26]
generate library of conformers by dividing the molecule into smaller fragments and then
reattach them in all possible ways. Unfortunately these latter tools might miss other
conformers because the fragments might have and/or prefer different conformation.
In the past, our group developed a tool that performs a combinatorial/computational
search for the most stable tautomers,[21] and the tool was applied to the anions of nucleic
acid bases.[27] More recently, our group developed another tool for a combinatorial/com-
putational search of the most stable conformers and it was applied to nucleosides.[25] In
chapter 5, I will discuss the capabilities of my newly developed Potential Energy Surface
Scanning Tool (PESST) that searches simultaneously for the most stable tautomers and
conformers[28] and I will demonstrate its usefulness on the neutral and anionic pheny-
lalanine. The demonstration will be extended to the search of the most stable valence
anions of tyrosine, discussed in chapter 6
A silent advantage of deterministic methods is that they ignore barriers on the PES. Thus
there is no problem with overcoming barriers when searching for the global minimum.
This problem is a deficiency of stochastic methods discussed in section 1.5
1.5 Stochastic Methods for molecular structures
One experiences a combinatorial explosion of molecular structures as the number of ro-
tatable bonds increases. For example, arginine has ten rotatable bonds, see fig 1.6. If
the PES is scanned, then the PESST[29] or SSC[25] tool will create 1679616 initial struc-
tures, although the problem can be minimised through activation of only few rotational
degrees of freedom. Performing energy minimisation for a large number of structures
quickly becomes computationally infeasible.
Many ingenious theoretical methods and algorithms aiming to determine the most stable
molecular structures have been developed.[30–35] The most common methods are finite
temperature Monte Carlo,[32] molecular dynamics,[33] basin-hopping[34] methods and
genetic algorithm[35]. The first two methods are implemented in various simulated
annealing algorithms. In standard simulated annealing protocols, the temperature of
the system and the PES are decided a priori. The simulation is run at an acceptably
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Figure 1.6: Conformational space of arginine.
high temperature (T) for a sufficiently long time. The reason being that the system’s
energy is speculated to be high enough to overcome potential energy barriers. Then the
system’s temperature is decreased so that it settles on the minimum. Although successful
application of this methods have been reported, the minimum might be “local” rather
than “global”.
There is temptation to run simulations at high temperatures to overcome barriers which
results in dissociation of molecular systems. At non-excessive temperature simulations,
the system might not have enough energy to overcome barriers quickly. A long run
would be needed to witness such a transition. As a result, the computational runtime
become significant and the PES is not explored efficiently, which are disadvantages.
There have been past efforts to suppress energy barriers. These include the diffusion
equation method (DEM) which transforms the original PES with multiple minima into
a new PES with only one minimum.[36] Some other methods include the distance scal-
ing method,[37] the shift method,[38] the Gaussian density annealing method,[39, 40]
and the ant-lion strategy for changing the range of the potential.[41] All these above
named methods require an analytical expression for the original PES and they cannot
be applied to the PES determined using electronic structure methods. Another suc-
cessful method, the basin hoping method,[34] requires geometrical energy minimisation
for each stochastically selected molecular structure, in which the PES is transformed
into a collection of inter-penetrating staircases. This is disadvantageous (minimising a
large number of initial structures which converge into the same local minimum) when
executed on electronic structure PES even though successful applications have been
reported.[42, 43]
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Here, I propose to change the PES and the temperature during the course of the sim-
ulation and run calculations at reasonably low temperatures to address the problem of
dissociation of the molecules. In this case, the dynamics of the system is executed on
deformed PES and the deformation protocols are initiated and terminated “on-the-fly”
depending on the local information gathered during the course of the trajectory. In
addition, the system’s temperature might also be temporarily increased to increase its
kinetic energy if it is trapped in a local minimum. In chapter 10 I will demonstrate
how the PES can be deformed in molecular dynamics simulations. The dynamics will
be executed on the deformed PES resulting from subtracting selected force field terms
that I found to be responsible for barriers.
1.6 Experimental Determination of Molecular Structures
Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with atoms
and molecular structures. Important information about molecular structures can be
deduced by analysing the absorption properties at various regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The absorption in the microwave region, commonly known as microwave
spectroscopy, is used to study the rotational motion of the molecules which in turn
provide the moments of inertia which can be used to deduce bond lengths. Absorption
in the infra red region is used to study the vibrational motion of molecules, hence the
name infra red spectroscopy. The information we gather from this spectroscopy is the
rigidity of the bonds which in turn can be used to map the potential energy surface of
the molecule.
Anion Photoelectron Spectroscopy. The anion photoelectron spectroscopy is based
on the photoelectric effect explained by Einstein in 1905.[44] It is a powerful tool to
study the geometries, vibrational modes, thermochemistry, and electronic structure of
anions and neutrals.[45] In anion photoelectron experiments, a mass-selected beam of
atomic or molecular anions AB− is prepared and a fixed frequency photon source hv
is used to photodetach electrons from the anion, AB− + hv → AB + e. The kinetic
energy of the resulting photodetached electrons KEe is measured and the technique
is governed by the energy-conserving relationship hv = KEe + EBE. The electronic
binding energy, EBE, is obtained by subtracting the electron kinetic energy from the
photon energy. This technique has been applied to a wide range of systems (atoms,
organic molecules, etc.) through the use of different sources of anions and photons of
different energy.[45, 46] An example of the photoelectron spectrum of oxalic acid (OA)
anion is shown in figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Anion photoelectron spectrum of oxalic acid monomer discussed in chapter
9.
In photoelectron experiments, the photocurrent (photoelectrons emitted per second) is
plotted against the electron binding energy (see figure 1.7). The peaks in the spectrum
show the electron binding energies corresponding to different quantum states of the
neutral. This type of photoelectron spectra can be reproduced using theory but the
geometry of the anion has to be known. The theoretical results greatly help to interpret
the experimental spectrum by assigning experimental peaks to the computed transitions.
Results of such a study are reported in chapter 8 for the anions of oxalic acid, monomer
OA−, dimer (OA)−2 and trimer (OA)
−
3 . Photoelectron spectroscopy is a handy method
to validate the computed anionic molecular structures. The spectra obtained using this
technique has been discussed extensively in chapters 6, 7 and 9.
Microwave Spectroscopy. Molecular systems undergo rotations and vibrations in the
gas phase whereas the molecular rotations are restricted in a liquid and solid phase due
to intermolecular interactions between neighbouring molecular species. The rotation is
relative to the set of orthogonal axis, x, y, z, passing through the system’s center of mass.
The rotational properties of the molecule about each rotational axis are correlated with
a set of quantised energy levels which depend on angular momentum quantum number
l and the moment of inertia I about that particular axis. The moment of inertia is






Consider two masses (m1,m2) attached by rigid rod of length r free to rotate about its
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Figure 1.8: Molecular system undergoes vibrations and rotations about axis passing
through its center of mass C.
center of mass, perpendicular to the molecular axis, as illustrated in figure 1.8. Masses
m1 and m2 are located at distance r1 and r2 from its center of mass C, respectively.
















2. Note that the velocity r˙i = 2pirivrot = riω with vrot as the number of rotational
cycles per second. By definition, the moments about point C should be equal, that




r and r2 =
m1
m1+m2
r. I can now rewrite the moment of inertia






r2 or in terms of the reduced mass µ as I = µr2.
Again, two-body problem simplifies into a one-body problem.[47–49]
The distance r depends on the three perpendicular axis (x, y and z), so are the moments
of inertia. Then I can classify, by convention, the moments of inertia as Ix, Iy and Iz.
The rotational axes are chosen such that Ix ≤ Iy ≤ Iz. The moment of inertia I depends
on the molecular geometry and the masses of the atoms associated with the geometry.
For a rigid rotor free from any force, its potential energy is constant and may be set









z is the magnitude of angular momentum expressed in terms of
angular frequency as L = Iω. I now define the total rotational energy about three axes












From the above illustration, I can assume that the molecular structures do not deform
under rotational stress and treat them as rigid rotors[47, 50, 51]. Although molecular
structures vibrate as they rotate, the amplitude of vibration is insignificant in comparison
with the atomic bond lengths, therefore to a good approximation, bond lengths can
be fixed. Rigid rotors are categorised into spherical, symmetric, linear and asymmetric
rotors. In the spherical rotors, the distance from the center of the sphere (rotational axis)
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is the same in all directions hence equal moments of inertia. Such examples of molecular









2I . Here L is the magnitude of the angular momentum with the
corresponding quantum mechanical expression given by L2 = l(l + 1)}2, where l =
0, 1, 2, · · · . This implies that the rotational angular velocities are quantised accordingly:
ω =
√
l(l + 1)}I . So is the total energy, with discrete values,




In most cases, the total energy is expressed in terms of the rotational constant B and
further in units of wavenumbers, denoted as E˜(l) or F (l) (which is called the rotational
term), so that the discussion of vibration-rotation spectra become convenient.[47–49]
Thus E˜(l) = E(l)hc = l(l + 1)
h
8pi2cl
= B˜l(l + 1). The value of l = 0 is allowed, therefore
the rotor may have zero energy and the separation of adjacent energy levels is given by
E˜(l + 1)− E˜(l) = 2B˜(l + 1) as illustrated in figure 1.9. The requirement for transition
between two quantum states is ∆l = ±1. The energy difference between two adjacent
states l and l − 1 is simply ∆E = }2I l and the frequency at which the absorption
transition occur is deduced from Bohr frequency and expressed as v˜ = h
4pi2I
l = 2Bl. This
frequency lie on the microwave region, hence the name microwave spectroscopy. Given
the transition frequencies from the spectrum, I can calculate the moment of inertia from
the expression for the rotational constant which in turn leads to the bond distance from
I = µr if masses are known.
I can now combine equations 1.7 and 1.8 to get the vibrational and rotational energy of
the diatomic molecule in the rigid rotor harmonic oscillator approximation:
E˜v = G(v) + F (l) = (v +
1
2
)v˜ + B˜l(l + 1)
v = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
l = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
(1.9)
Each vibrational transition is accompanied by a rotational transition which both satisfy
the selection rules, ∆v = +1 and ∆l = ±1 for absorption. Figure 1.9 illustrate the
rotational energy levels associated with the ground vibrational state.
Symmetric rotors have two equal I’s but different from the third. In this discussion, I
shall treat the two equal I’s as perpendicular to the rotational axis, I⊥, and the third
unique I as parallel, I‖, to the axis. If I‖ > I⊥, then the rotor is classed as oblate.
Such example of the molecular species is the benzene C6H6. If I‖ < I⊥, then the
rotor is classed as prolate, with CH3Cl as an example. The expression for the energy















. The component of the angular
momentum Lˆ operator about any axis is restricted to the eigenvalues a = l(l + 1)} and
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Figure 1.9: An illustration of rotational energy levels of the molecule associated with
ground vibrational state for diatomic molecule. Note that each vibrational energy level
has rotational energy levels associated with it. Energies are in wavenumbers
Lˆz operator to the eigenvalues b = ml}, with magnetic quantum number ml taking
values ml = 0,±1, . . . ,±l. It follows that the rotational terms are given by E˜(l,ml) =
Bl(l + 1) + (A− B)m2l and the rotational constants A and B are defined as A = }4picI‖
and B = }4picI⊥ , respectively.
In linear rotors, the moment of inertia about the molecular axis is equal to zero, where
nuclei masses are taken as mass points lying along the rotational axis (see figure 1.8).
The components of angular momentum is equivalent to zero and therefore ml ≡ 0 in the
expression above, hence E¯(l) = Bl(l+ 1). This solution is similar to the solution of the
spherical rotor except that the spherical rotor has A = B. Examples of linear rotors are
CO2 and HCl.
Asymmetric rotors have all the three moments of inertia different. Such molecular
examples are H2O and CH3OH. These systems are too complicated to derive their
analytical solutions. The rotational energy depends on three molecular constants (the
rotational constants), which depend upon the moment of inertia, which in turn depend
on the molecular structure.
X-ray Diffraction. X-ray diffraction is a method for investigating the atomic and
molecular structure of matter and the technique exploits the properties of electromag-
netic (EM) waves.[52]. Laue[53] discovered that crystalline matter diffract X-rays such a
way that the molecular structure is revealed. The X-rays are electromagnetic radiation
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with shorter wavelength than light in the range of 0.5-2.5 A˚, whereas the wavelength
of visible light is of the order of 600 A˚. They are produced when charged particles are
decelerated rapidly, in particular, the electrons. These electrons strike the anode target
with very high velocity and, at the point of impact, x-rays are produced and radiated
in different directions with a continuous range of wavelengths called Bremsstrahlung.
In addition there are sharp peaks superimposed on the continuum which are character-
istics of metal target used and they are referred to as K,L,M, etc classed according
to the increase in their wavelengths. These sharp peaks results from collision of irradi-
ated high velocity electrons with electrons in the K shell leaving the atom of the metal
target in an excited state. One of the higher energy electron in the outer shell imme-
diately falls into the vacancy in the K shell emitting excess energy in the process as
an x-ray photon. The electromagnetic waves exhibit wave-like behaviour, that is, they
undergo interference and diffraction.[52, 53] Diffraction is a phenomenon occurring when
a wave encounters an obstacle and the resulting pattern of varying intensities is called
the diffraction pattern.[53, 54] The pattern occurs when the waves encounter an object
with dimensions comparable to its wavelength. X-rays, for example, are form of electro-
magnetic radiation having a wavelengths in the range of 0.01 to 10 nanometers, which
is comparable to the lattice spacing, therefore, they are used in the determination of the
crystalline molecular structures by analysing the diffraction pattern produced.[53, 54]
The region where the interference of waves is constructive (peaks coincide) is seen by
enhanced amplitudes and the region of destructive interference is recognised by dimin-
ished amplitudes (peaks coincides with troughs). The intensity of the EM waves is
proportional to the square of the amplitude of the wave.
Atoms in a crystalline structure are arranged in semi-transparent layers. Each layer
reflects incident ray such that the angle of reflection is equal to angle of incident (Snell’s
law). The multiple reflections from these layers are described by Bragg’s law;[55–57]
2d sin θ = nλ, where d is the separation distance between the layers, θ is the incident
angle (angle between the incident ray and the reflecting layers), n is the reflection pat-
tern with n = 2, 3, 4, . . . called 2nd order, 3rd order, 4th order and so on, corresponding
to path-length differences of 2, 3, 4, . . . , wavelengths. λ is the wavelength of the incident
wave. The pattern produced by Bragg diffraction gives information about the sepa-
rations, angles for coherent and incoherent scattering from atoms in a crystal. Bragg
proposed that the intense peak will be produced if the multiple reflections from atoms
interfere constructively. The Bragg (intense) peaks of the reflected radiation were ob-
served at specific λ and θ and the constructive interference was when the phase shift is
a multiple of 2pi.[48] The separation distance may be readily calculated from the known
values of θ.
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X-ray crystallography is the most common and powerful technique for the determination
of the atomic and molecular structures of crystals.[58, 59] The atoms in a crystalline
structures cause the x-ray beam to scatter. The scattering is caused by the oscillations in
the electrons of an atom generated by the incident EM wave. Atoms with larger number
of electrons scatter x-rays more strongly than atoms with fewer number of electrons.
The dependence of the scattering on the number of electrons is expressed in terms of the
scattering factor, f , of an atom which is related to the electron density distribution ρ(r)





2dr with k = 4piλ sin θ.[48] The 3-D picture of the electron
density is constructed from the measured angles θ and intensities of the scattered beams
and then the determination of the average positions of the atoms as well as chemical
bonds is deduced from the constructed electron density.
Electron Diffraction. Crystal structures of solids are also being studied by electron
diffraction experiments. These experiment follow Louis de Broglie’s ideas[60, 61] that
electrons exhibit both particle and wave properties. His concept was based on the fact
that, analogous to photons, electrons should have well defined wavelength λ = h/p,
with h as the Plank’s constant and p as the momentum of the electron p = mv in the
non-relativistic limit, p =
√
2m(KEe), where m is the electron rest mass and KEe is
its kinetic energy. The electrons are given kinetic energy by accelerating them through
a measurable electric potential, KEe = eV . Electron diffraction technique is used to
study matter by analysing interference pattern of the electrons reflected from the sample
since the wavelength (λ = h/
√
2meV ) used is of order of the lattice spacing in crystals.




Majority of the problems we encounter in computational chemistry are too large to
be tackled by electronic structure methods even if core electrons are ignored. In force
fields methods, the energy of the system is approximated as a function of only nuclear
positions and the electrons are ignored. In this case, the force fields can provide answers
to large systems that cannot be obtained through quantum mechanics and in some cases
accurate solutions can be obtained.
The total energy of the force fields EFF in use nowadays is interpreted in terms of four
component picture of the intra- and two component non-bonded interactions and each
component describes the energy required to distort a molecule in a specific fashion. The
general functional form is;
EFF = Estr + Ebend + Etors + Ecross︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-
+Eel + Evdw︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-bonded
(2.1)
Estr is the energetic contributions due to bond stretch between two atoms, Ebend is the
energetic penalty for bending an angle from the equilibrium value,Etors is the torsional
energy for rotating around the bond whereas Ecross describes the coupling between the
aforementioned terms. The Eel and the Evdw components describes the non-bonded
atom-atom interactions. The contributions are schematically represented in figure 2.1.
The optimal energies and geometries (stable structures) can be determined by minimi-
sation methods described in the next section.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the components of the force field energy.
2.1.1 The stretch energy
The potential energy function for a bond between two atoms A and B can be written as
a Taylor expansion around an equilibrium bond length.
Estr(l
AB − lAB0 ) = E0 +
dE
dl





(lAB − lAB0 )2 + · · · (2.2)
The derivatives are evaluated at l = l0 with E0 term set to zero (zero point for the
energy scale), as a result, the second term becomes zero and therefore the expansion
becomes;
Estr(l
AB − lAB0 ) = kAB2 (lAB − lAB0 )2 + · · ·
= kAB2 (∆l
AB)2 + · · · (2.3)
where kAB2 is the force constant for bond A - B. If the equation is terminated at the
second order, then the equation assumes the form of a harmonic oscillator which is
sufficient for determining equilibrium geometries. It should be noted that additional
terms are needed for the determination of anharmonic vibrational frequencies.
Estr(l
AB − lAB0 ) = kAB2 (∆lAB)2 + kAB3 (∆lAB)3 + kAB4 (∆lAB)4 + · · · (2.4)
Following this fact, if the function is terminated at the third order, then the cubic
anharmonicity constant k3 (which is negative) will make the energy to go towards -∞ if
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the calculations are started from geometries with long bond lengths and the atoms may

















with µ as the reduced mass and ω =
√
k
µ as the frequency of the bond vibration. The
Morse potential reproduces the actual behaviour quite accurately but the disadvantage
with this potential is that it cannot be amended easily and it requires three parameters
to be specified for each bond, this is the reason why Taylor’s expansion is implemented
in most force fields. Moreover, the bond lengths do not deviate significantly from equi-
librium values during molecular mechanics simulations using Taylor’s expansion. Such
force fields that uses both the Taylor expansion and Morse potential are the Universal
Force Field (UFF)[62] and DREIDING[63]. The Optimized Potentials for Liquid Simu-
lations (OPLS-AA)[64] force field uses the standard form of equation 2.3 for the bond
stretching term.
2.1.2 The bending energy
Consider three atoms A, B and C forming an angle A-B-C with A-B and B-C as chemical
bonds. Small displacements from equilibrium bond angle are modelled by polynomial
expansions and the penalty for straining an angle is calculated using Taylor’s expansion
around the equilibrium angle. Similarly, the expansion also takes the form of the har-
monic oscillator if terminated at second order and this is adequate for most applications.




(θABC − θABC,eq)2[1− k′ABC(θABC − θABC,eq)−
k′′ABC(θABC − θABC,eq)2 − k′′′ABC(θABC − θABC,eq)3] (2.7)
where θ is the angle between bonds AB and BC. The DREIDING[63] force field uses




kABC [cos θABC − cos θABC,eq]2 (2.8)
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The OPLS-AA[64] uses the standard form described in equation 2.7 whereas the UFF[62]





with coefficients Cn satisfying appropriate boundary conditions.
2.1.3 The torsional energy
If I consider four-atoms sequence A-B-C-D where there is a bond between A and B, B
and C and between C and D, then the torsional angle ω is defined as the angle between
the plane spanned by atoms A-B-C and the plane spanned by atoms B-C-D. This can be
viewed as the angle between bond AB and bond CD when looking along bond BC. The
torsional energy Etors function is periodic in the angle ω and in principle, the energy
should return to the same value when rotated by 360◦. To fulfil this criterion, the Etors





where n defines the periodicity and n = 1 describes a rotation that is periodic by 360◦,
then for n = 2, 3, 4 and so on, the function is respectively periodic by 180◦, 120◦, 90◦
and so on. Vn contribute to the barrier height. It should be noted that other terms in
the force field such as non-bonded interactions between atom A and D also contribute
to the barrier height as the bond is rotated.
Here UFF[62] and the DREIDING[63] force field uses torsional periodicities and minima
modelled using Fourier representation in equation 2.10 with V0 = 1, Vn = − cos(nω0)




Vω[1− cos(nω0) cos(nω)] (2.11)




V1(1 + cosω) +
1
2
V2(1 + cos 2ω)+
1
2
V3(1 + cos 3ω) +
1
2
V4(1 + cos 4ω) (2.12)
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2.1.4 Cross terms: Class 1, 2 and 3 Force Fields
The aforementioned terms couple with one another. They are not treated as individual
coordinates. This can be understood by expanding the total potential energy function
in a multidimensional Taylor series where the products of the first order expansion are
components of the cross terms. The example of such cross terms are listed below;
Estr/bend = kABC(θABC − θABC,eq)[(lAB − lAB,eq)− (lBC − lBC,eq)] (2.13a)
Estr/str = kABC(lAB − lAB,eq)(lBC − lBC,eq) (2.13b)
Ebend/bend = kABCD(θABC − θABC,eq)(θBCD − θBCD,eq) (2.13c)
Estr/tor = kABCD(lAB − lAB,eq)cos(nωABCD) (2.13d)
Ebend/tor = kABCD(θABC − θABC,eq)cos(nωABCD) (2.13e)
Ebend/tors/bend = kABCD(θABC − θABC,eq)(θBCD − θBCD,eq)cos(nωABCD) (2.13f)
In principle, in most force field, the constant k depends on all atoms in the sequence
but the central atom. For example, the stretch/bend constant kABC is usually taken as
KB in common force fields.
The classification of force fields is done based on these cross terms. Force fields that
do not include these terms are regarded as class I and those with explicit cross terms
are viewed as class II force fields. The inclusion of these terms improves the ability of
the force fields to predict the structural properties accurately. The cross terms are very
important for optimal representation of the PES and for reproducing the vibrational
frequencies accurately. In general, the Estr/bend term is the most important among the
all cross terms. The class III force fields take into account the chemical effects and other
features such as electronegativity and hyperconjugation.
2.1.5 The van der Waals energy
The attraction or repulsion between two non-bonded atoms is modelled by van der Waals
function. The van de Waals function has two terms, the dispersive interactions and the
exchange-repulsive interactions. The attractive contributions are due to dispersive forces
which results from instantaneous dipoles caused by fluctuation in the electron clouds.
The repulsive contributions are quantum mechanical in origin and can be understood
through Pauli principle which prohibits any two electrons in a systems from having the
same set of quantum numbers. In this case, the pairs of electrons cannot occupy the
same region of space. The attractive dispersion interactions varies as 1
r6
and dominates
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Lennard-Jones potential.
Quantum mechanics is used to model the dispersive and exchange-repulsive interactions
between pairs of atoms and molecules and the calculations are demanding as large basis
sets and electron correlation are required. For fast calculations, Lennard-Jones 12-6
function has been used to model these interactions. It has an attractive part that varies









where σ is the collision diameter (the separation for which the energy is zero) and ε is
the well depth. These two parameters can be adjusted. The ELJ(r) is positive at small
separations with slightly negative minimum at equilibrium bond distance and approaches
zero at large separation distances as shown in figure 2.2.
Amber[65], OPLS[66] and OPLS-AA[64] uses the above standard Lennard-Jones 12-
6 potential. The Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFFs)[67, 68] uses a buffered 14-7












Some molecular force fields such as the MM2[69, 70] and MM3[71] uses the ’Buckingham’
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with A,B and C as constants and R0 as the minimum energy distance. The DREIDING
force field[63] uses both the Lennard-Jones 12-6 type potential and the exponential-6
form.
Hydrogen bonding in force fields. Hydrogen bonds are formed between a protic
hydrogen atom and the lone pair of the electronegative atom such as nitrogen and oxygen,
that is, from the positively charged hydrogen and the negatively charged heteroatom.
The hydrogen bonding parameters are substituted into the van de Waals potential for
only pairs of atoms which are in vicinity of each other and able to participate in the
hydrogen bonding interactions. They are modelled by short bond length R0 and large ε














In some force fields, the hydrogen bonding functional form is multiplied by a factor (1−
cosωXHY ) or (cosωXHY ) to give it some directionality, where ωXHY is the angle between
the hydrogen atom H bonded to atom X and the hydrogen bond formed between the
H and the electronegative atom Y .
The MM2[69, 70] and MM3[71] uses the angle-independent 12-10 Lennard potential
described above. The DREADING force field uses CHARMM[72] like hydrogen bonding














whereas the Amber[65], OPLS[66], OPLS-AA[64] and MMFFs[67, 68] have no explicit
hydrogen bonding term.
The total non-bonded energy is the sum of this term, the van de Waals, Evdw, and the
electrostatic, Eel, term discussed in the next section.
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2.1.6 The electrostatic energy
Quantum mechanical description of electron density leads to accumulation of excess
charge in some regions and depletion in others. This is also due to electronegative ele-
ments attracting more electrons than less electronegative elements thus uneven charge
distributions in the molecule. The excess charges interact with each other through
Coulomb interaction. The most convenient way of describing the electrostatic interac-
tions is to assign each atom a partial charge and to estimate the electrostatic interactions
between two molecules or parts of the same molecule using the Coulomb potential. This









where qi and qj are point charges,  is the dielectric constant used to model the effect
of surrounding molecules whereas ε0 is the permittivity of free space and N is the total
number of atoms. Good partial charges are obtained through Molecular Electrostatic
Potential (MEP) fitting from electronic structure methods through minimization of the






















where Za are the nuclear charges and Ψ as the electronic wave function. The partial
charges obtained through minimisation of the error functions are too sensitive to small
details in the fitting data and this is primarily due to charge fittings using only surface
atoms. This is often rectified by adding a hyperbolic penalty term for having non-zero
partial charges. This Restrained ElectroStatic Potential (RESP)[73] fitting scheme has
been used in AMBER force field[65].
The OPLS-AA uses the standard form of Coulomb potential, described in equation






for the electrostatic interactions with charges obtained using Charge Equilibration (QEq)
scheme[74].
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2.2 Geometry Optimization, (Mathematical methods of)
The potential energy surface of many-body system is multi-dimensional. Studies on ”how
the energy varies with the coordinate system” are complicated because for any system
with N atoms the energy is thus a function of 3N Cartesian coordinates system or 3N−5
internal coordinates for linear systems or 3N−6 for non-linear systems. Visualisation of
this kind of potential energy surface becomes impossible except for small systems where
energy is a function of a few coordinates. It is necessary to understand the potential
energy surface because the stationary points are important for thermodynamics and
kinetics. These points can be identified through the use of optimisation algorithms.
Consider a function f which depends on several more independent variable r1, r2, . . . , ri.
The information about the forces and curvature of the energy function can be obtained
through derivatives. The first derivatives of the function with respect to each variable







At the minimum, all frequencies are real but at the transition state, there is only one




< 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
for only one r
∂2f
∂r2n
> 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
for other r’s
(2.25)
Most minimisation algorithms locate the nearest minimum from the starting point by
going downhill on the energy surface. The direction of nearest minimum is obtained
from the first derivative of the energy (gradient). The force acting on each atom is equal
to the negative of the gradient and each atom can be moved in response to these forces
in an attempt to lower the energy of the system. The potential energy function for a
multidimensional case is written as a Tylor’s expansion about point rn
f(r) = f(rn) + (r − rn)f ′(rn) + (r − rn)T · f ′′(rn) · 1
2
(r − rn) + · · · (2.26)
For any potential energy function with 3N Cartesian coordinates, the variable r is a
simplification of a 3N dimensional vector r. Each component is a partial derivative of f
with respect to appropriate coordinate, ∂f∂rn and the gradient at point n will be denoted
as gn. Each component (i,j) of matrix f
′′
i,j(rn) is the partial second order derivative of
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The highest-order derivative used in the optimisation method determines its class. Those
which only use the first-order derivatives are classed as first-order methods and those
which use both first and second order derivatives are classed as second-order derivative
methods. The most frequently used first-order minimisation method is the steepest
descents method, which is popular in minimising structures far from the minimum, and
the second-order minimisation method is the Newton-Raphson method, which is widely
used for structures close to the minimum.
2.2.1 The Steepest Descent Method
In the steepest descent method, the direction of movement of particles is parallel to the
direction of net force, downhill, that is, in the direction opposite to the gradient g. We
start from the initial position rn followed by deciding the step size λ along the gradient
and then descend towards minimum through the use of the following equation:
rn+1 = rn − λngn (2.27)
For search method, we then proceed along the direction of forces until minimum is found
and then recompute the gradient gn+1 at the located minimum and repeat the process.
The step size λ is governed by the directional derivative;
d
dλn
f(rn+1) = ∇f(rn+1)T · d
dλn
rn+1 (2.28)
= −∇f(rn+1)T · gn (2.29)
in which both −∇f(rn+1)T and gn are orthogonal to each other when the equation is
set to zero. The succeeding search is orthogonal to the preceding search resulting in a
zig-zag pattern. Since the points are taken in a linear fashion, the movement is known
as line search and the method itself is stable, fast, simple and easy to apply. It is fast in
terms of initial convergence but become slower towards minimum because the step size
decreases as it approaches minimum.
The procedure is outlined below;
1. Calculate the gradient of the function: gn = ∇fn(r)
2. Determine the direction of movement; dn = −gn
3. Calculate the step size λ; minλn>0f(rn + λndn)
4. Calculate the new point from equation 2.27; rn+1 = rn + λdn
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5. Repeat the procedure at this new point by calculating the gradient gn+1 = ∇f(rn+1)
and the direction dn+1 = −gn+1 at point rn+1 and determine other points until
convergence.
2.2.2 The Newton-Raphson Method
This is the most robust second-order minimisation method. The potential energy func-
tion is written as a Taylor’s expansion around point rn as described by equation 2.26. For











and with 3N−dimensional gradients(first derivatives) g which can be calculated analyt-
ically. The first derivative gives the direction of the vector. Let us pay attention on the
nth coordinate so that I follow its direction. The gradient of the nth coordinate will be
given by










with the elements {gn,k} collected in a column vector gn and the Hessian (second deriva-






























Here the second derivative gives forces and curvature of the directional vector therefore
the minimum can be guessed along the line searched. Suppose I use the unitary matrix
U that diagonalises Hn such that the diagonalised Hessians are given by λ;
(UTHnU)k,l = δk,lλk here, UU
T = 1 (2.33)
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There will be 3N − 5|6 eigenvalues λ which are non-zero. By rewriting equation 2.26 in
terms of gn and Hn and then insert the unitary matrix into the resulting equation, one
obtain the following equation truncated at the second order;
f(r) = f(rn) + (r − rn)gTn + (r − rn)T ·Hn ·
1
2
(r − rn) (2.35)
= f(rn) + UU
T(r − rn)gTn +
1
2
(r − rn)TUUTHnUUT(r − rn) (2.36)
I can write equation 2.36 in terms of steps along the 3N − 5|6 directions corresponding
to non-zero Hessian eigenvalues in a more compact form by assigning UT(r − rn) = Q
and UTgn = G and by using the fact that (AB)
T = BTAT;



















mk(r − rn)k and the




mkgn,k along the m
th eigenvector of the Hessian
matrix H. I focused my attention on the kth component of the vector. At the minimum,
I seek the value r = rn+1 so that the first derivative is zero, f
′(rn+1) = 0 = g, therefore
I minimise the energy function in equation 2.38 with respect to Qm and write;
∂f
∂Qm
= Gm + λmQm = 0 (2.39)






which is Newton-Raphson method. In geometry optimisation, Newton-Raphson method
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with the projected gradient gn along the Hessian eigenvector with eigenvalue εn. The
step is controlled such that the direction is correct and total length of the step does not
exceed the region in which the 2nd order Taylor expansion is valid. This is done through
the use of shift parameter γ;
∆x′n = −
fn
εn − γ (2.43)
The correct step direction is given by all values of γ below the lowest Hessian eigenvalue
and those γ values approaching −∞ gives almost zero step size. The inverted Hessian
matrix H−1 is computationally demanding for large systems.
However, most of the energy functions are not quadratic therefore the minimum cannot
be determined in one step. In this case, I apply the procedure iteratively following the
below outline;
1. Calculate the first derivative of the function, the gradient: gn = ∇f(rn).
2. Calculate the second derivative, the Hessian: Hn = ∇2f(rn).
3. Determine the step length and the direction of search from equation 2.40
4. Calculate the coordinates of the new step:
5. Repeat the procedure at the new coordinated found in step 4 until convergence.
The Newton-Raphson method is slow at the beginning for very distorted geometries but
converges very quickly when geometries are close to the minimum unlike the steepest
descent method with rapid convergence at the beginning but very slow towards the
convergence. The solution to this problem is to combine these two algorithms, starting
with steepest descent and then Newton-Raphson method towards convergence as done
in Gaussian electronic structure suite of programmes[75] under quadratic convergence.
Normal modes of vibration. An expansion of potential energy V around the min-
imum energy structure and truncated after quadratic terms leads to the following ex-
pression for the total classical energy of the molecule;
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In order to have the potential energy in the diagonal form one introduces eigenvectors
of the Kij as new coordinates labelled Qi and corresponding eigenvalues labelled κi.
The procedure is analogous to the one presented in equations 2.36/2.38 , but now it
applies to the mass-weighted Hessian rather than to Hessian. In these coordinate the





























Since the Hamiltonian is additive in normal modes Qi the vibrational wave function of
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the vibrational energy levels of the molecule.
The solution Ψvi , Evi are known from the theory of one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
Evi = (vi +
1
2
)}ωi ωi = k
1
2
i vi = 0, 1, 2, . . . (2.55)
Ψvi = NviHvi(yi)e







where vi is the vibrational quantum number, ωi is the vibrational frequency, Hvi(yi) are








The vibrational ground state of a polyatomic molecule is of special interest as it is the
only quantum vibrational state available at zero Kelvin. The associated energy E0 is







This is illustrated in figure 2.3.
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2.3 Molecular Dynamics Algorithms/Schemes
The most common classical molecular simulation search methods used are Molecular
Dynamics[76, 77] and Monte-Carlo[78] methods. Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation
method addresses the time evolution of system, therefore, one can easily examine each
MD step individually. Its is possible to predict the outcome of the MD simulation at
any time in the past and in the future. The total energy of the system is made up of
kinetic energy and also contributions from potential energy. For MD calculations, sam-
pling is performed mostly under microcanonical ensemble. Monte-Carlo (MC) samples
under canonical ensemble. The MD simulation search method use differential equations
embodied in Newton’s second law to calculate forces and accelerations of particles for
the next geometry in the trajectory. Most MD codes compute forces from derivatives
of empirical force fields discussed in the preceding section. In real situation, the forces
should change instantly whenever the position of the particle changes and even when
the nearest neighbour changes its position. Even though the parameters used in force
fields are computed from electronic structure calculations, the end results are not exact,
therefore, for better results, forces and energy can be obtained from Born-Oppenheimer
electronic energy surface which replaces the potential energy determined by a force field.
Consider a set of N-particles assuming a set of coordinates q0 = (r1, r2, . . . , r3N ) with ve-
locity expressed as (drdt )0, the vector of masses m and the total energy E which comprised
of the kinetic energy Ξ and the potential energy V . Suppose the particle displaces by ∆x
in time duration ∆t, such that the new generated coordinates x(t + ∆t) and velocities
dq
dt (t+ ∆t) at time (t+ ∆t) is expressed as,



















where −( δVδx )0 is the initial geometry force along the x-coordinate. Then one can express





Having a new set of coordinates and velocities, one can generate another set using
Newton’s equations and the procedure can be repeated for a finite number of steps. The
behaviour of particles can then be investigated from these sequence of coordinates. In
MD (or Newtonian dynamics) calculations, the potential energy of the system comes
from a force field and contributes to the Hamiltonian of the system. The Hamiltonian
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function H(p, r) consist of terms such as the kinetic energies, Ξ(p), of the particles and
the potential energy, V (r). The potential energy is the energy possessed by a mass
due to its position within a force field. The Hamiltonian as function of momenta and






+ V (r) (2.62)
One can write Hamilton’s equations of motion for a set of particles assuming positions








Newton’s equations of motion can be solved by substituting equations 2.62 into 2.63 and
2.64. The outcome of the analysis gives the following set of equations;
r˙i(t) = vi(t) (2.65a)




fi(t) = − ∂
∂ri
V (2.65c)
where ai is the acceleration of particle i and fi(t) is the force exerted on the particle
i. V (ri(t)) is the potential energy and ri(t) is the position vector of the i
th particle at
time t. Equation 2.65b is the Newton’s second order differential equation with respect





This implies that only positions of particles are important for solving equation 2.66,
hence most molecular dynamics codes involve the use of x−, y−, z−coordinate systems,
that is, the positions to evaluate forces at every step rather than using potential energy
as defined in equation 2.65c. The idea behind equation 2.66 is that it is cheaper in-terms
of computational time as compared to equation 2.65c.
Computer algorithms used in simulations include Verlet[79] and Beeman[80] schemes and
these algorithms are used to integrate above Newton’s equations of motion. I will discuss
both algorithms in the following sections. The algorithms use the position, velocity and
force components.
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2.3.1 The Verlet algorithm
Let’s use Taylor expansion to show how the positions and the velocities of particles
change in ∆t at time tn (time at the current position), where ∆t = tn+1− tn = tn− tn−1.
One obtains the following equations at time tn + ∆t (next position after time step ∆t)
and tn −∆t (the previous position, i.e. before the time step ∆t);



















Adding equation 2.67 to equation 2.68, one obtain;
rn+1 + rn−1 = 2rn + r¨n(∆t)2 +O((∆t)4) (2.69)
Substituting equation 2.66 into equation 2.69 and rearrange terms, one obtains the Verlet
algorithm[79];




One can do the same for the velocity by subtracting equation 2.68 from equation 2.67
and substitute equation 2.66 into the resulting equation. Rearranging the equation, one












(fn+1 − fn−1) (2.72)
Note that if the terms having f˙n are omitted, then one obtains the standard velocity
Verlet algorithm, equation 2.73, and by substituting equation 2.72 into equation 2.71,








(rn+1 − rn−1)− 1
12m
(fn+1 − fn−1)∆t+O((∆t)4) (2.74)
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2.3.2 Leapfrog algorithm
To get the velocity in Verlet algorithm, positions of the particles have to be calculated
first. This is disadvantageous because there is no velocity term in the equation. As a
result, leapfrog algorithm[81] was then developed. In the leapfrog method, the velocities
for the next time step v(tn+∆t) are calculated from the velocities from the previous time
step v(tn −∆t). The derivation of leapfrog algorithm is similar to the Verlet algorithm.
In this case, the positions or velocities are expanded in Tylor series at time (tn +
1
2∆t)






























The same procedure as for Verlet algorithm is followed. Equation 2.76 is subtracted











Rearranging equation 2.77 and using equation 2.65b and 2.66 (
...






m f˙) and then shifting the time points by
1
2∆t, one obtains the expression for leapfrog
algorithm;








I can simplify the above equation by eliminating the function f˙n+ 1
2
from above expression
using its time-reversal invariant expression and obtain;












(fn+1 − fn) (2.80)
Similarly, the expression for velocity can be obtained by expanding the velocity at time
tn +
1













Just like Verlet algorithm, omitting the terms containing f˙ and f¨ leads to the standard
Leap-Frog algorithm;
rn+1 = rn + vn+ 1
2
∆t+O((∆t)3) (2.82)











The velocity at tn can be computed by averaging the velocities v(tn+∆t) and v(tn−∆t)
and the positions are computed from equation 2.82.
The equation 2.81 can be simplified further and one can also maintain its accuracy
by substituting f¨n with its time-reversal invariant expression, equation 2.84, to obtain
















(fn+1 − 2fn + fn−1)∆t+O((∆t)5) (2.85)
2.3.3 The velocity Verlet scheme
The Verlet equations do not have the velocity term, therefore, it is difficult to get veloci-
ties of the particles without knowing the positions first. The velocities are obtained only
after the computation of new positions. These new position are obtained from current
position r(t) and previous positions r(t−∆t). The simulation requires some calculation
of r(t − ∆t) at the beginning (t = 0) for the computations to start. There were some
developments on the Verlet algorithm later on, as a result of this deficiency. Velocity
Verlet[82] method was developed and it computes positions, velocity and acceleration at
the same time. The velocity Verlet scheme[83] is as follows;
1 ~x(t+ ∆t) = ~x(t) + ~v(t)∆t+ 12~a(t)(∆t)
2
2 ~v(t+ ∆t2 ) = ~v(t) +
~a(t)∆t
2
3 ~a(t+ ∆t) = − 1m ~∇V (r(t+ ∆t))
4 ~v(t+ ∆t) = ~v(t+ ∆t2 ) +
~a(t+∆t)∆t
2
2.3.4 The Beeman Scheme
Another computational algorithm that is well known in the computational simulations is
the Beeman algorithm[80] and it is similar to the velocity Verlet algorithm. The scheme
is moderately computationally more expensive and has better accuracy than the Verlet
algorithm. The position and the velocity expressions, respectively, are calculated from;
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The equations of motion can also be integrated following the modified Beeman[84]
scheme.
1 r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + r˙(t)∆t+ ∆t
2
6 [4r¨(t)− r¨(t−∆t)]
2 r˙p(t+ ∆t) = r˙(t) +
∆t
2 [3r¨(t)− r¨(t−∆t)]
3 r¨(t+ ∆t) = F [ri(t+ ∆t), r˙
p
i (t+ ∆t), i = 1, . . . , N ]/m
4 r˙c(t+ ∆t) = r˙(t) +
∆t
6 [2r¨(t+ ∆t) + 5r¨(t)− r¨(t−∆t)]
5 Replace r˙p with r˙c and go to 3. Iterate to convergence.
6 Replace t with t+ ∆t and go to step 1 to determine the parameters of t+ ∆t.
Since r is the dynamic variable, then r˙p and r˙c respectively are the predicted and cor-
rected velocities. N is the total number of particles studied and F is the total force
acting on the particle. The total force is calculated using equation 2.65c with the po-
tential energy, V (r(t)), of the system calculated from the force field. Accelerations and
velocities of the particles are calculated from equation 2.66 or the expressions described
above. From the above scheme, only the positions of the particles are important in
computations of all parameters.
2.4 Explicit Models for Tautomeric/Conformational Search
Many ingenious theoretical methods and algorithms aiming to determine the most stable
molecular structures have been developed.[30, 31] The most common methods are finite
temperature Monte Carlo,[32] molecular dynamics,[76] basin-hopping[34] methods, as
well as genetic algorithms.[35] These search methods are classed as stochastic because
there is no guarantee that they will identify the global minimum. These stochastic search
methods are applicable to large and complex systems, they typically rely on classical
force fields and therefore their accuracy is limited. In addition, there are brute force
methods based on systematic scanning the potential energy surface (PES), also known
as the Combinatorial Computational Cheminformatics C3. Some of them specialize in
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molecular tautomers[21, 22, 85] and others in conformers[24–26] but in this dissertation,
I present a method/tool that would deal with tautomers and conformers on equal footing
(chapter 5).
2.4.1 Stochastic Search Methods
The stochastic methods follow common procedure of performing random sampling on
the potential energy surface followed by evaluation of fitness of the randomly generated
structures.
Monte-Carlo. Monte Carlo (MC) methods generate a sequence of configurations and
addresses them. These configurations are generated randomly and they depend fully
on their immediate predecessor but there is no relation between the current step and
previous steps, hence, time irreversible. Unlike MD, the MC methods are not time
dependent but one can follow and analyse the structure of the system as it evolves
hence the sampling is performed under different ensembles. This makes it possible to
study even complex structures with MC methods. Here, the geometry of the molecule is
changed randomly based on the degrees of freedom the molecule has. Then the decision
is made whether to accept the new step based on the Metropolis criterion.[32]
Configurations are generated by Cartesian moves or torsional moves depending on the
choice of the researcher and the type of the molecule. In Cartesian moves, a single
atom/molecule is randomly moved. For large systems, several atoms/molecules are
moved. In torsional moves, the dihedral angles are changed. At every MC iteration, three
random numbers ranging between 0 and 1 are being generated and the new cartesian
coordinates of the atom are given by;
xnew = xold + rand ∗ δr (2.88a)
ynew = yold + rand ∗ δr (2.88b)
znew = zold + rand ∗ δr (2.88c)
In case of the torsional moves;
φnew = φold + rand ∗ δφ (2.89)
where rand is the random number generated, δr and δφ are maximum possible displace-
ment/angle in any direction. These implies that the maximum change is governed by
δr and δφ.
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Some algorithms implemented in MC codes perform minimisation after every MC step.
The idea is to relax the strained bonds and angles and then to calculate the energy
based on any of the local minimum converged to. This is followed by screening the
current configuration based on its energy. The configurations having lower energies
than preceding configurations are automatically accepted and then used as the starting
point for the next MC step. Otherwise, a random number is generated between 0 and 1






∆V = V (rnew)− V (rold) (2.90)
and then compared to this random number. ∆V is the change of potential energy of the
system which depends only on the positions of the atoms. If the Boltzmann factor is
greater than the random number, then the step is accepted and the current configuration
is kept for the next MC step. But if the Boltzmann factor is less that the random number,
then the step is rejected and the previous configuration is retained and used in the next
MC step. The rate of acceptance depends on the maximum displacement/angle. The
value should be chosen wisely. If the value is very small, then most of the steps will
be accepted and the system will take more time to cover the phase space because the
current state and the previous state will be similar. If the value is large, then most of
the steps will be rejected since the energy change will be large and therefore, improper
sampling of the system. The above algorithm leads to the sampling consistent with the
Boltzmann distribution.
Simulated annealing. In MD and MC methods discussed so far, the system tempera-
ture is set as a guiding parameter for sampling the potential energy surface. The phase
space is thought to be well sampled for sufficiently long runs at elevated temperatures
because the molecule will have high enough kinetic energy to overcome barriers on the
potential energy surface. If the temperature of the system is allowed to decrease dur-
ing the course of the simulation, starting from elevated temperatures, then the system
might settle into the local/global minimum structure. For sufficiently long MD or MC
run with infinitely slowly cooling, the resulting minimum is the global minimum. This
idea of tweaking the system’s temperature coupled to the MD or MC run is called the
simulated annealing[86] technique. This method is very slow and more disadvantageous
because at low system’s temperature, the molecule might settle in a local minimum
whereas elevated temperatures might lead to dissociation of the molecule which result
in a failed search. This technique is covered in chapter 9.
Chapter 3
Molecular Orbital Theory
Quantum mechanics is an important tool for investigation of a wide range of problems
in molecular physics. The advancements in supercomputers and computational methods
has enabled breakthrough in solving chemical problems that were beyond reach only few
years ago. These problems are related to the determination of molecular structure and
reactivity, and the spectroscopic parameters that can be used to interpret the experi-
mental spectroscopic data. This chapter will cover the important advanced electronic
structure theories[10, 87–91] used in this study. I focused mainly on the non relativistic
molecular Born-Oppenheimer electronic Schro¨dinger equation and paid particular at-
tention to the systems of identical particles and constructed their wave functions. The
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian are then defined based on the particles in the sys-
tem and yield the corresponding eigenvalues, the energies. These methods have been
implemented in the quantum chemistry codes and they start from the Hartree-Fock
method and extend to coupled cluster method. This chapter will also covers density
functional theory. These methods have higher accuracy than the force fields discussed
in the previous chapter.
3.1 Fundamental Aproximations
3.1.1 The Schro¨dinger Equation
Particles obey laws of quantum mechanics. The description of the dynamics of a system
comprised of N particles can be understood from generalisation of the dynamics of a
single particle. The evolution of the wave function Ψ with time according to the general
45
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Ψ(~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN , t) = HˆΨ(~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN , t) (3.1)
where the Hamiltonian Hˆ of one-particle system Pˆ 2/(2m) + Vˆ (~r) is generalized to N -
particle system. This form of the Schro¨dinger equation is often separated into equations
that depend explicitly on time and those that depend explicitly on space variation of
the wave function Ψ. In most cases, calculations based on this formulation is possible












∇2j + Vˆ (~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN ) (3.2)
where mj and Pj are the mass and the momentum of the j
th-particle, respectively and
the operator Vˆ corresponds to the total potential energy. This form of equation allows
techniques of separation of variables to be used, in which a trial solution is of the form;
Ψ(~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN , t) = ψ(~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN )θ(t). (3.3)
If I inset this equation 3.3 into the Schro¨dinger equation 3.1 and use the Hamiltonian









+ Vˆ (~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN )ψθ = i}ψdθ
dt
(3.4)















The l.h.s. of the equation is a function of coordinates ~r and any change in coordinates
does not affect the r.h.s. of the equation. This implies that the l.h.s. can be equated to a
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and the latter(time dependent) has the solution θ ∝ e−iEt/}. In many cases Vˆ in equation
3.2 does not depend on time and then the state of the N -particle system is described by
the complete wave-function
Ψ(~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN , t) = ψ(~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN )e−iEt/} (3.8)
with ψ as the solution to the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation and the exponential
part is the time dependent part with E as the total energy of the system. These are
termed stationary states. Schro¨dinger equation can be solved for many different systems
since the Hamiltonian of the system caters for different interactions within a system.
The Hamiltonian of the system includes the kinetic energy of the electrons Tˆe and those
due to nuclei Tˆn, the interaction potential energy between electrons and nuclei Vˆe−n,
electrons-electrons Vˆe−e and also nuclei-nuclei Vˆn−n. To be more precise, for a system
with N atomic nuclei (a, b, ...) with atomic numbers (Za, Zb, ...) and n electrons (i, j, ...),
the expanded non-relativistic Hamiltonian would be expressed as,






























|ra − rb| (3.9)
where k = 14piε0 , ε0 is the permittivity of free space, e is the elementary charge, me and
ma are the mass of the electron and nucleus, respectively, and Z is the charge of the
nucleus.
Construction of many-electron wave function from spin-orbitals. The exact
eigenstates of the many particle system described by equation 3.2 are generally difficult to
obtain. One may deduce some of their properties through symmetry schemes. Consider
an exchange operator Pij (also known as the permutation operator) that when operating
on an N−identical particle wave function ψ(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) it interchanges
the coordinates of the ith and the jth-particle and χi is the spatial and spin coordinates
of the particles i. Then,
Pijψ(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) = ψ(χ1, . . . , χj , . . . , χi, . . . , χN ) (3.10)
and
P 2ijψ(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) = Pijψ(χ1, . . . , χj , . . . , χi, . . . , χN ) (3.11a)
= ψ(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) (3.11b)
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From equation 3.11, we see that two successive application of exchange operator Pij
leave the wave function unchanged. Let us consider the states that are eigenstates of all
permutation operator in this system with N−particles. All the eigenstates that satisfy
the Schro¨dinger equation H|Ψ〉 = ε|Ψ〉 are also eigenstates of the permutation operator
Pij and the states must satisfy Pij |Ψ〉 = cij |Ψ〉. Here Pij is self adjoint/Hermitian and
unitary, Pij = P
†
ij = P
−1 so that P †ijPij = 1 and I assumed that |Ψ〉 is an eigenvector of
all permutations so that it is the eigenvector of all transpositions. Then
Pij |Ψ = cij |Ψ〉 (3.12)
requires
P 2ij |Ψ〉 = c2ij |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 (3.13)
so that the eigenvalue c2ij of I = P
2
ij are simply
c2ij = 1 and c
transpose
ij = (±1)nij , (3.14)
hence two eigenvalues. nij is the number of transpositions in which P
th permutation
can be splitted. Then I can rewrite the wave function as;
Pijψ(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) = ±ψ(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) (3.15)
I used the adjectives symmetric and antisymmetric for wave functions corresponding to
eigenvalue +1 (Ψs) and -1 (Ψa) respectively, all with respect to the interchange of the
pair (i, j).
ψs(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) = ψs(χ1, . . . , χj , . . . , χi, . . . , χN ) (3.16)
ψa(χ1, . . . , χi, . . . , χj , . . . , χN ) = −ψa(χ1, . . . , χj , . . . , χi, . . . , χN ) (3.17)
System of distinguishable non-interacting particles. If I consider a system of
N non-interacting, distinguishable particles, each particle having different mass mi and
experiencing different potential Vˆi(χi), then the potential is given by;




and the Schrodinger equations by;
Hˆψn1,n2,··· ,nN (χ1, χ2, . . . , χN ) = En1,n2,··· ,nNψn1,n2,··· ,nN (χ1, χ2, . . . , χN ) (3.19)
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ψni(χi) = εniψni(χi) (3.20)
and the solution to these equations yield one-particle energies εi with the total energy
of the system equal to the sum of these one-particle energies




and the total wave function as the product of single particle states ψi (spin orbitals)




Symmetric and asymmetric functions In quantum particles, the wave functions
are either totally symmetric or totally antisymmetric under the interchange of particles
for systems of N identical particles. That is, the identical particles lose their identity as
described by equations 3.16/3.17. This can be understood by constructing symmetric












ψ(χ1, χ2)− ψ(χ2, χ1)
]
(3.24)
and the normalisation factor is given by 1√
2
.
System of identical non-interacting particles For a system of N non-interacting
identical particles with equal masses mi = m, and experiencing the same potential
Vˆi(χi), the Schro¨dinger equation is similar to the equation 3.20 where the system is







ψni(χi) = εniψni(χi) (3.25)
A symmetric or asymmetric wave functions for a system of two identical, non-interacting















n1 6= n2 (3.27)
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If n1 = n2 = n, then ψs(χ1, χ2) = ψn(χ1)ψn(χ2) and ψa(χ1, χ2) = 0. The general form













where Pˆ is the permutation operator and (−1)P is equal to +1 for an even permutation
and equal to -1 for an odd permutation. The sum is over all possible permutations. I can
use the same logic and construct a wave function of identical, non-interacting three-body
system. The symmetric and asymmetric wave functions respectively are given as;












and the generalized wave function from equations 3.28 and 3.29 for N identical,non-
interacting system as




Pˆψn1(χ1)ψn2(χ2) · · ·ψnN (χN ) (3.30)




(−1)P Pˆψn1(χ1)ψn2(χ2) · · ·ψnN (χN ). (3.31)
The latter, known as the Slater determinant [92], can be rewritten in an N × N
determinantal form involving spin orbitals only,
ψa(χ1, χ2, · · · , χN ) = 1√
N !

χ1(x1) χ1(x2) · · · χ1(xN )





χN (x1) χN (x2) · · · χN (xN )
 (3.32)
≡ |χ1χ2 · · ·χN | (3.33)
If any two particle occupy the same one particle state, then the determinant vanishes
due to two rows being identical. This is known as the Pauli exclusion principle. I
will revisit the Slater determinants in section 3.2. Approximations are required when
solving complex differential equations such as equation 3.1 with Hamiltonian defined by
equation 3.9 and the wave function represented by equations 3.30 and 3.31.
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3.1.2 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
The atomic nuclei are much heavier than the orbiting electrons. Any movement made
by the nuclei result in electrons adjusting themselves instantly to the current positions
of the nuclei because they move faster than the nuclei. One can approximate the nuclei
to be stationary with respect to the orbiting electrons. Within this approximation, the
kinetic energy of the nuclei in equation 3.9 is set to zero, Tn = 0 and the nuclei-nuclei
interactions can be considered to be constant, Tˆn−n = k. Note that any constant has no
effect on the operator eigen functions, thus equation 3.9 reduces to;















|ri − rj | (3.34)
which is the electronic Hamiltonian Hˆelec and the electronic wave function ψelec =
ψelec(ri; rA) is the solution to a Schro¨dinger equation Hˆelecψelec = ξelecψelec. The elec-
tronic wave function depends explicitly on the electronic coordinates and parametrically
on the nuclear coordinates whereas the electronic energy depends only on nuclear coor-
dinates ξelec = ξelec(ra). I can now write the total energy of the system ξtot for a fixed
nuclei as;






|ra − rb| (3.35)
which has the additional term, the nuclear repulsion term, Vˆn−n. I can use the same
assumptions and solve for the nuclear motion in the average field of the electrons. Then
equation 3.9 would be rewritten as;









where the potential energy of the nuclei Vˆn−n has been embedded on the total energy
ξtot(ra). Here, the electronic energy plays a major role and the Schro¨dinger equation
Hˆnuclψnucl = ξψnucl leads to the energy levels for molecular vibrations and rotations
which in turn are fundamental in spectroscopy. The nuclear wave function depends on
nuclear coordinates ψnucl = ψnucl(ra) and ξ is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation[11]
to the total energy given by equation 3.1. In the context of Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, the nuclei move on the electronic potential energy surface described by
electronic Schro¨dinger equation. If these corrections are introduced in the adiabatic
approximations, then the result obtained will be a good approximation and this is the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. From now onwards, I will consider only the elec-
tronic Hamiltonians and electronic wave functions unless otherwise stated.
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3.1.3 Trial Wave Functions (Variational Principle)
Let’s start from the trial wave function Φ˜ which can be written in terms of eigenfunctions















|ci|2 = 1 (3.39)



























Let us compare 〈Φ˜|Hˆelec|Φ˜〉 with the exact ground state solution E0;










|ci|2(Ei − E0) ≥ 0 (3.41)
The variational principle state that the expectation value E0 is a lower limit for 〈Φ˜|Hˆelec|Φ˜〉.
Any trial wave function used yields energy greater than the ground state energy. In gen-
eral form
〈Φ˜|Hˆelec|Φ˜〉
〈Φ˜|Φ˜〉 ≥ E0 (3.42)
3.2 The Hartree-Fock Theory (Principles of)
Given the single determinant defined by equation 3.32, |Ψ0〉 = |χ1χ2 · · ·χaχb · · ·χN 〉,
the energy is minimized with respect to the spin orbitals, χi, provided the spin orbitals










εba(〈a|b〉 − δab) (3.43)
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with the condition 〈a|b〉 − δab = 0 and the first variation in L goes to zero, δL = 0 for
infinitesimal change in spin orbitals, χa → χa + δχa.





εbaδ〈a|b〉 = 0 (3.44)
My goal is to determine the Fock operator using equation 3.44 and I will start by
expanding the δE0 term. Note that equation 3.34 can be written as a sum of terms
comprising single particle operators, each of which act on a single electronic coordinate










where hˆ1(χi) is the sum of the kinetic energy term and the nuclei-electron interaction
term and hˆ2(χi, χj) =
1
r12
is the pair interaction operator, the electron-electron interac-










〈aa|bb〉 − 〈ab|ba〉 (3.46)
























The Hartree-Fock equations are obtained from minimisation of the energy E0[χa], so the



















〈δχaχb|χbχa〉+ 〈χaδχb|χbχa〉+ 〈χaχb|δχbχa〉+ 〈χaχb|χbδχa〉 (3.50)









〈δχaχa|χbχb〉 − 〈δχaχb|χbχa〉+ C∗ (3.51)
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The other variance I am interested on is εbaδ〈a|b〉. From equation 3.43, there is no
variation in constant δab, so
δ〈a|b〉 = 〈δχa|χb〉+ 〈χa|δχb〉 (3.52)





































+ C∗ = 0 (3.54)





























defined by its effect when operating on a spin orbital χa(1). The operator Pˆ12 inter-

















+ C∗ = 0 (3.58)
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The Fock operator fˆ is defined above by the quantity in brackets and it is the sum of
the core Hamiltonian operator hˆ(1) and an effective one electron potential, the so called













12 (1− Pˆ12)χb(2) (3.62)
The Fock operator in short form,
fˆ(1) = hˆ(1) + vHF (3.63)





There are several solutions for the above equation, each solution corresponding to a
different set of εba. The above equation may be written in canonical form using solutions
of εba that satisfies εba = δbaεa. I can use the matrices U that satisfies the relation
U † = U−1, U †U = 1 (orthonormal) and consider a new set of spin orbitals χ′a. These
new set of spin orbitals should satisfy χ′a =
∑
b χbUba. From the fact that the matrix U
is unitary, | det(U)|2 = 1, det(U) = eiφ, and the transformed determinant should differ
from the original determinant by only phase factor. I can now work on its effect on the
fˆ(1) and on the εba. The coulomb and exchange terms of the Fock operator are the only
terms that depend on the spin orbitals. The transformed sum of the coulomb operators

























































baUca = δbc. I will now deal with the transformed





























































Equation 3.65 and equation 3.66 implies that f ′(1) = f(1). The next term I paid
attention to is the Lagrange multiplier εba where I multiplied equation 3.64 by 〈χc| and




εba〈χc|χb〉 = εca (3.67)






















ε′ = U†εU in matrix form (3.69)
From equation 3.69, I can choose the unique matrix U which diagonalises ε and the
unique set of spin orbitals χ′a are the so called canonical orbitals. I can then rewrite the
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Hartree-Fock equations in the canonical form as
fˆ |χ′a〉 = ε′a|χ′a〉 (3.70)
or simply
fˆ |χa〉 = εa|χa〉 (3.71)
3.2.1 The Roothan equations
Let us start by expanding the unknown basis functions ψ in terms of linear combination




Cµiφµ i = 1, 2, . . . ,K (3.72)
The Fock operator defined in equation 3.60,






















2〈µv|aa〉 − 〈µa|av〉 (3.74c)
Here, one-electron part of the Fock matrix (core Hamiltonian matrix) is fixed for a given
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= Hcoreµv +Gµv (3.78)
It is clear that the matrix G depends on the two-electron integrals and it also depends
















and the Fock matrix F depends on the density matrix P, more specific, the coefficients
c, that is F = F(P) = F(C). I can use the form of eigenvalue equation and write the
Roothaan equations F(C)C = SCε which can be solved iteratively because of their non-
linearity. The eigenvector C and the eigenvalues ε are obtained from diagonalization of
the Fock matrix F. I can now write,
FC = SCε (3.81)
and the transformed Roothaan equations[93],
F’C’ = C’ε (3.82)
where the transformed matrix X is defined such that it satisfies the relation X†FX = F’,
and the coefficients C’ were related to the old C through C’ = X−1C or C = XC’.
3.2.2 Self-Consistent Field Method (SCF)
The computational procedure for solving the Hartree-Fock equations is called the self-
consistent field, and follows;
1. Specify set of molecular coordinates
2. Calculate all required molecular integrals, Sµv, H
core
µv , (µv|λσ)
3. Calculate transformation matrix X by diagonalization of the overlap matrix S
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4. Generate the initial guess at the density matrix P
5. Use density matrix P and (µv|λσ) to calculate the matrix G of equation 3.78
6. Combine G and Hcore to get Fock matrix F = Hcore +G
7. Transform the Fock matrix, F’ = X†FX
8. Diagonalise F’ to obtain C’ and ε.
9. Calculate C = XC’
10. Use C to form a new matrix P using equation 3.80
11. Evaluate if the difference between the new density matrix P in step 10 and the
matrix in step 5 falls below predetermined threshold. If not, go to step 5 and
repeat the procedure with the new density matrix from step 10
12. If converged, calculate the expectation values and other quantities of interest from
the converged solution.
3.2.3 Electron Correlation Energy
The Fock operator described by equations 3.60/3.73 is used to find one-electron molec-
ular orbitals. The Hartree-Fock wave function is limited to a single Slater determinant.
Lower electronic energies can be obtained by constructing an approximate wave func-
tion as a linear combination of Slater determinants corresponding to different electronic
configuration;
Ψ = c0ΨHF + c1Ψ1 + c2Ψ2 + · · · (3.83)
The weights c ensures normalisation. The c0 coefficient is typically larger than any
other coefficients in the combination, thus the HF wave function dominates in the linear
combination described above. In the Hartree-Fock picture, the correlated motion of
each electron with every other electron is ignored, thus the dynamical character of the
electron-electron interaction is missing. A multi-determinantal wave function allows to
capture the correlated motion of the electrons. In short, for any given electronic state,
the correlation energy Ecorr is the difference between the exact non-relativistic energy
Eexact and the restricted Hartree-Fock energy EHF obtained in a complete basis set.
Ecorr = Eexact − EHF (3.84)
The Ecorr is always negative.The correlated methods based on multi determinantal wave
function give better predictions than the Hartree-Fock method.
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3.3 Perturbation theory
This is a mathematical method suitable for systems with Hamiltonian Hˆ very close to a
model Hamiltonian Hˆ0, for which solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation are known. The
Hamiltonian operator Hˆ can then be split into two parts, the unperturbed Hamiltonian
Hˆ0 and perturbation operator Wˆ which is very small compared to Hˆ0.
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Wˆ (3.85)
The perturbation Wˆ is encountered in systems subjected to weak electric or magnetic
fields or in theory of electron correlation and comes about its effects on the energy
spectrum. The most explicit ways of writing the perturbation Wˆ is through the use of
real parameter λ such that 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and therefore Wˆ = λHˆp. The parameter λ controls
the magnitude of perturbation and then the total Hamiltonian would be written as;
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + λHˆp (3.86)
Thus the eigenvalue problem becomes
Hˆ|ψn〉 = En|ψn〉 (3.87a)
(Hˆ0 + λHˆp)|ψn〉 = En|ψn〉 (3.87b)




Hˆ0|φn〉 = E(0)n |φn〉 (3.88)
The main idea behind perturbation theory is that the perturbed eigenvalues and eigen-







n + · · · (3.89)
|ψn〉 = |φn〉+ λ|ψ(1)n 〉+ λ2|ψ(2)n 〉+ · · · (3.90)
The parameters E
(k)
n and the kets |ψ(k)n 〉, respectively, represent the kth-order correction
to the eigen-energies and eigenvectors. It is worth noting that only one or two terms in
these expansions are kept as the series might be divergent[91].
If λ is set to zero, then the expressions 3.89 and 3.90 when substituted into equation
3.87 yield the unperturbed solutions En = E
(0)
n and |ψn〉 = |φn〉, equation 3.88. I can






n and |ψ(1)n 〉 by substituting equations 3.89 and
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2E(2)n + · · ·
)(
|φn〉+ λ|ψ(1)n 〉+ λ2|ψ(2)n 〉+ · · ·
)
(3.91)
Considering the fact the the coefficient of successive powers of λ on both sides of equation
3.91 are equal, then I can deduce these equations;
• Zero order in λ
Hˆ0|φn〉 = E(0)n |φn〉 (3.92)
• First order in λ
Hˆ0|ψ(1)n 〉+ Hˆp|φn〉 = E(0)n |ψ(1)n 〉+ E(1)n |φn〉 (3.93)
• Second order in λ
Hˆ0|ψ(2)n 〉+ Hˆp|ψ(1)n 〉 = E(0)n |ψ(2)n 〉+ E(1)n |ψ(1)n 〉+ E(2)n |φn〉 (3.94)
• ”i” order in λ and i > 0




Here, my goal is to find the expression for the perturbation corrections E
(k)
n . At this
stage, it is often convenient to use the intermediate normalisation condition obtained by
multiplying equation 3.90 by 〈φn|;
〈φn|ψn〉 = 〈φn|φn + λψ(1)n + λ2ψ(2)n + · · · 〉 (3.96)
= 〈φn|φn〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
+λ 〈φn|ψ(1)n 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+λ2 〈φn|ψ(2)n 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ · · · (3.97)
〈φn|ψn〉 = 1 (3.98)
where 〈φn| = 〈ψ(0)n | and the normalisation condition is expressed as;
〈ψ(0)n |ψ(k)n 〉 = δ0k (3.99)
I can multiply the equation 3.93 by 〈φn|;
〈φn|Hˆ0|ψ(1)n 〉+ 〈φn|Hˆp|φn〉 = 〈φn|E(0)n |ψ(1)n 〉+ 〈φn|E(1)n |φn〉 (3.100)
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and use the facts that 〈φn|Hˆ0|ψ(1)n 〉 and 〈φn|ψ(1)n 〉 are both equal to zero and 〈φn|φn〉 = 1
and obtain
E(1)n = 〈φn|Hˆp|φn〉 (3.101)
The set of unperturbed states |φn〉 form a complete and orthonormal basis (〈φn|φk〉 =



















can be obtained by multi-







E(0)n |ψ(1)n 〉+ E(1)n |φn (3.103a)
〈φm|Hˆ0|ψ(1)n 〉+ 〈φm|Hˆp|φn〉 = E(0)n 〈φm|ψ(1)n 〉+ E(1)n 〈φm|φn〉 (3.103b)
E(0)m 〈φm|ψ(1)n 〉+ 〈φm|Hˆp|φn〉 = E(0)n 〈φm|ψ(1)n 〉+ 0 (3.103c)
Thus,















and I can then determine the eigenfunction ψ
(1)
n of Hˆ to first order in λHˆp through









The second-order corrections to the total energy can be determined from multiplication
of equation 3.94 by 〈φn| on both sides and then use the facts that 〈φn|ψ(1)n 〉 = 〈φn|ψ(2)n 〉 =
0 and 〈φn|φn〉 = 1 to obtain
E(2)n = 〈φn|Hˆp|ψ(1)n 〉 (3.107)
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through which equation 3.105 is inserted on the above equation to get the second-order









The total energy of the system up to the second-order correction can be obtained by










+ · · · (3.109)
Calculations up to the second-order correction are typically satisfactory. In principle, I
also expect ∣∣∣∣∣〈φm|Hˆp|φn〉E(0)n − E(0)m
∣∣∣∣∣≪ 1 n 6= m (3.110)
The degenerate perturbation theory is discussed next.
Degenerate Perturbation Theory. In this section, I will discuss perturbation theory
for degenerate energy level of Hˆ0. The eigenvalue problem is written as;
Hˆ|ψn〉 = En|ψn〉 (3.111a)(
Hˆ0 + Hˆp
)|ψn〉 = En|ψn〉 (3.111b)
Considering the f-fold degenerate system described by different eigenstates |φnα〉 corre-
sponding to the same eigenvalues E
(0)
n , I write:
Hˆ0|φnα〉 = E(0)n |φnα〉 α = 1, 2, 3, · · · , f (3.112)
Suppose the states |φnα〉 are orthonormal with respect to quantum number α, the eigen-






and the coefficients aα should satisfy the relation:






|aα|2 = 1 (3.114)
through the orthonormality condition 〈φnα |φnβ 〉 = δα,β. To get these coefficients and
the first-order corrections to the energy, equations 3.112 and 3.113 are substituted into
equation 3.111 and then the resulting equation is multiplied by 〈φnβ | on both sides and
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which can be rewritten as a system of f−homogeneous linear equations in E(1)n for




Hˆpβα − E(1)n δα,β
)
aα = 0 β = 1, 2, 3, · · · , f (3.118)
where Hpβα = 〈φnβ|Hˆp|φnα〉 and E(1)n = En − E(0)n . The energies E(1)n are the 1st order
correction to the eigenvalue, E
(0)
n . The coefficients aα are non-vanishing only when the
determinant |Hˆpαβ − E(1)n δα,β| is zero:
Hˆp11 − E(1)n Hˆp12 Hˆp13 · · · Hˆp1f






Hˆpf1 Hˆpf2 Hˆpf3 · · · Hˆpff − E(1)n
 = 0 (3.119)
In general, the roots E
(1)
nα are different therefore the eigenvalues Hˆ are not degenerate,
hence the f-fold degenerate level of the unperturbed problem E
(0)






nα α = 1, 2, 3, · · · , f (3.120)
I can find the eigenfunctions |ψn〉, of Hˆ in the zeroth-order approximation from equation
3.113 but firstly, I need to substitute these roots into equation 3.118 and then solve the
resulting equation for the coefficients α.
3.4 Moller-Plesset Perturbation Theory
Here I present a theory that improves the Hartree-Fock energy by adding the missing
part, the correlation energy, which can be obtained through partitioning of the Hamil-
tonian and the perturbation procedure discussed in the previous sections. I can write
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the partitioned Hamiltonian as;
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + V (3.121)
where Hˆ0 is the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian which can be expressed in terms of Fock op-









[h(i) + vHF (i)] (3.122b)












The energy of the system is estimated by applying the above Hamiltonian on the
Schro¨dinger equation;
EHF = 〈ΦHF |Hˆ0 + V |ΦHF 〉




f(i)|ΦHF 〉+ 〈ΦHF |
∑
i<j
























Note that the Hartree-Fock wave function ΦHF is an eigenfunction of Hˆ0 therefore the
eigenvalue E
(0)
0 is equal to the sum of the orbital energies
∑
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where the summation is over the full set of excited determinants. Singly excited detr-
minant Ψai do not contribute to E
(2)
0 because
〈ΦHF |V |Ψai 〉 = 〈ΦHF |Hˆ − Hˆ0|Ψai 〉 (3.128a)
= 〈ΦHF |Hˆ|Ψai 〉 − 〈ΦHF |Hˆ0|Φai 〉 (3.128b)
= 〈ΦHF |Hˆ|Ψai 〉 − 〈i|f |a〉 (3.128c)
= 0 (3.128d)
The first term disappears according to the Brillouin’s theorem[87] and the second term
because 〈i|f |a〉 = 〈i|fa〉 = εa〈i|a〉 = 0. The triply (and higher) excited determinants
also do not contribute to E
(2)
0 because of the two-particle nature of V . The effect of Hˆ0





0 − (εi + εj − εa − εb)
)
|Ψabij 〉 (3.129a)
= E(0)n |Ψabij 〉 (3.129b)
This result will be used in the denominator of equation 3.127. I can rewrite the Moller-




















εi + εj − εa − εb (3.130b)








= EHF + E
(2)
0 (3.131b)
The third and forth order corrections can also be made in a similar but more complicated
way.
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3.5 Coupled-Cluster Theory
The coupled-cluster method is the most successful method used to describe the many-
electron molecular wave functions accurately. It starts from a single determinant refer-
ence function and recovers large fraction of the correlation energy and providing accurate
correction to the Hartree-Fock description. This method can be applied to systems with
few tens of atoms which are dominated by a single electronic configuration.
The coupled-cluster wave function. In the independent-particle model, the wave
function for the motion of non-interacting fermions, which corresponds to a product of
creation operators a†i working on the vacuum state |vac〉, is described by Slater deter-





If two interacting electron are occupying the spin orbitals i and j, then their motion
will be impeded by their instantaneous interactions. As a result, the electrons will get












where tabij are the so called amplitudes. The right hand side of the equation 3.133 is named







with ai’s as the annihilating operators and one can assume that i and j are unoccupied
in vacuum state |vac〉 and write the pair-cluster ij as;[∏
a>b
(














using the relation tabij τˆ
ab
ij = 0. If I allow each pair of electrons to interact and rewrite
equation 3.135 for all pairs of occupied spin orbitals, then one can show that the expres-










Note that all τˆabij commute with each other and the above expression is known as the
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coupled-cluster doubles (CCD) wave function in which only double excitations are al-
lowed. The pair clusters account for the majority of the contributions to the description
of the correlated motion of interacting electrons. This is due to the fact that the corre-
lation motion of electrons is important for electrons that are close to each other and at
most two electron may coincide in space. The accurate description can be obtained by







cak · · · = τˆµ (3.137)








The spin-orbital excitation operators satisfy the relation τˆ2µ = 0, thus the correlating
operators may be written as exponentials of the excitation operators.
1 + tµτˆµ = e
tµτˆµ (3.139)
thus, the coupled-cluster function 3.138 can be rewritten as;
|CC〉 = eTˆ |ΦHF 〉 (3.140)
where excitation operator Tˆ =
∑
µ tµτˆµ and the expression 3.140 is known as the expo-
nential ansatz. I may rewrite the excitation operator as a linear combination of single,
double, triples, ... ,excitations up to N−fold excitations for N electron system.
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ijk , . . . as the amplitudes. The exponential operator
















Tˆ 4 + · · · (3.146)
= 1 + (Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + Tˆ3 + · · · ) + (Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + Tˆ3 + · · · )2 + (Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + Tˆ3 + · · · )3 + · · ·
(3.147)
therefore, I can gather similar orders of excitation and rewrite the equation as;


























+ · · · (3.148)
Note that there is only one way to generate single excited determinant, Tˆ1, but two
ways to generate double excitations. Either through generation of pure double excited
determinant, Tˆ2 or generation of two successive single excitations, Tˆ1Tˆ1 = Tˆ
2
1 . The Tˆ2
is the connected cluster whereas the two successive single excitations Tˆ1Tˆ1 = Tˆ
2
1 are the
disconnected clusters. Similarly, there are three triply excited determinants that can be
generated. One may be through single pure triple, Tˆ3, or through single and double,
Tˆ1Tˆ2 = Tˆ3, or through generation of three singles, Tˆ1Tˆ1Tˆ1 = Tˆ
3
1 . The pure triple Tˆ3 is
the connected cluster whereas Tˆ1Tˆ2 = Tˆ3 and Tˆ1Tˆ1Tˆ1 = Tˆ
3
1 are the disconnected clusters.
I can relate the coupled-cluster method to the Configuration Interaction (CI) method
and write the lowest-order configuration operators for each classes of excitation as;
Cˆ0 = 1 zero excitations (3.149a)
Cˆ1 = Tˆ1 single excitations (3.149b)
Cˆ2 = Tˆ2 +
1
2
Tˆ 21 double excitations (3.149c)
Cˆ3 = Tˆ3 + Tˆ1Tˆ2 +
1
6
Tˆ 31 triple excitations (3.149d)






Tˆ 21 Tˆ2 +
1
24
Tˆ 41 four fold excitations (3.149e)
and so on where the operators Cˆi pertain to the CI method. The generalised coupled-
cluster exponential operator can now be written in terms of CI operators as;
eTˆ = Cˆ0 + Cˆ1 + Cˆ2 + Cˆ3 + Cˆ4 + · · · (3.150)
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The above exact coupled-cluster wave function satisfies the Schro¨dinger equation
Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|ΦHF 〉 = E exp(Tˆ )|ΦHF 〉 (3.151)
for a given orbital basis but the truncated wave function cannot satisfy this equation
exactly. Firstly, the coupled-cluster wave function is being optimised and the optimised
wave function that satisfies the above equation is projected onto the Hartree-Fock state
and onto the excited manifold 〈µ| = 〈ΦHF |τ †µ. I then get the following set of coupled-
cluster equations, the energy and the amplitudes, respectively;[88]
〈ΦHF |Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|ΦHF 〉 = E (3.152)
〈µ|Hˆ exp(Tˆ |ΦHF 〉 = E〈µ| exp(Tˆ )|ΦHF 〉 (3.153)
The most convenient way of expressing the projected coupled-cluster equations is to
multiply the above Schro¨dinger equation 3.151 by the operator exp(−T ) from the left
exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|ΦHF 〉 = E|ΦHF 〉 (3.154)
and then project the resulting equation 3.154 against the same determinants used in
above equations 3.152/3.153 to get the following equations for coupled-cluster energy
and amplitudes, respectively.
〈ΦHF | exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|ΦHF 〉 = E (3.155)
〈µ| exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ )|ΦHF 〉 = 0 (3.156)
The non-Hermitian similarity-transformed Hamiltonian[88] HˆT = exp(−Tˆ Hˆ exp(Tˆ ) op-
erator (from equation 3.154) can be expanded in terms of the commutators and yield
no higher than the quartic in the amplitudes
exp(−Tˆ )Hˆ exp(Tˆ ) = Hˆ + [Hˆ, Tˆ ] + 1
2!
[[Hˆ, Tˆ ], Tˆ ] +
1
3!




[[[[Hˆ, Tˆ ], Tˆ ], Tˆ ], Tˆ ] (3.157)
and the resulting projected amplitudes from equation 3.156 will yield at most quartic
equations in the cluster amplitudes. This termination of the expansion is due to the
special structure of the singles (equation 3.142) and doubles (equation 3.143) which
are linear combinations of commuting excitation operators. The expressions for the
Coupled-Cluster Singles and Double (CCSD) amplitudes equations[88](pp. 661) are as
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follows;
〈µ1|Hˆ|ΦHF 〉+ 〈µ1|[Hˆ, Tˆ1]|ΦHF 〉+ 〈µ1|[Hˆ, Tˆ2]|ΦHF 〉+ 1
2
〈µ1|[[Hˆ, Tˆ1], Tˆ1]|ΦHF 〉
+ 〈µ1|[[Hˆ, Tˆ1], Tˆ2]|ΦHF 〉+ 1
6
〈µ1|[[[Hˆ, Tˆ1], Tˆ1], Tˆ1]|ΦHF 〉 = 0 (3.158)








〈µ2|[[Hˆ, Tˆ2], Tˆ2]|ΦHF 〉+ 1
6




〈µ2|[[[Hˆ, Tˆ1], Tˆ1], Tˆ2]|ΦHF 〉+ 1
24
〈µ2|[[[[Hˆ, Tˆ1], Tˆ1], Tˆ1], Tˆ1]|ΦHF 〉 = 0 (3.159)
The Coupled-Cluster Energies. The coupled-cluster energy is obtained from the
Schro¨dinger equation. Here I start by subtracting the Hartree-Fock energy from the
Schro¨dinger equation (on both sides) and the equation reads;
(Hˆ − EHF )Ψ0 = (E − EHF )Ψ0 (3.160)









Crstuabcd |Φrstuabcd + · · · (3.161)
I can now define the new Hamiltonian HˆN = Hˆ − EHF and the correlation energy as
∆E = E − EHF and then the new equation becomes;
HˆNΨ0 = ∆EΨ0 (3.162)
If I substitute the coupled-cluster ansatz for the wave-function, multiply the equation
with Hartree-Fock determinant on both sides and integrate the equation, I simply get;
〈ΦHF |HˆN |(Cˆ0 + Cˆ1 + Cˆ2 + Cˆ3 + Cˆ4 + · · · )ΦHF 〉 =
∆E〈ΦHF |(Cˆ0 + Cˆ1 + Cˆ2 + Cˆ3 + Cˆ4 + · · · )ΦHF 〉 (3.163)
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The Brillouins theorem requires 〈ΦHF |HˆN |Cˆ1ΦHF 〉 = 0 and also taking into account
the above definitions of HˆN ,and EHF , I can rewrite the equation as;
∆E = 〈ΦHF |HˆN |Cˆ2ΦHF 〉
= 〈ΦHF |HˆN |(Tˆ2 + 1
2
Tˆ 21 )ΦHF 〉 (3.164)




































I then eliminate the unrestricted summations on equation 3.166 and use the symmetry
of the doubly excited determinant, Φabij = −Φabji = −Φbaij = Φbaji and obtain;







j − tbi taj )Φabij (3.167)
Substitution of equations 3.165 and 3.167 into equation 3.164 leads to;
















j − tbi taj )Φabij
))
〉 (3.168a)























j − tbi taj
)
〈ia||jb〉 (3.168c)






a(2)g(1, 2)(1− Pˆ12)ψj(1)ψb(2) (3.169)
Note that only the singles and doubles excitation amplitudes contributes directly to
the coupled cluster energy whereas the higher-order excitation amplitude contribute
indirectly irrespective of the truncation level of the cluster operator. Therefore, majority
of the coupled-cluster energy is from the singles and doubles. The important special case
of the coupled-cluster theory- the coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD)
model will be studied in more details in the next section and significant number of
calculations in this dissertation were performed at this level.
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3.5.1 The closed-shell CCSD model
In this model, the cluster operator is restricted to contain only the singles and doubles
operators of singlet symmetry. The singles and doubles amplitudes contribute a lot to
the total coupled-cluster energy and the doubles amplitudes contribute significantly over
the singles amplitudes but the singles are important for the description of the molecular
properties.
The singlet CCSD state is generated from the closed-shell Hartree-Fock state by applying
the exponential cluster operator and the terms that transform as singlet in Tˆ1 and Tˆ2
are retained in the cluster operator:
|CC〉 = eTˆ1+Tˆ2 |ΦHF 〉 (3.170)
The singlet cluster operators should satisfy the spin tensors as defined below and this
will impose constraints on the singles and doubles cluster amplitudes.
[Sˆz, Tˆi] = 0 (3.171)
[Sˆ±, Tˆi] = 0 (3.172)
























σ − τ)taσiτ a†aσaiτ = 0 (3.173c)
here σ and τ run over −12 and 12 . To satisfy the above equality condition, σ must be
equal to τ . The other requirement is obtained from substitution of the same equation














a†aβaiα = 0 (3.175)
here α and β amplitude must be identical to satisfy the above equalities. I can write
the final form of the single cluster operator as a linearly independent combination of the
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aβaiβ is the singlet one-electron excitation operator. I can follow
the same procedure outlined above to determine the singlet doubles operator Tˆ2 using









The CCSD Energies. The coupled-cluster electronic energy is calculated from equa-
tion 3.155
ECC = 〈ΦHF |e−Tˆ HˆeTˆ |ΦHF 〉 (3.178)
and for the CCSD electronic energy, the above equation 3.178 can be rewritten in the
form of commutator expansion (equation 3.157)
ECCSD = EHF +
1
2
〈ΦHF |[[Hˆ, Tˆ1], Tˆ1]|ΦHF 〉+ 〈ΦHF |[Hˆ, Tˆ2]|ΦHF 〉 (3.179)
I will deal with the last two terms (the correlation corrections from the singles and
doubles). I can now substitute the CCSD operators defined by equations 3.176 and
3.177 in the expression 3.179 and obtain












tabij 〈ΦHF |[Hˆ, EaiEbj ]|ΦHF 〉 (3.180)
which can be rewritten as;











)〈ΦHF |[[Hˆ, Eai], Ebj ]|ΦHF 〉 (3.181)
where I have used the following commutator relations for the doubles and higher order
excitations;
〈ΦHF |Hˆ, EaiEbj ]|ΦHF 〉 = 〈ΦHF |[[Hˆ, Eai], Ebj ]|ΦHF 〉 (3.182)
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3.5.2 The CCSD(T) model
I have seen from the previous sections that the CCSD wave function is corrected to the
second order in Tˆ1 and Tˆ2. The CCSD(T) method consists of, in addition to the CCSD
energies, the corrections from non-iterative fourth order connected triples. Therefore, I
can express the CCSD(T) energy as;
ECCSD(T ) = ECCSD + ∆ECCSD(T ) (3.183a)
where ∆ECCSD(T ) is the CCSD(T) correction to the CCSD energy expressed as;[88](pp.
793)
∆ECCSD(T ) = 〈t¯|[Φˆ,∗ Tˆ (2)3 ]|ΦHF 〉 (3.184)
and these triples Tˆ
(2)
3 correspond to the second-order amplitudes generated from CCSD

































Note that the bra and the ket amplitudes are not identical because of the biorthogonal






ij − 2tabji for the












∣∣∣[Φˆ,∗ Tˆ (2)3 ]∣∣∣ΦHF〉 (3.187)
where the triples amplitudes ∗Tˆ (2)3 of the CCSD(T) calculation are also explained well
from ref[88].
3.6 Density Functional Theory
Electronic wave functions for N−electron depend on the 4N coordinates. The singlet
wave function has a form of Slater determinant that depends on N−spin orbitals and has
N ! terms. The correlated wave functions for medium size molecules (∼ 10 atoms) and
reasonable basis set (aug-cc-pVnZ family) can easily require millions of determinants.
There is need for an alternate formulation of electronic structure theory that would not
lead to these computationally cumbersome wave functions.
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The electronic Hamiltonian operator give us the information about the positions of the
nuclei, their atomic numbers and the total number of electrons. The total number of
electrons gives us information about the key variable, the electron density ρ, which can
be obtained by integrating |Ψ|2 over all electronic coordinates r except for one in which








dτ2dτ3 · · · dτN |Ψ(r, σ1, r2, σ2, · · · , rN , σN )|2 (3.188)
From this definition, ρ(r) is independent of the label of the electron omitted from the
integral therefore the integral of the electron density over all space return the total




This is a 3 dimensional integral, with variables x, y, and z, the result of integration is the
total number of electrons. DFT calculations are centralised around the electron density.
This is more advantageous over the wave function methods because the dimensionality is
reduced to 3D regardless of the number of electrons in the system, therefore, calculations
can be performed on large systems.
Thomas-Fermi approach. The idea of determining energy using purely electron
density was first illustrated by Thomas and Fermi in 1920s. In their model (Thomas-
Fermi Model),[95] the kinetic energy term of the electrons Te defined in equation 3.9/3.36
was made to depend exclusively on the electron density.
T [ρ] = CF
∫
ρ5/3(r)dr, with CF =
3
10
(2pi2)2/3 = 2.871 (3.190)
The last two terms of equation 3.34, the electron-nucleus and the electron-electron inter-











|r1 − r2| dr1dr2 (3.191)
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem. The fundamentals of the density functional theory were
validated in 1964 by Hohenberg and Kohn (Hohenberg-Kohn(HK))[96] in which the
electronic Hamiltonian was expressed as a functional of electronic density ρ(r) based
on two key theorems; The first theorem demonstrated that one can obtain external po-
tential v(r) from the electronic density and then the Hamiltonian can be expressed as
a functional of electronic density. There is an agreement between the external poten-
tial and the electronic density and the electronic density and electronic wave function
Ψ(r) can be used interchangeably to give a full description of the system. The second
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theorem demonstrated how the ground state electronic energy/density can be obtained
variationally for a given external potential and a number of electrons.
Ev(ρ) ≥ Ev(ρ0) = E0 (3.192)
Consider a system of electrons enclosed in a box subjected to a known external potential
v(r) with the ground state electron density ρ0(r) and electronic energy E0. If there is
another external potential v′(r) different from v(r) that can give the same ground state
electron density ρ0(r), then the Hamiltonian Hˆ and Hˆ
′ must differ, so is the normalised
wave function Ψ and Ψ′ for these two states. Then, the energy of these states respectively,
are given by;














demonstrating non-existence of two different external potentials that can yield the same
electronic density ρ(r). Then, for any given external potential v(r), the electronic energy
Ev can be expressed as a functional of electron density ρ(r).
Ev[ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] + Vne[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)]
=
∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr + FHK [ρ(r)] (3.195)
where T [ρ(r)] is the kinetic energy of the many electron system, Vee[ρ(r)] is the electron-
electron interaction energy where their sum gives FHK [ρ(r)], the universal functional
of charge density ρ(r). FHK is independent from any external potential v(r). The
interaction of electron density with the external potential are accounted in the integral.
If a system is described by a ground state wave function Ψ, and electron density ρ(r),
then the external potential v(r) is uniquely being determined by ρ(r). For any different
wave function Ψ′ and its related electron density ρ′(r), the energy is expressed as;
E[ρ′(r)] =
∫
ρ′(r)v(r)dr + FHK [ρ′(r)] ≥ E[ρ(r)] (3.196)
Thus, from the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the ground state electron density can
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be found by using the variational principle, E0[ρ0] ≤ Ev[ρ], and the minimum energy
can be obtained only from the exact ground-state electron density.
Kohn-Sham formalism. Improvements of Thomas-Fermi model came in 1965 by
Kohn and Sham[97] where they described the kinetic energy of the system as if the
electrons were not interacting and moving in an effective potential. In Kohn-Sham
formalism, the universal functional of charge density FHK [ρ(r)] is written as the sum
of the kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons Ts, the Hartree energy EH and the
exchange and correlation energy Exc which account for all the many-body quantum
effects. From equations 3.195/3.196,
E[ρ(r)] =
∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr + FHK [ρ(r)]
=
∫
ρ(r)v(r)dr + Ts[ρ(r)] + EH [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)]
=
∫





|r − r′| drdr
′ + Exc[ρ(r)] (3.197)
The kinetic energy Ts does not give a correct description for a system with interacting
particles, hence the wave functions used are not true wave functions but the Pseudo-
functions, the Kohn-Sham orbitals.










Therefore, I can minimise the above energy functional, equation 3.197, and require the










The integral minus N ,
∫
ρ(r)dr −N , is the normalisation constraint on ρ(r) with εi as
the Lagrange multipliers. Here, the non-interacting electrons are moving in an effective
potential veff which depends solely on the electron density ρ(r),
Veff =






′ + vxc(r) (3.200)
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One obtains a system of equations analogous to the Hartree-Fock equations, the one-







′ + vxc(r) + v(r)
]





φi(r) = εiφi(r) (3.203)





with the ε′is as the Kohn-sham one-electron orbital energies and the equation has to
be solved iteratively. The total energy of the system can be found from the resulting
density through substitution of equation 3.198 into equation 3.197 and the −12∇2φi term





















|r − r′| drdr











|r − r′| drdr
′ + Exc[ρ(r)] (3.206)
These are the Kohn-Sham equations, 3.200, 3.203 and 3.206 which must be solved it-
eratively, with ε′is in equation 3.206 as the lowest eigenvalues. The procedure is as
follows;
1. Obtain an initial guess of electron density
2. Construct the effective potential Veff from equation 3.200
3. Obtain Kohn-Sham orbitals from equation 3.203 using this Veff
4. Obtain new electron density from equation 3.204
5. Calculate the enrgy using this new electron density from equation 3.206
6. Check for convergence. Determine if the new electron density in step 4 is the same
as the electron density from the previous step or within a specified criterion. If
not converged, then return to step (2) with the new electron density
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7. If converged, use the last electron density and the energy as the final calculated
parameters
3.6.1 The exchange correlation functional
Early approximations to the exchange-correlation functional were derived from the ho-
mogeneous electron gas (HEG) model.[97] In this model, N interacting electrons were
placed in space volume V with positively charged background to neutralise the system.
The electron density ρ = N/V was sampled by varying both N and V to infinity, keeping
ρ finite. The exchange-correlation energy functional is a function of electronic density at
each point in space. The energy value of this functional depend solely upon the value of
the local density where the functional is evaluated, hence the approximation is termed
the local density approximation (LDA). This exchange-correlation energy functional is
not a functional of the derivatives of the density or the Kohn-Sham orbitals and it can
be decomposed into exchange Ex and correlation Ec terms linearly.’
Exc = Ex + Ec (3.207)
















The commonly used LDA exchange energy functional include Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (VWN),
Perdew-Zunger (PZ81), Cole-Perdew (CP), Perdew-Wang (PW92) etc and they will not
be discussed in this dissertation.
The other class of approximations to the exchange-correlation energy functional is the
generalised gradient approximations (GGA). This approximation is considered to be
an upgrade to the LDA. In addition to the electron density in the LDA, it also uses
the gradient of the electron density to correct the variation of the electron density
with variation of positions. The expression for the GGA exchange-correlation energy
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The GGA exchange-correlation energy functional can also be decomposed into the ex-








Here I have Perdew-Wang (PW86),[98] Becke (B88),[99] Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP),[100]
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE),[101] etc. functionals.
The development of density functionals is still ongoing because more and more differ-
ent DFT problems have to be addressed.[102–108] Some problems includes studies of
the systems where dispersion interactions are important[102–105]. In some cases, in-
correct descriptions for the transition metal oxides have been observed.[106–108] New
functionals[109, 110] have been developed to address this problems and they are termed
meta GGA functionals. This meta-GGA functionals depends on, in addition to the ρ







New better performing functionals which mix Hartree-Fock exact exchange into pure
GGA and meta GA functioanls were developed and they were named hybrids functionals.
Their improved performance is due to the nonlocality of the exact exchange. Examples
include B3LYP,[100, 111–113] M06-L,[114] M06-2X,[110] etc. In this dissertation, I
will only briefly discuss the B3LYP functional because it was extensively used for the
screening purposes. This functional has been extensively tested and seemed to perform
very well in many cases. The expression of the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional
is as follows;
EB3LY Pxc = (1− a0− ax)ELSDAx + a0EHFx + axEB88x + (1− ac)EVWNc + acELY Pc (3.213)
with constants a0 = 0.20, ax = 0.72 and ac = 0.81 obtained by parameter fitting to the
experimental molecular atomisation energies.
3.7 Correlation consistent basis sets
In this dissertation, I will only discuss the correlated consistent family of basis sets de-
veloped by Dunning and co-workers[115] purposely for recovering the correlation energy
of a chemical system and accomplish the convergence of the electronic energies by ex-
trapolation to the complete basis set (CBS) limit. The design of these basis sets were
based on previous work by Almlo¨f and Taylor[116] and by Jankowski et al [117].
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Almlo¨f and Taylor efficiently recovered the correlation energy of the system by truncating
set of atomic natural orbitals as basis functions.
Jankowski et al performed high-level correlated calculations on fluoride and analysed the
effects of adding polarisation functions to the basis sets. They added even-tempered sets
of s and p polarisation functions and optimised the parameters of each set with each





, n = 1, 2, ... (3.214)
with α0 being the smallest exponent of the s− or p−functions in the basis set and q is
the geometric progression constant. In their analysis, they figured that certain sets of
functions recovered roughly equal amounts of correlation energy and devised a truncation
scheme which allowed addition of groups of functions which recovered similar amounts
of the correlation energy.
Then Dunning generalised their ideas and performed correlation calculations in order
to optimise the even-tempered sets of polarisation functions.[115] He started with oxy-
gen atom but constrained 1s−orbitals to double occupancy because they were unable
to correlated with valence electrons. Dunning adopted Jankowski’s scheme and started
grouping these functions. At each grouping stage, one function of the next highest an-
gular momentum is added to the existing set to form a new sets of basis functions. For
example, 4s3p2d is superseded by 5s4p3d2f which is then replaced by 6s5p4d3f2g. This
ensured that the correlation energy is recovered consistently at each stage as all the func-
tions contribute roughly equally, so is the name correlation consistent basis sets. These
basis sets were labelled ”N−tuple zeta” where N is the cardinal number representing
both the maximum value of l in the set and the number of sets of Gaussians per valence
orbital. The cardinal number is well represented as N=D,T,Q,5,6,· · · (”double-, triple-,
· · · ” ) zeta and Dunning’s first and second row basis sets were named cc-pVNZ.[118–
120] The ’cc-p’, stands for ’correlation-consistent polarized ’ and the ’V’ indicates they
are valence-only basis sets as noted earlier. The basis sets constructed later included
’tight’ functions which were optimised while allowing core-valence correlation. These
basis sets were named the Core-Valence; cc-pCVNZ.[120]
Studies of the dipole-bound anions, Rydberg states require basis set with extra diffuse
functions because they often involve more diffuse orbitals. The calculations require
functions with small exponents to correctly describe these systems. From the cc-pVDZ
basis sets described above, Dunning and co-workers extended them by adding single
Gaussian function of each symmetry and optimised its exponent. These type of basis sets
were named ’augmented-cc-pVDZ.[121] The augmented correlation-consistent basis
sets used in the remaining chapters of this dissertation are listed in table 3.1. Although
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Contracted functions
Basis set First row elements Hydrogen atom
aug-cc-pVDZ 4s, 3p, 2d 3s, 2p
aug-cc-pVTZ 5s, 4p, 3d, 2f 4s, 3p, 2d
aug-cc-pVQZ 6s, 5p, 4d 3f, 2g 5s, 4p, 3d, 2f
Table 3.1: Composition of some common correlated consistent basis sets
these basis sets are incomplete, one may add extra diffuse functions with low exponents.
These exponents should form an even-tempered set of basis functions calculated from
equation 3.214 with α0 as the minimum exponent from the standard basis set which
undergoes geometric progression.[122]
Extrapolation to the complete basis set limit. The systematic convergence of
Dunning’s basis sets to the CBS limit suggests an empirical extrapolation techniques. At
the CBS limit, the cardinal number N is infinity. Many suggestions about extrapolations
were formulated.[123, 124] The Helgaker[123] formulations were based on extrapolating
the Hartree-Fock energy and the correlation energy. In principle, the extrapolation of
the Hartree-Fock energy can be achieved easily as a finite number of basis functions
could describe the single-determinant Hartree-Fock wave function but the correlated
calculations require arbitrary large basis.[123] The three-point extrapolation scheme
applied to the Hartree-Fock and correlated calculation from this paper complied with





with EHFN as the energy calculated with theN−tuple zeta basis set, EHFCBS as the Hartree-
Fock energy at the complete CBS limit whereas A and B are fitting parameters.









EN−2 − 2EN−1 + EN (3.217)
and correlated energy
EcorrCBS =
EN−1(N − 1)3 − ENN3
(N − 1)3 −N3 (3.218)
at the basis set limit.[125]
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Basis-set superposition error
As mentioned earlier, the localised basis set are incomplete. The problem become signifi-
cant when dealing with molecular complexes. Suppose I wish to calculate the interaction
energy between monomer X and monomer Y . The interaction energy Eint is usually
calculated (using the supermolecular calculation) as the difference between the energy
of the complex EXY (G) at any optimal geometry G and the sum of the energies of the
monomers;
Eint = EXY (G)− (EX(GX) + EY (GY )) (3.219)
= EXY (G)− EX(GX)− EY (GY ) (3.220)
EX(GX) and EY (GY ) are the energies of the monomer X and Y at their optimal ge-
ometries GX and GY , respectively, on the monomer complete basis set (MCBS). This
might look obvious at first glance. Let us consider the situation when operating in the
basis set approximation. The monomer X has a set of basis function ‖X), and Y has
set of basis functions ‖Y ), and the dimer has both sets of functions ‖X + Y ).
Eint = EXY (G‖X + Y )− EX(GX‖X)− EY (GY ‖Y ) (3.221)
Here the dimer energy EXY (G‖X + Y ) is calculated using a different and larger set of
basis functions ‖X+Y ) than the energies of the monomers, EX(GX‖X) and EY (GY ‖Y ).
In addition, in the dimer, the monomer X can benefit from the basis functions ‖Y ) of
the monomer Y and vice-versa. As a result, their energies are lowered in the dimer.
However, in the monomer energy calculation, the monomer X has only access to its own
set of basis function ‖X), so is monomer Y . The artificial lowering of the dimer energy
with respect to the monomers is termed ”the basis set superposition error, BSSE”.[89]
The overlap of the set of basis function ‖Y ) with the set of basis function ‖X) depends
on the intermolecular distance between the monomers, X and Y in the dimer. If the
monomer X is so close to the monomer Y such that their set of basis functions overlap,
then monomer X will benefit from the set of basis function ‖Y ) of the monomer Y and
the more the closer the monomer X is, to the monomer Y , the more the overlap and the
more the BSSE. In short, the magnitude of the BSSE is dependent on the intermolecular
distance.
The counterpoise correction to the basis set superposition error. So, let us
estimate the energy of the dimer EXY (G) at any geometry G using monomer energies;
EXY (G) = EX(GX) + EY (GY ) + E
1bt
X (G) + E
1bt
Y (G) + E
2bt
XY (G) (3.222)
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where E1btX (G) and E
1bt
Y (G) are the interaction energies of one-body term 1bt in the
dimer complete basis set calculated as
E1btW (G) = EW (G)− EW (GW ) (3.223)
with EW (G) as the energy of the monomer W at its optimal geometry G in the dimer
complete basis set (DCBS) and EW (GW ) as the energies of the monomer W at its
optimal geometry on the MCBS. E2btXY (G) is the interaction energy of the two-body
term 2bt in the DCBS calculated as; Energy of two-body term;
E2btXY (G) = EXY (G)− EX(G)− EY (G) (3.224)
The E2btXY (G) term has to be counterpoise corrected. The Boys and Bernardi prescription;[234]
E2btXY = EXY (G‖X + Y )− EX(G‖X + Y )− EY (G‖X + Y ) (3.225)
and the counterpoise corrected total dimer energies are given by;
ECPXY = EXY (G‖X + Y ) + EX(G‖X)− EX(G‖X + Y ) + EY (G‖Y )− EY (G‖X + Y )
(3.226)
= EXY (G‖X + Y )−BSSEX(G)−BSSEY (G) (3.227)
Here the basis set superposition error (BSSE) is defined as the energy of the monomer
due to the presence of ”ghost” basis functions.
BSSEX(G) = EX(G‖X + Y )− EX(G‖X) (3.228)
BSSEY (G) = EY (G‖X + Y )− EY (G‖Y ) (3.229)
therefore, I define the interaction energy of the two-body system as;
E2btXY = E
CP
XY (G)− EX(G‖X)− EY (G‖Y ) (3.230)
which is exactly the same as;
E2btXY = EXY (G‖X + Y )− EX(G‖X + Y )− EY (G‖X + Y ) (3.231)
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3.8 Statistical Thermodynamic Properties
In classical physics, a system observable is the property of the system state that can
be determined by some sequence of physical operations. Suppose I want to understand
the system having N -particles. Any observable that need to be measured, e.g. energy,
depends on the coordinates and momenta of the particles in the system. Therefore,
the observable will be a functional of momenta p(t) and positions r(t). For example,
consider an observable A, its instantaneous value for a system having N -particles at
time t would be A[pN (t), rN (t)]. Particles interact with each other, as a result, the value
of the observable fluctuates and what is measured would be the average value. If for
example, the time for calculations is long enough such that time t approaches infinity,







A[pN (t), rN (t)]dt (3.232)
For a system comprised of a very large number of particles, the calculations are not
feasible. Therefore, the average value of an observable is replaced by ensemble average.
The idea was to assume that a system is made up of several replicas, each replica
representing a possible state that the real system might be in. Then the ensemble
average would be the average of those replicas considered all at once. It is regarded as
the expectation value of the observable.
〈A〉 =
∫ ∫
dp3Ndr3NA[p3N , r3N ]ρ[p3N , r3N ] (3.233)
ρ[pN , rN ] is the probability density in the ensemble. For a system with a fixed number





where E is the energy, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the system’s temperature
and Q is the partition function. For a system having a constant number of particles,















N ! is due to indistinguishability of the particles. H is the Hamiltonian function, which
is the total energy of the system. It is equal to the sum of the kinetic energy, Ξ(p), and
the potential energy, V (r).
H(pN , rN ) = Ξ(pN ) + V (rN ) (3.236)
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There are several observables that can be determined by a computer simulation under
different ensembles (e.g. canonical, microcanonical, grandcanonical, isothermal-isobaric
ensemble etc.). One way to quantify these observables is by comparison with the experi-
mental data. Internal energy is the observable that is mostly determined in order to get
information about the system. The values that are usually obtained during the course






The other observable that is also determined most frequently, is the simulation tem-
















where mi is the mass of particle i and Nc is the number of constraints on the system.
Kinetic energy depends only on the momentum of the particles. It can also be argued
that it depends on the velocities of the particles, vi = pi/mi. Pressure is another
observable. I am not going to show the derivation of the gas laws but it is related to
the system’s kinetic energy or temperature by the following expression for perfect gas;
PV = NkBT . The equation is slightly modified for real gases.
Here I discuss the most important equations in thermodynamics. These are based on a
non-interacting system of particles applicable only to ideal gas. The reason being that
my discussions in chapter 5 onwards are based on the calculations performed in the gas
phase conditions. The observables that I am interested in are the contributions to the
entropy, energy and heat capacity resulting from translational, electronic, rotational and
vibrational motions.
For a system of identical, indistinguishable particles, the number of available molecular
states is much greater than the number of particles with its canonical partition function
Q(N,V, T ) given by;




which simplifies a many-body problem to a one-body problem and q(V, T ) is the molec-
ular partition function. Let us consider an ideal gas which can undergo translational,
rotational, vibrational, electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. Each degrees of free-
dom can be treated as separate quantity to a very good approximation, if I use the rigid
rotor-harmonic oscillator approximation, therefore I can write the Hamiltonian as sum
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of independent terms.







where Ej are the energy states of N−body problem. In this case, the N−body energy
is Ei,j,k,.. = εi + εj + εk + · · · . From the fact that the electronic and nuclear degrees
of freedom can be written separately, that is, Hˆ = Hˆt + Hˆr + Hˆv + Hˆe + Hˆn, with
subscripts t, r, v, e and n for translation, rotation, vibration, electronic and nuclear,
respectively. This implies that the total energy is the sum of the contributions of each
energy component, ε = εt + εr + εv + εe + εn. So, from equation 3.240, I have;
q(V, T ) = qtqrqvqeqn (3.241)
Each contribution will be studied in the next section in the context of entropy, energy
and the heat capacity. The entropy contributions S is calculated from[126]












In Gaussian electronic structure code, the NkB term is substituted with R (R = NkB)
and the molar masses are used such that n = N/NA, hence N = 1 after moving the first
term in the natural log as e.
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3.8.1 Contributions from translational motion
I will not dwell much into the derivation of the translational partition function qv, but














for the ideal diatomic gas.[127](pp. 85/93) This can be generalised to polyatomic







with M as the total mass of the system. The internal energy of the system from trans-









From ideal gas law, PV = NRT = nNANAkBT , and V =
kBT

















= R(ln qt + 1 + 3/2) (3.251)
using Stirling’s approximation. I therefore, write the contributions due to the internal
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3.8.2 Contributions from electronic motion
The electronic partition function defined by the following equation,[127](pp. 96)
qe = ω0e
−0/kBT + ω1e−1/KBT + ω2e−2/kBT + · · · (3.254)
ω is the degeneracy of the energy levels and the n is the energy of the n
th level. The
electronic partition function for the ground state system (with ε0 = 0 as the reference
state) with assumptions that higher energy levels are not accessible is given by;
qe = ω0 (3.255)











= R(ln qe + 0) (3.256)
The last term vanished because there is no temperature dependent terms in the partition
function.
3.8.3 Contributions from rotational motion
Molecular rotations can be categorised into linear polyatomic molecules and non-linear
polyatomic molecules. For single atom, the contributions from the rotational motion
does not depend on temperature qr = 1, thus the contributions to the internal energy,
heat capacity and entropy are all zero. For linear polyatomic molecules, the contributions












with I as the moment of inertia and σ as the symmetry number. The σ for a polyatomic
molecule is simply the number of ways that the molecule can be rotated into itself. Here
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qr is temperature dependent quantity, therefore the entropic contributions from equation
3.243 are given by,
Sr = R
(







= R(ln qr + 1) (3.258)






















For non-linear polyatomic molecules, the problem is a little bit complicated and the
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obtained by simplifying equation equation 3.244 by substitution of equation 3.261 with











3.8.4 Contributions from vibrational motion
All molecules are completely not at rest. Corrections to the zero-point energy vibrations
are measured from the bottom of the potential well and each nuclei vibration is treated
as a function of 3n−6 coordinates system. An ideal diatomic molecule vibrates like two
masses attached by a spring, therefore the potential of the system can be approximated
by a quantum harmonic oscillator approximation with the energy that varies with the
square of the displacement from equilibrium. The vibrational energy levels within the







}v n = 0, 1, 2, · · · (3.265)
with } = h/2pi where h is the plank constant. The natural frequency is given by
v = 12pi
√
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with β = 1/kBT and Θv,i = hvkB. For polyatomic molecule, with known normal






where α = 3n − 6. This is applicable to results printed out from Gaussian electronic
structures code. Of course the zero of energy V = 0 can be taken as the first vibrational
energy level n = 0, as shown in figure 3.1. In this case the partition function for each
and the overall vibrational levels, respectively, are given by;
qv(T ) =
1





1− eΘv,i/T for overall vibrational levels (3.272)
and the energies referenced to this energy level are also printed in the Gaussian output
file.
The contribution to the entropy is also calculated from equation 3.243;
Sr = R
(
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Figure 3.1: The Harmonic potential well with zero point energies corrections shown.























































The contribution to internal thermal energy from molecular vibrations from equation
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3.9 Remarks





Consider the neutralN -electron closed-shell system represented by the optimised Hartree-
Fock state |ΦHF 〉 = |χ1χ2 · · ·χaχb · · ·χN 〉 of energy, equation 3.101,
ENHF = 〈ΦHF |Hˆ|ΦHF 〉 (4.1)
The Fock operator fˆ defined in equation 3.60/3.73 is a well-defined Hermitian operator
with infinite number of eigenfunctions and each solution |χi〉 will have a spin orbital
energy εi such that equation 3.71 reads;
f |χi〉 = εi|χi〉 i = 1, 2, . . . ,∞ (4.2)
The N spin orbitals with the lowest orbital energies are just the occupied spin orbitals of
|ΦHF 〉 whereas the remaining infinite number of spin orbitals are virtual spin orbitals.
Suppose we annihilate the occupied spin orbitals such that the ionised system is de-
scribed by single-configuration state aiσ|ΦHF 〉, where σ is the spin coordinates, then the
expanded cationic wave-function in the configuration generated from the Hartree-Fock
state would be represented as;[88]





|N − 1〉iσ = aiσ|ΦHF 〉 (4.4)
can be generated from the Hartree-Fock state by applying the associated annihilation
operator, thus reducing to a single term. However, the cationic states can be determined
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through variational principle by solving
HN−1C = EN−1C (4.5)
where EN−1 is the the energy of the cationic system and the matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian operator given by
HN−1ij = 〈ΦHF |a†iσHˆajσ|ΦHF 〉 (4.6)
therefore, we can rewrite the matrix elements as;
HN−1ij = 〈ΦHF |a†iσ, [Hˆ, ajσ]|ΦHF 〉+ 〈ΦHF |a†iσajσHˆ|ΦHF 〉 (4.7)
= −〈ΦHF |[a†iσ, [ajσ, Hˆ]]+|ΦHF 〉+ δij〈ΦHF |Hˆ|ΦHF 〉 (4.8)
= −fji + δijENHF (4.9)






〈cs|[a†iσ, [ajσ, Hˆ]]+|cs〉 (4.10)
for a closed-shell electronic state |cs〉. Thus we can set up the cationic eigenvalue equa-
tions and solve them in any basis that satisfy the variational conditions for the neutral
system and the cationic (eigenvalue) energy would be given by;
EN−1i = E
N
HF − εi (4.11)
By rearranging the above equation, we can define the ionization potential (IP) of a




i − ENHF = −εi (4.12)
We can follow the same procedure and create an electron on the virtual orbital, and then
find the solution for the corresponding eigenvalue equations. The anionic wavefunction
will be






and the anionic state after application of associated creation operators would be
|N + 1〉aσ = a†aσ|ΦHF 〉 (4.14)
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The resulting Hamiltonian matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator will look like
HN+1ab = fab + δabE
N
HF (4.15)
with the anionic energy given by
EN+1a = E
N
HF + εa (4.16)
So, the electron affinities (EA) of a closed shell molecular system at Koopmans’ level is
given by the negative orbital energies of the canonical orbitals
EAKTa = E
N
HF − EN+1a = −εa (4.17)
The Koopmans’ theorem states that for a given N-electron Hartree-Fock single deter-
minant |N〉 with occupied and virtual spin orbital energies εi and εa, the energy required
to produce (N − 1)−electron single determinant |N − 1〉 is equal to −εi, and −εa to
produce (N + 1)−electron single determinant |N + 1〉, all having identical spin orbitals
with those of the N−electron system. This approximation assumes that there is no spin
orbital relaxation in (N±1)−electron states. This ”frozen orbital” approximations tends
to produce too positive an ionisation potential or too negative an electron affinity and the
correction to this is from allowing orbital relaxation and correlation effects one obtains
when going beyond the Hartree-Fock approximations. Orbital relaxation accounts for
the majority of these correction and it is reproduced at the Hartree-Fock level. Although
the correlation effects are large for systems with large number of electrons, this cancels
the relaxation error for ionisation potentials but vice-versa for electron affinities, thus
the Koopmans’ ionisation potentials might be good approximation to the experimental
ionisation potential.
4.2 Electronic Affinities
It is well established that structures with dipole moments above ca. 1.625 D can bind
an extra electron primarily due to the electrostatic dipole potential of the underlying
neutral system[128–131]. The binding energy associated with the excess electron requires
size extensive methods if estimated as the difference between the optimal energies of
the neutral and the anion. Such problem can be addressed through the use of the
second order Moller-Plesset (MP2)[132] perturbation theory, the coupled-cluster method
with singles and doubles and non-iterative triples (CCSD(T))[94], etc. and the electron
binding energies are analysed within a perturbative framework designed for dipole-bound
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anions and the solvated electrons. The electron binding energies are normally estimated
at Koopmans theorem with and without orbital relaxation and the electron correlation
contributions are also estimated at these level of theory. Consider a neutral molecule
(M ) weakly interacting with the loosely bound electron (lbe), the total Hamiltonian can
be described as:
H = H0 + λWM + ηV lbe (4.18)
λ and η have physical values equal to unity and they define the order of perturbation
theory. The orbitals of the M are used in the determination of the Fork operator and
the ground state (zeroth-order) Hamiltonian is estimated as the sum of Fork operators
for all electrons in the anion.
H0 = FM + F lbe (4.19)
with H0 corresponding to the Hartree Fork level of theory for the M and KT level of
theory for the lbe and WM and V lbe respectively are the fluctuation operators for the
neutral molecule and the lbe. The fluctuation-interaction operator V lbe is expressed in






− (JM (lbe)−KM (lbe)) (4.20)
where rlbe,i is the distance between the ith electron of the neutral and the lbe. The
energies of the anions are determined by applying double perturbation on equation 4.18







with ε(kl) as the kth order in WM and lth order in V lbe. If we neglect both orbital relax-
ation and electron correlation effects, the sum of the three lowest-order terms reproduces
the SCF energy of M and the binding energy (EKT ) at Koopmans theory is given by.
ε(00) + ε(10) + ε(01) = ESCFM − EKTbind (4.22)
If we account for the polarization of the neutral by excess electron, the effect of back
polarization, the orbital relaxation effect and the induction effects, then we can estimate
the induced SCF binding energy from the difference in the SCF energies of the neutral
and the anionic species
∆ESCFind = E
SCF
bind − ESCFKT ≈ −ε(02)ind (4.23)








(02) − ε(02)disp (4.25)
where ε
(02)
disp is the dynamic correlation between the lbe and the electron of the M and
it is approximated by ∆EMP2−dispbind which takes proper permutational symmetry for all








| 〈φaφlbe ‖ φrφs〉 |2
ea + elbe − er − es = −∆E
MP2
disp (4.26)
The terms, φa and φlbe are the spin orbitals occupied in the ground state wave function,
φr and φs are unoccupied spin orbitals, er and es are the corresponding orbital energies.




bind − ESCFbind = EMP2(disp)bind + ∆EMP2(no−disp)bind (4.27)
The latter expression is dominated by the correlation to the static coulomb interaction
between the lbe and the charge distribution of M. The overall contributions to higher
order MP contributions can be estimated as;
∆EMPnbind = E
MPn
bind − EMP (n−1)bind , n = 3, 4 (4.28)
The MP4 results can be subtracted from the CCSD results in order to estimate the
correlation contributions beyond the fourth-order. This is estimated by subtracting the




bind − EMP4bind (4.29)
4.2.1 Vertical Attachment/Detachment Energies
Suppose we start from a neutral structure M defined by the geometry G. The energy
of the anion M− at a geometry G can be written as;
EM−(G) = EM (GM ) + ∆EM (G)− EBE(G) (4.30)
where EM (GM ) is the energy of the neutral M at its optimal geometry GM ,
∆EM (G) = EM (G)− EM (GM ) (4.31)
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the adiabatic electron affinity given by equation 4.34.
represent an increase of the energy of the neutral M associated with its geometrical
deformation from GM to G, and EBE(G) is the vertical electron binding energy at the
geometry G;
EBE(G) = EM (G)− EM−(G) (4.32)
The values of EBE are positive for vertically bound anionic states and negative for
resonances. The electron vertical attachment energy (VAE) is equivalent to EBE(GM ).
The electron vertical detachment energy (VDE) is equivalent to EBE(GM−) and the
adiabatic electron affinity is defined as;
AEA = EM (GM )− EM−(GM−) (4.33)
where GM− is the optimal geometry on the anion of M . Notice that;
AEA = −∆EM (GM−) + EBE(GM−) = −∆EM (GM−) + V DE (4.34)
This equation is illustrated in figure 4.1.
Chapter 5
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I have developed a software tool for combinatorial generation of tautomers and con-
formers of small molecules and demonstrated it by performing a systematic search for
the most stable structures of neutral and anionic phenylalanine (Phe) using electronic
structure methods. For the neutral canonical tautomer I found out that the conformers
with and without the intramolecular (O)H· · ·NH2 hydrogen bond are similarly stable,
within the error bars of my method. A unique IR signature of the conformer without
the hydrogen bond has been identified. I also considered anions of Phe, both valence
and dipole-bound type. I have found out that tautomers resulting from proton transfer
from the carboxylic OH to the phenyl ring do support valence anions that are vertically
strongly bound, with electron vertical detachment energies (VDE) in a range of 3.2-3.5
eV. The most stable conformer of these valence anions remains adiabatically unbound
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with respect to the canonical neutral by only 2.17 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVDZ level. Based on past efforts with valence anions of nucleic acid bases, I suggest
that the valence anions of Phe identified in this report can be observed experimentally.
The most stable conformer of canonical Phe is characterized by an adiabatic electron
affinity of 53 meV (a dipole-bound state).
5.2 Introduction
Recent years brought significant advances in non-destructive transfer of low vapor pres-
sure compounds to the gas phase.[133–136] The resulting intact molecules are probed
with different spectroscopic methods and an interpretation of these experimental results
frequently invokes comparisons with computed spectroscopic characteristics.[137] These
characteristics can be routinely determined for molecules with a few tens of atoms at
density functional or second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) theory levels. The only caveat
is that the gas phase molecular structure has to be known.
Information about gas phase structure is frequently limited even for neutral molecules.
Computational chemists are tempted to use condensed-phase structures (primarily from
crystallographic data bases), but these structures might be incorrect in gas phase con-
ditions. The reason is that intermolecular interactions in crystalline lattices might favor
conformers, or even tautomers, different from the most stable gas phase structures.[18,
25, 138, 139] It has also been recognized that solute-solvent interaction can favor specific
conformers[140] and tautomers, e.g., zwitterionic amino acids in polar solutions.[141]
Charged molecular systems, e.g., ions of nucleic acid bases, bring additional challenges
as they might favor unexpected tautomers.[142–144]
There are brute force methods based on systematic scanning the potential energy sur-
face (PES). Some of these methods specialize in molecular tautomers[21, 22, 85] and
others in conformers,[24–26] but there is no tool that would deal with tautomers and
conformers on equal footing. In the past, my group developed a tool that performs a
combinatorial/computational search for the most stable tautomers,[21] and the tool was
applied to the anions of nucleic acid bases.[27] More recently, a tool for a combinatori-
al/computational search of the most stable conformers was developed and it was applied
to nucleosides.[25] Here I discuss capabilities of my newly developed Potential Energy
Surface Scanning Tool (PESST) that searches simultaneously for the most stable tau-
tomers and conformers[28] and I demonstrate its usefulness on the neutral and anionic
phenylalanine, see Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Molecular structure of phenylalanine with labelled atoms and rotatable
bonds.
Valence anions of molecular systems are more challenging for structural determination
than their neutral counterparts. They might favour tautomers that would be quite un-
stable for the neutral system. For example, past studies of valence anions of nucleic acid
bases demonstrated that the most stable anionic tautomers result from proton transfer
from a typical proton donor (e.g., NH) to carbon sites, rather than to conventional proton
acceptors involving highly electronegative atoms (O or N).[142–144] The valence anions
observed experimentally were characterized by significant electron vertical detachment
energies (VDE) of 1-3 eV, though computational results demonstrated that these an-
ionic tautomers might be adiabatically unbound by a few kcal/mol with respect to the
most stable conventional neutral tautomers.[27] Apparently, the anionic tautomers are
separated by sufficiently high barriers from these regions of PES where the valence anion
is weakly bound or even unbound. Notice that the six-member ring of phenylalanine
might support unusual tautomers of its valence anion, which would result from proton
transfer from the carboxylic group to the phenyl ring. Identification of these tautomers
and their most stable conformers is the main goal of this project.
Amino acids typically take the canonical HOOC-CHR-NH2 form in the gas phase.[145]
However, an excess electron bound by the dipolar potential of a neutral amino acid
can promote intramolecular proton transfer and is responsible for the development of
a zwitterionic minimum, which remains local in the case of the anion of glycine,[146]
but becomes global in the case of the anion of arginine.[147, 148] Further stabilisation
of these anions by water molecules has also been considered.[149, 150] In this report I
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will search for dipole-bound anions of phenylalanine associated with its canonical and
zwitterionic forms.
L-Phenylalanine (Phe) is one of the twenty standard amino acids found in nature. It is
an essential, nonpolar, α-amino acid and is a precursor for another amino acid, tyrosine.
Previous studies on Phe focused on electronic spectra using fluorescence spectroscopy in
a supersonic jet and five conformers of Phe were stabilised in low-temperatures.[151] The
study was extended by Meijer and coworkers,[152] using mid- and far infra-red spectra,
who reported six conformers in the gas phase. Their work showed good agreement be-
tween the experimental spectrum and results computed at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,p)
and MP2/6-311+G(2df,2p) levels of theory, with vibrational frequencies scaled uniformly
by 0.98. Fausto and coworkers[153] reported a matrix-isolation IR spectrum and con-
cluded that entropic effects play a major role in the relative abundance of conformers.
Based on their B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) results they confirmed that only six structures
contribute to the spectrum of Phe.
Many computational studies addressed the structural preference of Phe. Purushotham
et al [154] used the M052X functional[155] and extended basis sets to characterize the
conformational space and noncovalent interactions in the neutral canonical Phe, as well
as in ions resulting from its protonation and deprotonation. Lin and coworkers[156]
performed a conformational search on neutral Phe at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level
and characterised the intramolecular hydrogen bonding using the Atoms in Molecules
approach.[157] Lee et al reported relative energies of the six most stable neutrals and
cations of Phe at the B3LYP and MP2 levels of theory with 6-31+G* basis sets.[158]
They paid particular attention to the dependence of vertical ionisation energies on in-
tramolecular hydrogen bonding. The neutral structures were similar to those from Refs.
[154, 156]. Other studies were focused on the cations resulting from protonation of
Phe.[159]
In the current study I used the neutral and anionic Phe to demonstrate how the PESST
tool can be used to identify stable molecular structures. The anions I have considered
here result from the attachment of an excess electron, but not from the deprotonation of
Phe. I considered both valence- and dipole-bound anions. The latter might be supported
by polar canonical or zwitterionic structures of the neutral.
5.3 Description of PESST Program
The purpose of PESST is to construct a library of molecular structures representing
various tautomers and their conformers. PESST was designed having in mind organic
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Figure 5.2: The working procedure of PESST. The generation of conformers for each
tautomer is marked in red.
molecules with heteroatoms. Thus it assumes that a non-hydrogen atom can form up
to four chemical bonds.
PESST reads an initial molecular structure provided by the user and is capable of
creating quite a complete library of tautomers and conformers using its default settings.
The user, however, would typically like to impose some constraints on the construction
of tautomers, specify rotatable bonds and the magnitude of an angular step, with which
each rotatable bond will be probed. This information is provided by the user in an
optional “key-file”. A library of molecular structures representing acceptable tautomers
and conformers is then created.
Each constructed structure is used as an initial structure for the following geometry
optimization at a level of theory specified by the user (a force field or an electronic
structure model). The pre-screening procedure is automated to a large extent and in-
volves creation of complete input files. The number of computational runs might be
quite significant, therefore I suggest selecting an appropriate level of theory and using
a submission script included in the PESST package.[29] Output files are analysed using
Gaussian Output Tools (GOT) to extract converged geometries, corresponding energies,
dipole moments, etc.[160] The GOT scripts arrange converged structures according to
their increasing energy. One should keep in mind that different initial structures might
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Figure 5.3: Connectivity matrix of the phenylalanine molecule after disconnecting
atoms C7 and C8 (zero in bold). The fragment connected to C8, which is to be rotated,
is highlighted in red with the remaining fragment connected to C7 in blue.
have converged to the same final structure and the resulting library of pre-screened struc-
tures might be redundant. It can be easily spotted due to the similarity of converged
energies. Thus I recommend inspecting visually the similarly of the stable structures, us-
ing e.g., Molden[161], and eliminating redundant structures. The converged geometries
represent refined molecular structures and the fittest (most stable) structures are typi-
cally further examined using a more advanced theoretical model than the one invoked
at the pre-screening stage.
5.3.1 Analysis of Initial Geometry
The program reads in the total number of atoms NA in the considered molecule followed
by the list of atoms with their Cartesian coordinates. Next it counts the number of
hydrogen atoms (NHA) in the molecule and strips them off. The number of atoms
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in the remaining framework (NFA) is also determined, as well as distances between
all pairs of atoms. A symmetric connectivity matrix is then constructed based on the
distance matrix and the atomic radii of the atoms adopted by the Cambridge Structural
Database[5], i.e., each atom is assigned an atomic radius Rcov. The values of Rcov(i) are
retrieved from a data file, which can be amended by the user. Two framework atoms
are connected if and only if their separation distance Rij satisfies the criterion:
Rij < Rcov(i) +Rcov(j) + T (5.1)
where T is a tolerance which I set to 0.4 A˚. The connectivity matrix for Phe is illustrated
in Figure 5.3, with 1’s and 0’s for the connected an unconnected pairs, respectively.
The atom type determines the maximum number of single bonds (NMAX[i]) the atom
i can form, e.g., 4 for C or N, and this information is retrieved from a data file, which
can be amended by the user. Next, the program counts the number of framework atoms
already connected to each framework atom i(NBOND[i]). The maximum number of
hydrogen atoms that can be connected to the atom i is given by:
NHMAX[i] = NMAX[i]−NBOND[i] (i = 1, . . . , NFA) (5.2)
See Figure 5.4 for an illustration of the NMAX,NBOND, and NHMAX values.









, i.e., the total number of distributions of NHA atoms over NSLOTS. The
binomial coefficient is the rigorous number of created tautomers for molecules in which
any framework atom can bind one hydrogen atom only (NHMAX[i] = 1 for any i).For
molecules in which framework atoms can bind more than one hydrogen atom the total
number of tautomers is significantly reduced, vide infra. The number of tautomers can
be further reduced by imposing constraints specified in the key-file.
5.3.2 Constraining the Number of Tautomers
The key-file is used to provide additional control of the program. Here I will discuss
constraints imposed on the library of tautomers. The keywords are R, for RANGE,
XC for EXCLUDE, NoSI for NO STEREO-ISOMERS. Each keyword is preceded
by the number of framework atoms it applies to (Figure 5.5). The list of atoms and
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Figure 5.4: Molecular structure of phenalalanine and a set of sites for hydrogen atoms.
The grey-blue for atoms with NMAX = 4 and NHMAX = 2. The blue and grey
sites are occupied when one and two hydrogen atoms, respectively, are attached. The
NMAX = 4, NBOND = 3 cases are labelled in dark and light brown. They are above
and below the molecular framework and only one of them can be occupied for a given
tautomer. The terminal framework atoms have sites labelled in green and they can
accommodate 0-3 hydrogens.
specific constraints follow. For example, if I consider “RANGE” as my input keyword,
then the user should list each atom followed by the minimum and maximum number of
hydrogen atoms that could be attached to this framework atom. For the “EXCLUDE”
keyword, the label of a framework atom (m) is followed by one integer (n) indicating a
number of hydrogen atoms. The program will exclude all tautomers having n hydrogen
atoms attached to the mth framework atom.
Special care is taken of these framework atoms that are already connected to three
others. Such an atom can accommodate one hydrogen atom only, either above or below
the plane spanned by the framework atoms. The user might conclude that occupation of
either of these sites would lead to equivalent chemical structures and then an elimination
of one of them is desirable. This is what the NoSI keyword provides.
An example of the key-file is given in Figure 5.5 and the labelling of atoms of Phe is the
same as in Figure 5.1. The 12th framework atom (nitrogen) is connected to one other
framework atom. By default, it can accommodate 0-3 hydrogen atoms. By using the
R keyword followed by 12 1 3 I accept only those tautomers that have 1-3 hydrogen
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the key-file used to control the program. This file is optional.
atoms attached to atom 12. The same result can be achieved using the XC keyword
followed by 12 0. The NoSI keyword is applied to the 6th atom (C), a framework atom
connected to three other framework atoms.
5.3.3 Determining Sites for Hydrogen Atoms
The procedure of determining positions of hydrogen atoms around a framework atom
i depends on the value of NBOND[i]. The case of NBOND[i] = 2 is probably the
most common and will be illustrated for C7, which is connected to C6 and C8 (Figure
5.6,a). The C7 site can attach one or two hydrogens and their sites will be labelled
H1 and H2, H3, respectively. A unit vector attached to C7 and parallel to C7-C8 is
defined. Its end defines a point A. Similarly, a unit vector attached to C7 and parallel
to C7-C6 defines a point B. A point C is obtained by bisecting A-B. Lastly, a vector ~C
is defined by C-C7. When translated to C7 and scaled in length to the sum of atomic
radii of C and H, its end defines H1. In case of two hydrogens attached to C7, the
above procedure is extended further. I labelled the A-B vector as ~D and I translated
it to C7. The site H1 is then rotated by 54.5◦ about and then by −54.5◦ to give the
sites H2 and H3, respectively (Figure 5.6,b). Here I used standard equations to rotate
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Figure 5.6: Generation of hydrogen sites for an atom connected to two other frame-
work atoms, here C7 connected to C6 and C8. Part (a) demonstrates the construction
of H1. The points A and B are each unit length from atom C7 along bonds C7-C8 and
C7-C6, respectively. Point C results from the bisection of A-B. Site H1 is calculated
along a line defined by C-C7. The length of C7-H1 is equal to the sum of atomic radii
of carbon and hydrogen. Part (b) demonstrates the construction of H2 and H3; a side
view along the C6-C7-C8 plane is shown with vector going into the page through C7.
a point about a vector,[162] Equations 5.4.
P1x = (a(v
2 + w2)− u(bv + cw − ux− vy − wz))(1− cos θ) + x cos θ
+(−cv + bw − wy + vz) sin θ (5.4a)
P1y = (b(u
2 + w2)− v(au+ cw − ux− vy − wz))(1− cos θ) + y cos θ
+(cu− aw + wx− uz) sin θ (5.4b)
P1z = (c(u
2 + v2)− w(au+ bv − ux− vy − wz))(1− cos θ) + z cos θ
+(−bu+ av − vx+ uy) sin θ (5.4c)
Caption to Equation 5.4: There are ten variables x, y, z, a, b, c, u, v, w, and θ, where x, y
and z are the x−, y−, z−coordinates of point to be rotated (point A with unit length from
atom C7 or current atom) about a line passing through atom defined by coordinates
a, b and c with direction (unit vector ~B) vector u, v and w (where u2 + v2 + w2 = 1).
Variables a, b and c are simply the x−, y−, z−coordinates of the reference atom (atom
C7) and lastly the angle of rotation θ, in radians.
The site defined by H1 is assigned a blue colour in Figure 5.4, whereas the sites H2 and
H3 are assigned a grey colour. The same procedure is applicable to atoms in the ring
with NBOND[i] = 2.
Next I considered a terminal framework atom, i.e., NBOND[i] = 1, and the procedure
will be illustrated for O11 (Figure 5.7,a). I defined unit vectors ~E and ~F along C9-O11
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Figure 5.7: Generation of hydrogen sites for a terminal framework atom, here O11.
A procedure to define a site for (a) the first hydrogen atom (H4) and (b) the second
and third hydrogen atom (H5 and H6) is illustrated.
and C9-C8, respectively. The cross product of ~E and ~F yields a vector ~G, which is
translated such that it passes through O11. The point C which results from scaling the
bond O11-C9 to the desired OH bond length is rotated by 109◦ about the translated
vector to give a point H4. The dihedral angle C8-C9-O11-H4 is set to 180◦ and the
coordinates of H4 are assigned to the first hydrogen atom. In case of two or three
hydrogens attached to the terminal atom, the additional sites H5 and H6 are defined
by rotating H4 by 120◦ and then by −120◦ about the vector ~E (Figure 5.7,b). The
hydrogen sites on a terminal atom were assigned a green colour in Figure 5.4.
The case of NBOND[i] = 3 will be illustrated for C6, which is connected to C7, C4,
and C5 (Figure 5.8). Two sites for hydrogen atoms will be created, H7 and H8. First,
unit vectors are calculated along the three bonds C6-C7, C6-C5 and C6-C4. Next,
an average vector is constructed from three cross products illustrated in Figure 5.8 and
its length is scaled to the desired length of a CH bond yielding H7. The reverse vector
defines H8, which is generated by default, but can be eliminated with the NoSI keyword
applied to C6. The sites H7 and H8 are assigned a brown colour in Figure 5.4.
The hydrogen sites, illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 5.4, can be occupied in many
ways representing various tautomers. The process of creation of tautomers is illustrated
in this Figure using CN1 and T1V as an example.
5.3.4 Conformers
PESST can create conformers for each tautomer considered. The procedure is an exten-
sion of past approach described in Ref.[25]. Here, rotations of molecular fragments are
performed using Equation 5.4. Firstly, the code identifies rotatable bonds. The bond
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Figure 5.8: Generation of hydrogen sites for an atom connected to three other frame-
work atoms, here C6 connected to C4, C5 and C7. Part (a) construction of three unit
vectors along the framework bonds; (b and c) three cross products of unit vectors are
averaged and the resulting vector is scaled in length to the sum of proper atomic radii
to define the H7 site (above the ring). (d) The reverse yields a site on the other side
of the ring (H8).
being checked for rotation is disconnected on the connectivity matrix, the program pro-
ceeds by counting the number of atoms in both fragments and identifies a smaller branch
(a red branch in Figure 5.3). If there is only one atom returned, then the bond is the
terminal bond. If the number of atoms returned is equal to the number of atoms in
the molecule, then the bond is within the ring. If the number of atoms returned is not
equal to one or the total number of atoms, then the bond is rotatable and the smaller
fragment will be rotated, see Figure 5.9, with increments of 360◦/nrot, where nrot is an
integer defined for each rotatable bond.
The user can control the construction of conformers by specifying the CONF keyword
in the key-file followed by a list of bonds and their nrot values, see Figure 5.5. The code
will construct conformers associated with these bonds, while all other conformers will be
ignored. If the CONF keyword is missing the code will activate all rotatable bonds for
each tautomer and the default values of nrot will be assumed, e.g., nrot = 2 for X–OH
bonds, nrot = 3 for X–NH2, and nrot = 6 for C–C bonds. An upper limit to the total
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Figure 5.9: (a) The bond to be rotated is defined by C7C8. The smaller fragment in-
volves atoms connected to C8 (see Figure 5.3). (b) a conformer resulting from rotation
by 120◦. (c)-(e) are top views along C7C8 for rotations by 0◦, 120◦, and 240◦.
The value of ntotal increases rapidly with the size of the molecule[25]. Therefore I strongly
recommend the use of CONF keyword and specifying rotatable bonds suitable for the
chemical problem studied.
The code identifies potential clashes that might develop between various parts of the
molecule in the course of systematic rotations. If the distance between any two atoms is
less than the sum of their atomic radii minus T from Equation 5.1, then the conformer
is discarded, otherwise stored in the library. The construction of conformers in PESST
is illustrated in Figure 5.10.
5.4 Computational Approach
The libraries involving tautomers and conformers of Phe were generated with PESST.[29]
An overview of PESST is shown in Figure 5.2. It creates conformers for each tautomer
resulting in a double-loop structure of the programme. The pre-screening of initial
structures for the neutral and valence anions of Phe was conducted through geometry
optimizations with the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional[100, 111–113] and stan-
dard Poples basis sets.[163] This selection of methodology for the pre-screening step
was validated and used in previous studies focused on identification of most stable tau-
tomers of small biomolecules such as nucleosides.[142–144] However, these basis sets
and electronic structure model are not sufficient for dipole-bound states.[164] Electronic
structure calculations for dipole-bound anions require basis sets with very diffuse ba-
sis functions.[122, 129] Here I have used Dunnings aug-cc-pVDZ[121](ADZ) basis set
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Figure 5.10: Construction of conformers with PESST.
supplemented with extra 7 s− and 7 p−functions centered on the nitrogen atom. The
exponents of these functions form an even-tempered series initiated from the lowest ex-
ponent in the standard basis set and advance with the geometric progression constant
of 3.2−1.[165] I will use a label DF for these additional diffuse functions and ADZ+DF
for the combined basis set. Pre-screening for dipole-bound anions was performed at the
Hartree-Fock/ADZ+DF level.
For the neutral Phe I identified only canonical tautomers, the zwitterions did not support
local minima. The conformational search was performed by activating dihedral angles
χ, α, β, γ and λ illustrated in Figure 5.1. The nrot values were nχ = 2, nα = 12, nβ =
12, nγ = 3 and lastly λ was probed at 0
◦ and 90◦. PESST created 1728 initial structures
which were fully optimised at the B3LYP/6-311G* level and the resulting optimised
structures converged into 45 local minima. The three most stable conformers were then
subjected to further MP2/ADZ+DF reoptimization and frequency calculations followed
by single-point coupled cluster calculations with single, double and non-iterative triple
excitations (CCSD(T)) on the MP2 optimised geometry.[166]
In the case of valence anions I engaged PESST to construct a library of tautomers and
conformers. The constraints set on the program are shown in Table 5.1. It created 50
tautomers that were subjected to the B3LYP/6-31G* conformational search based on
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Table 5.1: The constraints set when generating valence anions of Phe
all rotatable bonds and the default settings for nrot’s. The most stable tautomers/con-
formers within the energy range of 5 kcal/mol were reoptimised and frequencies were
determined at the MP2/ADZ level. Three families of valence anions have been identi-
fied. The single point CCSD(T)/ADZ calculations have been performed for the most
stable conformer from each family.
Search for the most stable dipole-bound (DB) anionic conformers was performed for
the canonical (CDB) and zwitterionic tautomers (ZDB). The conformational search for
CDB’s was performed with the following values of nrot : nχ = 2, nα = 6, nβ = 6, nγ = 3
and λ was probed at 0◦ and 90◦. These constraints resulted in 432 initial structures.
The conformational search for ZDB’s was performed with nβ = 6 and probing γ at 0
◦
and 90◦, and α at 0◦ and 90◦ and γ at 0◦ and 60◦. These constraints led to 48 initial
structures. The most stable structures (three CDB’s and two ZDB’s) were subjected to
the MP2/ADZ+DF optimizations and frequency calculations and vertical and adiabatic
electron binding energies were determined at the CCSD(T)/ADZ+DF level.
To summarize, my final results are based on CCSD(T) energies determined at the opti-
mal MP2 geometries. The basis set is ADZ for valence anions and ADZ+DF for neutrals
and dipole-bound anions. The zero-point vibrational corrections and thermal contribu-
tions to energy and entropy are determined in the rigid rotor – harmonic oscillator
approximation, assuming T = 298 K and p = 1 atm, based on the MP2 geometries and
harmonic frequencies. The calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of
programs.[75] The singly-occupied molecular orbitals of the anions of Phe were visual-
ized using the Visual Molecular Dynamics[167] (VMD) package and the orbital contour
values were determined with the OpenCubMan[168] package. These contour values were
obtained for 80% of the orbital electron density.
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Figure 5.11: Relative energies and dipole moments of Phe calculated at the B3LYP/6-
311G* level of theory. The energy of CN1 is set to zero.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Neutral Phenylalanine
The conformers of canonical neutral (CN) tautomer were labelled CNm (1 ≤ m ≤ 45),
with ordering based on the B3LYP/6-311G* electronic energies of fully optimized struc-
tures. Their relative energies and dipole moments are illustrated in Figure 5.11. The
MP2/ADZ+DF optimized structures and relative energies of the three most stable con-
formers are shown in Figure 5.12 (see Figures A.2 for a more complete set of conformers).
At the MP2 and CCSD(T) levels of theory, the relative energies of CN1-CN3 span ca.
2 kcal mol−1. Thus determination of the most stable conformer becomes a compu-
tationally demanding task. My most accurate CCSD(T) electronic energies corrected
for harmonic, zero-point, MP2 vibrational terms indicate that CN3 is less stable than
CN1 by only 0.19 kcal/mol, and it becomes the most stable conformer in terms of Gibbs
free energy. The results presented in Figure 5.12 demonstrate that entropic effects con-
tribute to the relative stability of the most stable conformers, in agreement with earlier
observations.[153]
There is an important structural difference between CN3 and the two remaining con-
formers CN1 and CN2, which leads to a unique feature in the IR spectrum of CN3
(Figure 5.13). The CN1 and CN2 conformers support a hydrogen bond between the
OH site of the carboxylic group and the NH2 site, with the (O)H· · ·N distances of 1.862
and 1.903 A˚, respectively, but the OH site in the CN3 conformer is not engaged in any
hydrogen bond (see Figure 5.12). In consequence, the OH stretching mode is strongly
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Figure 5.12: The MP2/ADZ+DF structures of the three most stable conformers of
the neutral canonical Phe with distances in and dipole moments in D. The intramolec-
ular hydrogen bonds marked with dashed lines with the colour of the proton acceptor
atom. The relative stability (kcal/mol) determined at the MP2 and CCSD(T) lev-
els (Eel, E
vib
0 , H, and G for electronic energy, zero-point vibrational correction, en-
thalpy, and Gibbs free energy, respectively). The CCSD(T) energies determined at the
optimal MP2 geometries. The zero-point and thermal corrections determined at the
MP2/ADZ+DF level.
red shifted in the CN1 and CN2 conformers, as illustrated by the MP2 harmonic fre-
quency of 3406 and 3463 cm−1, respectively, but its frequency is much higher in the
CN3 conformer, v˜ = 3727cm−1 (Figure 5.13). The OH stretching mode of the car-
boxylic group routinely carries the largest IR intensity and the simulated IR spectra
in the 2500-4000 cm−1 region are presented in Figure 5.13. The most intense IR peak
for the CN1 and CN2 conformers, i.e., the OH stretching mode, has a lower frequency
than the symmetric and asymmetric stretching NH modes. On the other hand, the most
intense IR peak in CN3, again the OH stretching mode, has the largest frequency. I be-
lieve this difference between CN3 and the pair CN1 and CN2 will help to discriminate
contributions from different conformers to the IR spectra of gas phase Phe recorded in
different temperatures.
It was counterintuitive for me to find out that the conformer without the intramolecular
(O)H· · ·N hydrogen bond, i.e., CN3, might be the most stable. One reason might be
that formation of this hydrogen bond in CN1 and CN2 is associated with intramolecular
strain (a destabilizing effect). The results obtained with the MM3 force field[169, 170]
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Figure 5.13: The stretching modes of CN1, CN2 and CN3 calculated at the
MP2/ADZ+DF level of theory. Keywords: s symmetric, asasymmetric. Lonrentzian
vibrational spectra with scaling factor of 1.0 and half-width of 20.0cm−1.
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confirm this hypothesis. The sum of angle bending, torsional and bond stretching terms
is more attractive in CN3 than in CN1 by 2.8 kcal/mol.
The stability of tautomers and conformers in polar environments is strongly dependent
on the molecular dipole moment. Moreover, molecules with dipole moments exceeding
1.625 D can bind an excess electron.[129] The dipole moments of 45 neutral conformers
of Phe, characterised at the B3LYP/6-311G* level, lie in a wide range from 1.1 to 5.4 D
(Figure 5.11). The five conformers of Phe with the largest dipole moments (in excess of
5 D) follow the order CN2 >CN26 >CN22 >CN44 >CN1. These results suggest
that the CN2 and CN1 will be more stabilized in polar environments (or by a dipole-
bound electron) than the CN3 conformer, which is characterized by a dipole moment
of 1.16 D only.
5.5.2 Valence Anions of Phenylalanine
I did not identify any bound valence anion when considering the canonical tautomer
of Phe. The result was not surprising as bound valence anionic states are not known
for either glycine or toluene, which might be considered as building blocks of Phe.[171]
Using the PESST tool I explored non-canonical tautomers and their conformers. In the
course of this search I identified three families of valence anions, which involve proton
transfer from COOH to the phenyl ring. The first family, T1V (tautomer No. 1, valence
anion) involves proton transfer to either C4 or C5. The second, T2V, involves proton
transfer to C1, and the third, T3V, to C2 or C3.
The most stable conformers for each family, i.e., T1V1, T2V1, T3V1, are characterized
in Figure 5.14 (see Figures A.3 and A.4 for a more complete set of conformers). The VDE
values for these valence anions exceed 3.2 eV at the projected MP2 and CCSD(T) levels.
The excess electron is described by a pi∗ orbital localized primarily on the protonated
phenyl ring (Figure 5.15). One protic H(N) is involved in a hydrogen bond with COO−
and the second H(N) “solvates” electron density on the phenyl ring (Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.15).
The TnV1 structures (n = 1 − 3) do not make much “chemical sense” for the neutral
Phe, which is reflected in dipole moments exceeding 15 D and large values of VDE
for these valence anions. However, the instability of these anions with respect to the
most stable canonical neutral, CN1, is surprisingly small. For T1V1, it drops from
4.35 kcal/mol in terms of the CCSD/ADZ electronic energy to 2.17 kcal/mol in terms
of electronic energy corrected for zero point vibrations, and further to 1.67 kcal/mol
in terms of Gibbs free energy. This instability is comparable with error bars of my
theoretical model, CCSD(T)/ADZ plus zero-point and thermal corrections.[172] I believe
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Figure 5.14: The most stable conformers for three families of valence anions of Phe.
The dipole moment of neutral Phe at the optimal anionic geometry, µneutral, in D; the
electron vertical detachment energy (VDE) in eV; the relative stability of anions with
respect to CN1 in kcal/mol. The anionic structures (with distances in A˚) optimized at
the MP2/ADZ level of theory. The remaining quantities the same as in Figure 5.12.
that valence anions of Phe can be formed in experimental conditions similar to those
used in the past to identify valence anions of nucleic acid bases (see Appendix A).[27]
5.5.3 Dipole-Bound Anions of Phenylalanine
The three most stable conformers of dipole-bound anions of Phe based on the canonical
tautomer are characterized in Figure 5.16. They are labelled CDB1, CDB2, and
CDB10 as they are associated with the neutral canonical conformers CN1, CN2, and
CN10. These neutrals are characterized by MP2 dipole moments of 4.95, 5.28, and 4.54
D, respectively. Recall that the dipole moment of CN3 is only 1.16 D, which is too small
to support a dipole-bound state. The molecular frameworks distort only slightly upon
binding an excess electron and the dipole moment of the neutral increases by 0.05, 0.06,
and 0.19 D, upon these geometrical distortions (Figures 5.12 and 5.16). The geometrical
distortions can be viewed as nascent zwitterionization, because the (O)H· · ·N distance
shortens by 0.02 A˚, and the OH distance elongates by 0.002 A˚.
The excess electron binding energies are in the 30 − 65 meV range and the verti-
cal attachment and detachment energies barely differ (Figure 5.16), which is common
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Figure 5.15: Highest occupied molecular orbital of the dipole- and valence-bound an-
ions of phenylalanine generated with contour values determined with OpenCubMan pro-
gramme 57 (80% of the orbital electron density).
for dipole-bound anions.[129] Despite their small values, these electron binding ener-
gies are measurable in anion photoelectron spectroscopy and Rydberg electron transfer
experiments.[137] Based on the Eel + E
vib
0 stability of CDB1 with respect to CN1, I
conclude that the gas phase neutral Phe is characterized by an adiabatic electron affinity
of 53 meV. Notice lack of correlation between the electron vertical binding energies and
the values of dipole moment of the neutral, with CDB2 having apparently a too small
electron binding energy for its dipole moment. The reason is the relative orientation
of its dipole and the phenyl ring. The excess electron in typical dipole-bound anions
is localized in the region where the electrostatic potential produced by the dipole of
the neutral is the most attractive. The electron still fulfils the Pauli exclusion principle
and the anionic singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) remains orthogonal to the
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Figure 5.16: The three most stable conformers of dipole-bound anions of Phe based
on the canonical tautomer. The dipole moment of neutral Phe at the optimal anionic
geometry, , in D; the electron vertical attachment (VAE) and detachment energy (VDE)
in meV; the relative stability of anions with respect to CN1 in kcal/mol. The anionic
structures (with distances in A˚) optimized at the MP2/ADZ+DF level of theory. The
remaining quantities the same as in Figure 5.12.
occupied orbitals of the neutral, which requires some nodal surfaces in the regions of
atoms localized close to the positive pole of the dipole. In the case of CDB2 the phenyl
ring happens to be in the region where the dipolar electrostatic potential would favour
localization of the excess electron. The SOMO needs to develop several nodal surfaces
that are preceded by a dent visible in Figure 5.15. The multitude of nodal surfaces
destabilizes the anion, which is reflected in relatively small values of electron vertical
binding energies.
Even though the gas phase neutral Phe does not support zwitterionic minima, local
minima of this type exist on the anionic potential energy surface and two most stable,
ZDB1 and ZDB2, are illustrated in Figure 5.17. ZDB1 might be viewed as a product
of proton transfer from COOH to NH2 initiated from CDB1. The dipole moment of
the neutral increases upon this proton transfer by 3.62 D and the ZDB1 minimum is
characterized be a VDE of 0.293 eV. This is a five-fold increase in comparison with
the VDE of CDB1. ZDB1 is, however, unstable with respect to CN1 by ca. 19.6
kcal/mol, thus adiabatically more unbound than T1V1. Similarly, ZDB2 results from
proton transfer initiated in either CDB2 or CDB10. In fact, geometrically it resembles
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Figure 5.17: The two most stable conformers of dipole-bound anions of Phe based on
the zwitterionic tautomer. The dipole moment of neutral Phe at the optimal anionic
geometry, µneutral, in D; the electron vertical detachment energy (VDE) in meV; the
relative stability of anions with respect to CN1 in kcal/mol. The anionic structures
(with distances in A˚) optimized at the MP2/ADZ+DF level of theory. The remaining
quantities the same as in Figure 5.12.
more CDB10 than CDB2 (Figures 5.16 and 5.17). The difference in dipole moments
of the neutral at the ZDB2 and CDB2 geometries is 3.48 D, and the VDE value for
ZDB2 is 0.396 eV. Again, ZDB2 is unstable with respect to CN1 by 23.1 kcal/mol.
Notice a significant contraction of the SOMO orbital, attached to the nitrogen terminus
of the molecular framework, upon proton transfer from COOH to NH2 (Figure 5.15).
5.6 Summary and Conclusions
The Potential Energy Surface Scanning Tool (PESST)[28] allows automated scanning
of molecular tautomeric and conformational spaces. Its performance has been tested on
the neutral and anionic phenylalanine (Phe). Molecular ions frequently favour structures
different from those of the neutral species, thus the anions of Phe have been particularly
challenging. The prescreening has been performed with lower level electronic structure
methods (B3LYP exchange-correlation functional for the neutral and valence anions
and Hartree-Fock for dipole-bound anions), while final energies were determined at the
CCSD(T) level with basis sets of aug-cc-pVDZ quality.
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Three conformers of the neutral canonical Phe have been found differing in stability
by less than 1.3 kcal/mol. It was counterintuitive for me to find out that conformers
with and without the intramolecular (O)H· · ·NH2 hydrogen bond might be similarly
stable. It has been interpreted as a manifestation of structural strain, which develops
upon formation of the hydrogen bond. I have identified a unique IR signature of the
conformer without the intramolecular hydrogen bond.
I have also identified three tautomeric families of valence anions of Phe resulting from
proton transfer from COOH to the phenyl ring. They are characterized by significant
values of VDE, in a range of 3.2-3.5 eV. At 0 K, the most stable tautomer/conformer of
valence anions is adiabatically unbound with respect to the most stable canonical neutral
by only 2.17 kcal/mol and its stability further improves at elevated temperatures. Based
on past efforts with valence anions of nucleic acid bases[27] I suggested that the valence
anions of Phe identified in this report can be observed experimentally and indeed they
were observed later on and the experimental photoelectron spectrum is shown in Figure
A.1.
I characterized dipole-bound anions supported by the canonical and zwitterionic tau-
tomers of Phe. These based on the canonical tautomer are relatively weakly bound,
with electron vertical binding energies in a range of 30 – 65 meV. Still, these might be
the lowest anionic states in the system and I predict an adiabatic electron affinity of
53 meV for the most stable conformer of the neutral. The dipole-bound anions remain
vertically bound upon intramolecular proton transfer from COOH to NH2. Local zwitte-
rionic minima develop for these anions with electron vertical binding energies in a range
of 290-400 meV. These minima are adiabatically unbound with respect to the canonical
neutral by ca. 19-23 kcal/mol. I observed that the phenyl ring of Phe can interfere with
the SOMO orbital of its dipole-bound anion and thus reduce stability of the anion.
Chapter 6
Adiabatically Bound Valence




The parent anions of tyrosine (doublets) and anions resulting from deprotonation of
tyrosine (singlets) were studied in a joint computational and anion photoelectron spec-
troscopy effort. I searched for the most stable structures using a combinatorial-computational
approach. Extended libraries of tautomers and conformers were constructed and the
most stable structures were identified in the course of a multi-stage selection process.
The most stable valence anions of tyrosine are adiabatically bound with respect to the
most stable canonical neutral by ca. 0.6 eV and are characterized by electron vertical
detachment energy of ca. 3.8 eV. These anionic tautomers result from a double proton
transfer from the carboxylic and hydroxyl groups to the ring, with transferred protons
occupying the neighbouring ortho and meta positions with respect to the amino acid
residue. I also identified a few other families of anionic tautomers and characterized
their relative stability and values of VDE. Two families, which might be kinetically easy
to form, have VDE values matching positions of distinct peaks in the PES spectrum.
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6.2 Introduction
The amino acids such as L-Phenylalanine, L-Tyrosine are important intermediates in
biochemical processes.[173–175] These are two of the 21 standard amino acids found
in nature. They are the building blocks of proteins and play major role in molecular
physiology.[176, 177] L-Phenylalanine is a precursor to L-Tyrosine, which in turn, is a
precursor to a neurotransmitter, dopamine. I have recently studied L-Phenylalanine in
detail[29] and also others.[154] Here I turn attention to L-Tyrosine (Tyr) (Fig. 6.1),
which plays an important role in protein redox processes.[178, 179] It acts as an inter-
mediate in an electron transfer process by promoting signals from the surface of the cell
to the nucleus.[174, 178, 179] The excess charge might induce structural changes in Tyr.
The structural modifications might explain the mechanism of signal transmission.
Valence anions of molecular systems are more challenging for structural determination
than their neutral counterparts. They might favour tautomers that would be quite un-
stable for the neutral system. For example, past studies of valence anions of nucleic acid
bases demonstrated that the most stable anionic tautomers result from proton trans-
fer from a typical proton donor (e.g., NH) to carbon sites, rather than to conventional
proton acceptors involving highly electronegative atoms (O or N).[27, 29, 142–144] The
valence anions observed experimentally were not necessarily adiabatically bound with
respect to the most stable neutral, though they displayed significant electron vertical
detachment energies (VDE) of 1-3 eV. Apparently, the anionic tautomers are separated
by sufficiently high barriers from these regions of potential energy surface where the
valence anion is weakly bound or even unbound. Notice that the six-member ring of Tyr
might support unusual tautomers of its valence anion, which would result from proton
transfer from the carboxylic and/or hydroxyl groups to the phenol ring.
I reported a proton transfer from the carboxylic group to the phenyl ring for the most
stable tautomers of valence anions of L-Phenylalanine in chapter 5.[29] These valence
anions were vertically strongly bound, with VDEs in a range of 3.2–3.5 eV. Even though
the most stable conformer of these valence anions remained adiabatically unbound with
respect to the canonical neutral by ca. 2 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level
of theory, these valence anionic states have recently been observed experimentally.[180]
Tyr is more challenging than L-Phenylalanine for exploration of possible tautomers due
to the presence of the hydroxyl group, a potential proton donor site. A comprehensive
exploration of its structural space requires an advanced tool for enumeration of possible
tautomers and conformers. I have recently developed this advanced tool, Potential
Energy Surface Scanning Tool (PESST) described in chapter 5,[181] and I will use it in
the course of this project.
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Physiochemical properties of Tyr have been probed in mass spectrometry[182, 183], FT-
IR spectroscopy,[178] ion-beam scattering,[184] electron spray ionisation,[182] and elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy[185, 186] studies. The computational studies
addressed the conformational preference of the neutral, radical cation, and deprotonated
species[182, 187]. The latter anions differ from the main target of my study, radical an-
ions of complete (parent) Tyr. The neutral and deprotonated species were studied in
the combined anion photoelectron spectroscopy and computational study.[182] The main
and striking observation was that the gas phase sample of deprotonated species was rep-
resented by a 70:30% mixture of phenoxide and carboxylate species, though carboxylate
anions were dominant in solutions. Thus it is easier to deprotonate gas phase Tyr on
the hydroxyl than carboxylic site. This finding will have bearing on my study of valence
radical anions of complete Tyr. The dynamics of collisions of deprotonated Tyr with
O2[a
1∆g] was studied in Ref. 184.
In this study, I will search for the most stable tautomers and conformers of the neutral
and anionic Tyr. My computational efforts will start from systematic constructions of
molecular libraries[29] and the most stable structures will be determined using state-
of-the-art electronic structure methods. The parallel anion photoelectron spectroscopy
measurements will verify correctness of my predictions for molecular anions and will be
described in details in the Appendix B.
6.3 Computational Methodology
The most stable structures of the neutral and anionic tyrosine were identified using a
combinatorial-computational approach [22] and a versatile tool for creation of molecular
conformers and tautomers, PESST.[29] I considered several tautomers of Tyr and some
representative structures are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. I found that the canonical tautomer
is the most stable for the neutral Tyr, but it does not support vertically bound valence
anions. Thus it is labelled N from now on. The tautomer D results from a double
proton transfer to the ring. One proton comes from the carboxylic group, another from
the hydroxyl group and I considered the carbon atoms 2, 3, 5, and 6 as potential binding
sites for these protons. Another tautomer, labelled DN , results from a double proton
transfer from the same proton donor sites, but one of the protons is attached to the
nitrogen, another to the phenyl ring. There are two families for single proton transfer
to the ring: SH results from proton transfer from the hydroxyl group and SC from the
carboxylic group. For the two latter families the carbon atoms 2 and 3 are considered
as potential binding sites.
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Figure 6.1: Tautomers of Tyr considered in this study. Rotatable bonds B1 – B6
considered when generating conformers of neutral or anionic Tyr.
nrot value
Tautomer B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6
N 2 0 & 90◦ 6 6 2 3
Dk,l – 4 6 6 – 3
DN,k – 4 6 6 – –
SHk – 4 6 6 2 3
SCk 2 4 6 6 – 3
Table 6.1: The nrot values for bonds B1 – B6 of the N,D
k,l, DN,k, SHk and SCk
systems considered in this report.
The rotational bonds activated when searching for the most stable conformers are la-
belled B1 – B6 in Fig. 6.1. I created libraries of conformers by rotating the Bn bonds
with increments 360◦/nrot, where nrot is an integer defined for each rotatable bond Bn.
The detailed information about the active rotatable bonds and the nrot values is sum-
marized in Table 6.1. These procedures led to 864 initials structures for N , 432 for D,
144 for DN , and 864 for SH and SC.
With the active B2 rotatable bond, the carbon site 2 is equivalent to 6 and 3 to 5.
When dealing with D–type structures I considered protons occupying the following k,l
positions: 2,3 or 2,5 or 2,6 or 3,5. These structures will be labelled Dk,l and various
conformers of these tautomers will be labelled Dk,lm , with the stability decreasing as m
increases. Similarly, DN,km denotes a specific member of the DN family: it is the m-th
most stable conformer of the tautomer resulting from one proton transferred to nitrogen
and another to the k’th carbon atom of the phenyl ring. Finally, SCkm and SH
k
m denotes
the mth most stable conformer of the tautomer resulting from a single proton transfer
to the kth carbon atom in the phenyl ring from the carboxylic and hydroxyl group,
respectively. The mth conformer of the anion resulting from deprotonation of Tyr at the
hydroxyl and carboxylic site will be labelled DPHm and DP
C
m , respectively.
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The initial structures created by PESST were pre-screened by performing full geome-
try optimisations using Becke, three-parameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP)functional[100,
111–113] with Pople’s type 6-31++G**[163] basis set. The lowest energy structures from
each tautomer that spanned an energy range of 5 kcal/mol were re-optimised at B3LYP
and MP2 levels using Dunning’s ADZ[115, 121] basis set, followed by frequency calcula-
tions. Finally, single point CCSD(T)[188]/ADZ energy calculations were carried out at
the MP2 optimised geometries for the three most stable conformers of each tautomer. To
summarize, my most accurate energies of the neutral and anionic systems are based on
the CCSD(T) electronic energies and zero-point vibrational energies determined at the
MP2 level, both obtained with the ADZ basis set. The electronic structure calculations
reported in this study were performed using the Gaussian 09[75] suite of programmes.
The orbitals occupied by an excess electron were generated with the Molden[161] pro-
gramme using a contour value of 0.5 au. The GaussView[189] package was used to draw
molecular structures.
6.4 Computational Results
The most stable conformers of the neutral Tyr and their relative stabilities are illus-
trated in Fig. 6.2. My search failed to identify locally stable conventional zwitterionic
structures, with the carboxylic proton transferred to the NH2 group. All geometry op-
timizations initiated from initial zwitterionic structures collapsed to the canonical N
tautomer. The N1−−N3 conformers span a narrow energy range of 1.6 kcal/mol and
the relative stabilities calculated at the CCSD and CCSD(T) levels differ by less than
0.21 kcal/mol (see the supporting information). All three conformers support a reason-
ably short OH· · ·N intramolecular hydrogen bond. N2 differs from N1 by rotation of
the hydroxyl group only, but I illustrate it here to emphasize a significant increase of
the dipole moment from 3.7 to 6.2 D. This makes the N2 conformer suitable to support
a dipole-bound state[191]. The most stable conformers I identified agree with the most
stable conformers reported in Refs. 182, 187.
An overview of stability of various tautomers of tyrosine in the valence anionic state
is illustrated in Fig. 6.3. These relative B3LYP/ADZ electronic energies are reported
with respect to the most stable neutral conformer, N1. The results should be viewed
with a grain of salt, because the stability of valence anions is frequently overestimated
at the B3LYP level of theory.[29] Still, they suggest that the valence anions of Tyr might
be adiabatically bound provided at least one proton is transferred to the phenyl ring.
They also justify my selection of D2,3, SH3, D3,5, SC2, and DN,3 for further, more
accurate, considerations and discarding the D2,6 and SH2 families. The DN,2 family
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Figure 6.2: Structures and relative stability (in kcal/mol) of low-lying conformers of
neutral Tyr. The intra-molecular hydrogen bond parameters are in A˚. Dipole moments
in Debyes.
is not reported because the anionic structures collapsed to the SH2 structures. The
viability of double proton transfer involving the carboxylic and hydroxy groups of Tyr
was already suggested by the results of Ref. 182. My results demonstrate that the double
proton transfer to the phenyl ring carbons 2 and 3 creates the most stable molecular
framework for the valence anion of Tyr.
From now on, the presented stabilities of valence anions will be based on electronic
energies determined at the CCSD(T) level and molecular geometries and zero-point
vibrational corrections determined at the MP2 level; all results obtained with the ADZ
basis set. The energies of the anions are reported with respect to the energy of the
neutral N1, thus they are equivalent to adiabatic electron affinities.
The three most stable conformers from the D2,3 family are illustrated in Fig. 6.4. The
stability of D2,31 is approximately 0.56 eV, thus much larger than the uncertainty of my
theoretical model. I concluded that these three (and nine other D2,3 conformers reported
in the supporting information) are most probably adiabatically bound with respect to
N1. The two protons transferred to the phenyl ring interact with lone electron pairs of
oxygens from the carboxylate group. The NH2 group is also involved in hydrogen bond-
ing with the carboxylate group. The phenyl ring is strongly buckled at the protonated
carbons. In D2,31 , the (1,2,3,4) dihedral angle is 49.0
◦ and very similar values were found
for the analogous dihedral angles in D2,32 and D
2,3
3 . The molecular orbitals occupied by
the unpaired electron are illustrated in the bottom part of Fig 6.4. The electron density
is localized on the side of the ring opposite to the transferred protons. The bonding
pattern is analogous in all three conformers: a bonding interaction between C1 and the
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Figure 6.3: The most stable conformers of the families of valence anions of tyrosine
considered in this study. The relative energies (in kcal/mol) with respect to the most
stable canonical neutral N1, were calculated at B3LYP/ADZ level.
next carbon followed by an antibonding interaction. The electron vertical detachment
energies are significant, all in the 3.76 – 3.80 eV range.
The three most stable conformers from the D3,5 family are illustrated in Fig. 6.5. Their
stability with respect to N1 is still substantial, ca. -0.1 – -0.2 eV. The NH2 group
remains involved in hydrogen bonding with the carboxylate group. The electron density
of unpaired electron is localized on C2 and C6, but not on C1 and C4. The electron
vertical detachment energies are significant, all in the 3.65 – 3.90 eV range.
The two most stable conformers from the DN,3 family are illustrated in Fig. 6.6. They
are unstable with respect to N1 by ca. 0.3 – 0.4 eV. I report their characteristics
despite their instability because formation of these doubly-proton-transferred anions is
kinetically the most straightforward: the carboxylic proton transfers to nitrogen and
the hydroxyl proton transfers to C3. The electron density is localized on the side of
the ring opposite to the transferred proton. The bonding pattern is analogous in both
conformers: a bonding interaction between C4 and the next carbon followed by an
antibonding interaction. The electron vertical detachment energies are much smaller
than for the D2,3 and D3,5 families, ca. 1.6 – 1.7 eV.
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Figure 6.4: Three most stable conformers of D2,3 family. AEA with respect to the
most stable N1. The geometrical parameters are in A˚, AEA and VDE are in eV.
Figure 6.5: Three most stable conformers of D3,5 family. AEA with respect to the
most stable N1. The geometrical parameters are in A˚, AEA and VDE are in eV.
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Figure 6.6: Two most stable conformers of DN,3 family. AEA with respect to the
most stable N1. The geometrical parameters are in A˚, AEA and VDE are in eV.
The three most stable conformers from the SH3 family are illustrated in Fig. 6.7.
Their stability with respect to N1 is still substantial, ca. -0.08 – -0.10 eV. SH31 and
SH32 are very similar, they differ by rotation of the phenyl ring by 180
◦ around the B2
bond. The OH from the carboxylic group forms a relatively short hydrogen bond with
the lone electron pair of nitrogen. In SH33 , however, the same OH interacts with the
excess electron density localized on the ring, while the NH2 groups acts as a symmetric
double proton donor interacting with the CO proton acceptor site. The electron density
is localized on the side of the ring opposite to the transferred proton. The bonding
pattern is analogous in three conformers: a bonding interaction between C4 and the
next carbon followed by an antibonding interaction. The electron vertical detachment
energies are even smaller than in the DN,3 family, ca. 1.0-1.2 eV.
The three most stable conformers from the SC2 family are illustrated in Fig. 6.8. They
are unstable with respect to N1 by ca. 0.06 – 0.11 eV. I also report their characteristics
despite their instability because formation of these singly-proton-transferred anions is
also kinetically straightforward: the carboxylic proton transfers to the neighbouring
C2. The NH proton donor and the protonated carbon from the phenyl ring interact
with the carboxylate group. The excess electron density is delocalized over the whole
phenyl ring, still favouring the side opposite to the transferred proton. The bonding
pattern is analogous in all conformers: a bonding interaction between C1 and the next
carbon followed by a series of antibonding interactions. The electron vertical detachment
energies are substantial, all in the 3.3-3.5 eV range.
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Figure 6.7: Three most stable conformers of SH3 family. AEA with respect to the
most stable N1. The geometrical parameters are in A˚, AEA and VDE are in eV.
Figure 6.8: Three most stable conformers of SC2 family. AEA with respect to the
most stable N1. The geometrical parameter are in A˚, AEA and VDE are in eV.
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The interpretation of PES spectra reported in Sec. 6.5 required elementary information
about deprotonated tyrosine, DP . The results of my B3LYP and MP2 calculations
were consistent with the earlier results of Tian et al.[182] I did not find any more stable
conformer than they have done. The range of MP2 VDE’s from the three most stable
DPC and DPH conformers was 3.9 – 5.5 and 2.8 – 3.1 eV, respectively. My detailed
results on the conformers of DPC and DPH are available in the supporting information.
6.5 Anion Photoelectron Spectroscopy Results
The PES spectra of the tyrosine parent anion in figure 6.9 was recorded with 4.86 eV
photons and laser ablation pulses of different power are presented by my experimental
collaborators. The detail experimental procedure can be found in Appendix B. The
spectrum involves broad and overlapping peaks, which are labelled A – D. The intensity
of B at a EBE of ca. 2.8 eV was sensitive to the power of laser ablation pulses. I expect
that this peak is associated with the deprotonated Tyr (DP ), rather than the tyrosine
parent anion. The samples of Tyr used by my collaborators involve naturally occurring
isotopes, thus the anionic beam with the molecular mass of C9H11NO3 might contain up
to 9% of DP , i.e., C9H10NO
−
3 , assuming that one
12C is replaced with 13C. The position
of peak B coincides with my values of VDE for the DPH family, 2.8 – 3.1 eV. Also the
authors of Ref. 182 reported a peak with EBE between 2.6 and 3.0 eV in their study on
DP . Apparently, the efficiency of formation of DP in our source of anions is sensitive to
the laser ablation power. This allowed me to discriminate B from other peaks associated
with the tyrosine parent anion.
Next, I focus my attention on other features in the PES spectrum from Fig. 6.9. Its
onset at ca. 1.3 eV is larger than the AEA value of 0.56 eV reported by me. It indicates
that the 0–0 transition has a negligibly small intensity in the PES spectrum. I associate
peak A at ca. 1.8 eV with the DN,3 family. This family is kinetically easily accessible
and the calculated VDE values of 1.6-1.7 eV match the position of peak A. I associate
peak C at ca. 3.3 eV with the SC2 family. This family is also kinetically easily accessible
and the calculated VDE values of 3.3-3.5 eV match the position of peak C. Finally, I
associate a broad peak D at 3.9 eV with the D2,3 and D3,5 families. The calculated
VDE values of 3.7-3.9 eV match the position of this broad peak.
The PES spectrum of DP recorded with 3.49 eV photons is presented in Fig. 6.10. I
associate peak B at 2.82 eV with the DPH family (the calculated VDE’s in the 2.8-3.1
eV range). I believe that the same peak contaminates the PES spectrum of tyrosine
parent anion in Fig. 6.9. I am unable to provide a convincing interpretation of the A
peak at 1.56 eV. Per analogy with B in Fig. 6.9, it may be associated with C9H9NO
−
3 ,
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Figure 6.9: Photoelectron spectra of Tyr− recorded with 4.86 eV and laser ablation
pulses of different power. The procedure for obtaining the spectra is outline in appendix
B.
assuming that one 12C is replaced with 13C. So far I have failed to identify a molecular
anion of this composition with a VDE of 1.56 eV. It should be pointed out that the 3.49
eV photons used in my collaborators’ experiments are unable to unravel a high EBE
part of the spectrum for DP . My calculated VDE values for the DPC family are in the
3.9 – 5.5 eV range. In fact, the PES spectrum of DP reported in Ref. 182 with 4.66 eV
photons has a peak between 3.4 and 4.0 eV, thus consistent with my predictions for the
DPC family. Further experimental and computational work is needed to understand
the origin of peak A in Fig. 6.10.
6.6 Summary and conclusions
Structural modifications of tyrosine upon attachment of an excess electron and forma-
tion a valence anionic state were the main focus of this study. My electronic structure
calculations were paralleled by an anion photoelectron spectroscopy study of the tyro-
sine parent anion and deprotonated tyrosine. I searched for the most stable neutral
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Figure 6.10: Photoelectron spectrum of deprotonated Tyr recorded with 3.49 eV pho-
tons.
and anionic structures of tyrosine using a combinatorial-computational approach.[22]
Extended libraries of tautomers and conformers of tyrosine were constructed using the
potential energy surface scanning tool[29] and the most stable structures were identified
in the course of a multi-stage selection process. Based on past efforts with nucleic acid
bases[27] and phenylalanine[29] I considered anionic tautomers resulting from proton
transfer to the phenyl ring. Both single and double proton transfer tautomerizations
were considered involving the carboxylic and hydroxyl proton donors.
My results provide evidence that the most stable valence anions of tyrosine are adia-
batically bound with respect to the most stable canonical neutral by ca. 0.6 eV and
are characterized by electron vertical detachment energy of ca. 3.8 eV. These anionic
tautomers result from a double proton transfer from the carboxylic and hydroxyl groups
to the ring, with transferred protons occupying the neighbouring ortho and meta posi-
tions with respect to the amino acid residue. I identified a few other families of anionic
tautomers and characterized their relative stability and values of VDE. Two families,
which might be kinetically easy to form, have VDE values matching positions of distinct
peaks in the PES spectrum.
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The PES spectrum of the parent anion of tyrosine was contaminated with a peak asso-
ciated with deprotonated tyrosine. Some molecules of deprotonated tyrosine are present
in the anionic beam of the properly mass-selected parent anion due to the natural abun-
dance of the 13C isotope. Other peaks in the PES spectrum were assigned to different
families of valence anions identified in the course of my computational search. The
measured PES spectrum of deprotonated tyrosine has two distinct features at 1.56 and
2.82 eV. The latter was interpreted in terms of anions resulting from deprotonation of
the hydroxyl group. The former has not been interpreted yet and my ongoing search is
focused on anions that might be confused with deprotonated tyrosine in consequence of
mass leaks (13C vs 12C).
Chapter 7
Intramolecular Proton Transfer in
Acetoacetic Acid Induced by a pi*
Excess Electron
7.1 abstract
Acetoacetic acid (AA), equipped with neighbouring carboxylic and keto groups, is a
promising system for studies of intramolecular proton transfer. The results of my com-
putational search for the most stable tautomers and conformers of the neutral and
anionic AA allowed to guide and interpret the parallel anion photoelectron and electron
energy-loss spectroscopy measurements. I identified several conformers of the canonical
neutral AA within a narrow energy range of 1 kcal/mol. The conformer with the in-
tramolecular hydrogen bond, and thus susceptible to intramolecular carboxylic-to-keto
proton transfer, proved to be the third most stable and the most polar, with a dipole
moment of 5.4 D. The polar neutral conformer supports a dipole-bound anion with an
electron vertical detachment energy of 57 meV. The valence anions of AA all exist in
the enol form. The distinct global minimum is more stable than other minima by more
than 12 kcal/mol. It is supported by a short intramolecular hydrogen bond between the
enol and carboxylate groups. The valence anion is characterized by a significant electron
vertical detachment energy of 2.38 eV, but a modest adiabatic electron affinity of 0.33
eV. The inherent instability of AA with respect to acetone and CO2 is suppressed in the
valence anionic state. The valence anion was identified in photoelectron spectroscopy
experiments and the measured electron vertical detachment energy of 2.30 eV is very
good agreement with my computational predictions. I conclude that binding an excess
electron in a pi∗ valence orbital changes localization of the proton in AA. The results of
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electron energy-loss spectroscopy demonstrate that AA is able to quasithermalize elec-
trons with energies in the 1–2 eV range. Its efficiency is, however, lower than the that
of the dimer of formic acid. My computational results allow rationalizing these experi-
mental findings in terms of the co-existence of various conformers of AA. Only one, and
not the most stable, conformer is prearranged for intramolecular proton transfer and
thus quasithermalization of electrons. All other low-lying conformers undergo electron
autodetachment with or without vibrational excitations.
7.2 Introduction
The phenomenon of proton transfer is coupled with electronic structure of molecules in-
volved. In particular, an excess electron can drive redistribution of protons.[192] Proton
motion coupled with electron transfer has been identified long ago as the basic mech-
anism of bioenergetic conversion.[193] Recent experimental and theoretical research on
electron-driven processes has been primarily driven by two factors: (i) damage of DNA
and RNA by low-energy electrons[194] and (ii) the potential of electron beam lithography
to fabricate the next generation of micro- and nano-electromechanical devices.[195]
Recent experimental gas phase studies on electron-induced proton transfer in fragments
of DNA and proteins[148, 192] have been hampered by low vapor pressure of these
molecules. This motivated me to indentify model systems in which analogous funda-
mental chemical physics processes take place, but which display a larger vapor pressure
than typical biomolecules. When dealing with intermolecular proton transfer induced
by a pi∗ excess electron I suggested that the dimer of formic acid may serve as a model
system.[196] It displays many similarities with intermolecular proton transfer in anionic
complexes of nucleic acid bases with weak acids.[196] Similarly, a hydrogen bonded com-
plex of ammonia and hydrogen chloride may serve as a model system for intermolecular
proton transfer induced by a σ excess electron.[197]
The electron-induced proton transfer in formic acid dimer was invoked to interpret dif-
ferences in the results of electron energy loss spectroscopy experiments on the monomer
and dimer of formic acid.[198] A peak of very low energy electrons was found to be much
stronger in the dimer than in the monomer. The dramatic increase in the efficiency of
the dimer to quasithermalise electrons arriving in the 1-2 eV energy range was inter-
preted in terms of intermolecular proton transfer that quenches the fast autodetachment
channel. It was concluded that the phenomenon of electron-driven proton transfer can
be ubiquitous and it may be responsible for rapid slowing down of excess electrons.
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The anion of formic acid dimer has recently been experimentally characterized using
Ar-tagged vibrational predissociation and electron autodetachment spectroscopies.[199]
These results confirmed that excess electron attachment occurs with barrier-free transfer
of one of the protons across the H-bonded bridge. The study corroborated that the
anion of formic acid dimer composes of a largely intact formate anion attached to the
dihydroxymethyl radical through a symmetrical, double O-H bonded bridge.
Much less information is available on intramolecular proton transfer induced by excess
electron and the results are available primarily for low-vapour pressure molecules, e.g.,
nucleotides.[200] For example, the anion photoelectron spectrum of 2’-deoxyadenosine-
5’-monophosphate[200] has been interpreted through intramolecular proton transfer from
a hydroxyl group of the phosphate to the N3 position of the adenine.[201] Fundamental
studies of intramolecular proton transfer induced by an excess electron would benefit
from model systems with well defined intramolecular hydrogen bonds and vapour pres-
sures significantly larger than those in biomolecules.
Here I present computational and experimental results on the neutral and anionic ace-
toacetic acid (AA), see Fig. 7.1. Upon formation of proper conformers, the neighbour-
ing carboxylic and keto group can engage in intramolecular hydrogen bond providing
a bridge for intramolecular proton transfer. AA is the simplest beta-keto acid and is
thermodynamically unstable with respect to decomposition to acetone and CO2. How-
ever, the experimental half-file of 140 minutes has been reported for a water solution
of AA at 37 ◦C.[202] Thus the molecule can be probed experimentally provided care
is taken to operate at low temperatures. Some computational information is available
on the ketonic decarboxylation of AA[203–205]. Huang et al.[203] reported a two step
process of unimolecular decarboxylation with barriers of 25.7 and 55.9 kcal/mol at the
MP2/6-31G* level of theory.
My computational study is focused on the tautomers and conformers of the neutral and
anionic AA. The anion photoelectron spectroscopy measurements allow probing bound
anionic states of AA and verify computational predictions. The electron energy loss
spectroscopy measurements allow probing the anionic resonance state of this molecule.
Based on past efforts with the dimer of formic acid[198], particular attention is paid to
the possibility of quasithermalisation of electrons arriving in the 1-2 eV energy range,
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7.3 Computational Methods
The tautomers and conformers of neutral and anionic AA were explored using my in-
house tool, PESST[29]. Only two tautomers were considered, the canonical keto tau-
tomer and a zwitterionic enol tautomer resulting from proton transfer from O2 to O1,
both shown in Fig. 7.1. The keto tautomer supports a dipole-bound anionic state. The
enol tautomer supports a strongly bound valence anion in addition to the dipole bound
anion. Henceforth I will use DB and VB to refer to the dipole- and valence-bound
anions, respectively. The conformational space of keto was explored through systematic
rotations around bonds α, β, γ, and η, see Fig. 7.1, while  replaces α for enol.
When probing the conformational space of keto, the bond α was rotated with a step size
of 180◦. The bonds β and γ were rotated with a step size of 60◦ each whereas η was
fixed at 0◦ and 60◦. All combinations of these rotatable bonds α, β, γ, and η resulted
in 144 initial structures for screening purposes. When probing the conformational space
of enol, γ and ε were rotated with a step-size of 60◦ and 180◦, respectively, and β was
kept fixed at 0◦ and 90◦ and η fixed at 0◦ and 60◦ yielding 42 initial structures.
Electronic structure calculations for dipole-bound anions require basis sets with very
diffuse basis functions. In this study, I used the standard Dunning’s ADZ[115, 121] basis
set supplemented with extra diffuse basis functions centred on the carbon of (-CH3). The
exponents αn of these basis functions were determined through: αn =
α0
qn , n = 1, 2, . . .,
initiated from the lowest exponent α0 of the s-, p- or d-functions in the standard ADZ
basis set, and advanced with q = 3.2.[165] I limited the extra diffuse set to 5 s-, 5 p-, and 2
d-functions based on the values of the LCAO coefficients of the singly occupied molecular
orbital in the dipole-bound state calculated at the geometry of the neutral.[122, 129]
This procedure led to the lowest exponents of 1.3256 × 10−4au, 1.1421 × 10−4au and
1.4437 × 10−2au for the s-, p- and d-symmetries, respectively. The dipole moment of
the neutral increases upon the intra-molecular proton transfer from O2 to O1, thus the
above set of additional diffuse functions should be sufficient for all geometries considered.
The initial structures of the neutral and valence anions of acetoacetic acid were pre-
screened at the density functional level of theory with the B3LYP exchange-correlation
functional.[100, 111–113] All minima were re-optimised at the coupled-cluster singles
and doubles[206] (CCSD) level of theory; harmonic frequencies were calculated at the
same level. The minimum energy structures contained within an energy range of 10
kcal/mol were subjected to single-point coupled-cluster calculations with single, double
and non-iterative triple excitations[188] (CCSD(T)). Thus my most accurate energies
of the neutral and anionic systems are based on the CCSD(T) electronic energies and
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Figure 7.1: Molecular structures of AA considered in this study. The principal ge-
ometrical parameters (in A˚) were characterized at CCSD/ADZ + DF level of theory.
Bonds α, β, γ, η and ε were rotated for conformational searches. The change ∆ in the
O1–C2–C1–H5 dihedral angle (blue) from the N1 to VB geometry is in ◦ (deg).
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Figure 7.2: The unimolecular decomposition path of AA characterised at the CCS-
D/ADZ level of theory. The bond H1 – O1 was scanned and the transition states TS(a)
and TS(b) illustrate the unimolecular decomposition path.
zero-point vibrational energies determined at the CCSD level, both obtained with the
ADZ+DF basis set.
I identified several low-lying conformers of the neutral keto AA and the energy barriers
separating them. The search for transition states was performed in two stages. First,
I constructed the energy profiles (MP2 or B3LYP) for rotations around α or β by per-
forming partial geometry optimizations for several fixed values of the selected dihedral
angle. The geometries associated with maxima on these profiles were used as starting
geometries for transition state searches using the Berny algorithm.[207–209] I also con-
sidered the decomposition of neutral AA into CO2 and 2-hydroxy-propelyne (the latter
further transforms to acetone, see Fig. 7.2). Again, initially I constructed energy profiles
for the relevant proton transfer reactions followed by transition state searches using the
Berny algorithm.[207–209]
The N1 conformer of neutral AA (see Fig. 7.3) was the most promising candidate for
supporting a dipole-bound anionic state: (i) it is the most stable neutral conformer in
terms of electronic energy, (ii) its dipole moment of 5.4 D exceeds dipole moments of
other low-energy conformers by 1.8 D. Thus my discussion of the dipole-bound anionic
state is limited to this conformer, though I also considered evolution of this anionic state
along the proton transfer coordinate.
The vertical excess electron binding energies were calculated it two ways. In “indirect”
approaches, the energy of the anion was subtracted from the energy of the neutral and
the procedure was executed at the SCF, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T) levels of theory.
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Figure 7.3: The low-lying neutral conformers of AA with the interconnecting bar-
riers separating them. The relative energies (in kcal/mol) were obtained at the
CCSD(T)/ADZ level of theory and corrected for MP2/ADZ zero-point vibration ener-
gies; the dipole moments µ are in Debyes.
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The vertical excess electron binding energy can be also calculated “directly”. Here I
used the Electron Propagator Theory (EPT) (with P3 propagator)[210] applicable to
both electron detachment and attachment processes in which the frozen-orbitals, single-
determinant picture of Koopmans’ theorem (KT)[211] is valid. One can calculate the
vertical excess electron binding energy as either Electron Affinity (EA) of the neutral or
Ionization Potential (IP) of the anion. I will use EPT to refer to third-order electron
binding energies.
In order to illustrate the evolution of the DB and VB, anionic states as a function of
intramolecular proton transfer, I constructed λ−1 intermediate structures. By using the
same set of geometric variables βk (inter-atomic distances, angles and dihedral angles,
k = 1, . . . , 3N − 6), I defined the set of intermediate structures as:
βmk = β
i





where βfk and β
i
k are the values of the k
th variable for the final (VB) and initial (DB)
structure, respectively.
The energy of the anion M− at a geometry G can be written as;
EM−(G) = EM (GM ) + ∆EM (G)− EBE(G), (7.2)
where EM (GM ) is the energy of the neutral M at its optimal geometry GM ,
∆EM (G) = EM (G)− EM (GM ) (7.3)
represents an increase of the energy of the neutral M associated with its geometrical
deformation from GM to G, and EBE(G) is the vertical electron binding energy at the
geometry G:
EBE(G) = EM (G)− EM−(G). (7.4)
The values of EBE are positive for vertically bound anionic states and negative for
resonances. The electron vertical attachment energy (VAE) is equivalent to EBE(GM ).
The electron vertical detachment energy (VDE) is equivalent to EBE(GM−) and the
electronic part of the adiabatic electron affinity is defined as:
AEA = EM (GM )− EM−(GM−), (7.5)
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where GM− is the optimal geometry on the anion of M . Notice that
AEA = −∆EM (GM−) + EBE(GM−) = −∆EM (GM−) + V DE. (7.6)
Further extensions of this notation are needed for AA, which supports a valence and
dipole-bound anions. In this study I will characterize three characteristic molecular
structures. In addition to GM I will consider GM−dbs
and GM−V B
which are the lowest
energy structures for the dipole- and valence-bound anions of M, respectively. The labels
of VAE, VDE and AEA will be supplemented with a subscript dbs or V B to discriminate
between the two anionic states. I will also consider the quantity:
∆EV B→dbs = EM−dbs(GM−V B )− EM−V B (GM−V B ), (7.7)
which is the vertical excitation energy from the valence to the dipole-bound anion at the
optimal geometry of the M−V B. This quantity might be important in future experiments
on the anion of acetoacetic acid.
All electronic structure calculations reported in this study were completed with the
Gaussian 2009 package[75]. The orbitals occupied by an excess electron were gener-
ated with the Visual Molecular Dynamics[167] package and the contour values used in
the plots were calculated with the OpenCubeMan[212] tool using a fraction of electron
(Fe) density equal to 0.6. The GaussView[189] package was used to draw molecular
structures.




My results indicate that the neutral AA supports minima for the keto tautomer only
(Fig. 7.3). My attempts to identify an enol minimum energy structure with H1 bound
to O1 failed: the H1 proton either transferred back to O2 or the molecule broke into
2-hydroxyl-propelyne and CO2 (Fig. 7.2). Notice that the proton-transferred structure,
with the H1 proton bound to O1, is the global minimum for the anion of AA (the bottom
part of Fig. 7.1).
The low-lying minimum energy structures of the canonical neutral (N1 – N7) and
transition states that separate the minima (TS1 – TS7) are illustrated in Fig. 7.3
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Figure 7.4: Energy profile connecting neutral structures of AA. The energies (in kcal/-
mol) were calculated at the CCSD(T)/ADZ level using the CCSD/ADZ geometries.
and a simplified landscape of the potential energy surface is illustrated in Fig. 7.4.
The stationary points exist in two enantiomeric forms. One could anticipate the N1
conformer to be uniquely stable due to the intramolecular O2H1· · ·O1 hydrogen bond,
but the relative energies listed in Fig. 7.3 indicate that N1 is not necessarily the most
stable conformer. There are at least five neutral conformers within a narrow energy
range of 1 kcal/mol. N1 is unique not so much in its stability but in the energy barrier
(TS1 at 9.2 kcal/mol) that separates it from N5 and the remaining conformers. This
barrier can be associated with breaking of the intramolecular hydrogen bond. The
barriers separating the conformers N2 – N7 are much smaller and do not exceed 1.1
kcal/mol.
There are at least two factors that oppose the stabilizing effect of the intramolecular
hydrogen bond in N1. First, N1 is the most polar conformer, with a dipole moment
exceeding 5.4 D. The remaining conformers have dipole moments smaller by more than
1.8 D. High polarity typically increases electronic energy of a neutral molecule by rais-
ing the energy of the highest occupied orbital. Second, formation of the O2H1· · ·O1
hydrogen bond is associated with intramolecular strain. The results obtained with the
Amber[221] force field confirm this hypothesis. The sum of the angle bending, torsional
and bond stretching terms is larger in N1 than in e.g., N5, by ca. 2.8 kcal/mol, an
energy term comparable with the stabilizing effect of the hydrogen bond.
The neutral AA is unstable with respect to the decomposition to acetone and CO2 (Fig.
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Figure 7.5: Dissociation energy profile of neutral AA. The relative energies were
computed at CCSD(T)/ADZ level of theory using CCSD/ADZ optimal geometries.
7.5). The products are stable with respect to the reactant by 5.7 kcal/mol in terms of
electronic energies corrected for zero-point vibrations. The entropic effects will further
enhance the stability of products. Here I considered only unimolecular decomposition
channels. The first step of decomposition is associated with intramolecular proton trans-
fer and leads to CO2 plus 2-hydroxyl-propylene. The barrier height (TS(a) in Figures
7.2 and 7.5) is 27.8 kcal/mol and is comparable with the previous MP2 value of 25.7
kcal/mol.[203]. The unimolecular transformation of 2-hydroxyl-propylene to acetone en-
counters a high barrier of 57.1 kcal/mol (the past MP2 result was 55.9 kcal/mol[203]).
The decomposition of AA in the liquid phase is not limited to unimolecular channels
and is expected to proceed with lower barriers. The thermodynamic instability of AA
is consistent with experimental findings.[202]
7.4.2 Anionic AA
Neutral molecules with dipole moments exceeding 1.625 D can bind an excess electron.[191]
N1 is the most promising conformer to host a dipole-bound anionic state in view of its
competitive stability and dominant polarity (µ = 5.4 D). In addition to the dipole-bound
state, AA can support a valence anion.
An overview of anionic states of AA is presented in Figure 7.6 using a set of geometries
defined by Eq. 7.1. This series of geometries connects the dipole-bound minimum based
on the N1 structure of the neutral with the minimum of the valence-bound anion. The
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Figure 7.6: Energy profile depicting the neutral, dipole-bound and valence anionic po-
tential energy surfaces of AA. The energies (meV) computed at the CCSD(T)/ADZ+DF
level.
potential energy curve of the neutral is repulsive upon transferring the proton from
O2 to O1. The dipole moment of the neutral increases upon proton transfer from 5.4
D at the minimum of the neutral to 10.0 D at the minimum of the valence anion.
Thus the dipole-bound anion remains bound upon proton transfer. The valence anion is
unbound at the minimum energy structure of the neutral; it can be probed as a resonance
state with a finite lifetime in electron energy loss experiments (see Section 7.5.2). The
energy of the resonance quickly decreases upon intramolecular proton transfer, crosses
the potential energy surface of the neutral, and undergoes an avoided crossing with the
dipole-bound anion. With the proton transferred from O2 to O1, the valence anion
supports a minimum characterized by a significant electron vertical detachment energy
of 2383 meV. The valence anion is adiabatically bound with respect to the neutral
by 317 meV (in terms of electronic energies). I re-emphasise that the dipole-bound
anion remains bound at the minimum of the valence-bound anion and the electron
excitation energy from the valence- to dipole-bound state is 2186 meV. The singly-
occupied molecular orbitals in the dipole-bound and valence anions, each at its minimum
energy structure, are illustrated in Figure. 7.9. The former orbital is very diffuse and
localized on the positive pole of the molecular dipole, which proves to be a hydrophobic
group CH3. The latter is a pi orbital localized around the C2 atom, with bonding
interactions involving the neighbouring carbon atoms and an antibonding interaction
between C2 and O1.
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Figure 7.7: Dipole bound
Figure 7.8: Valence bound
Figure 7.9: The orbital occupied by an excess electron in the DB and VB anions
of AA. The plots were generated using VMD with contour values calculated using the
OpenCubeMan package from 60% of electron density of these respective orbitals.
The minimum energy structure of dipole-bound anion differs from the neutral by short-
ening the O1· · ·H1 distance by 0.036 A˚, increasing the O1–H1–O2 angle by 1.6◦ and
an elongation of the O2· · ·H1 distance by 0.003 A˚, see Figure 7.1. Overall it is a small
step towards proton transfer, a nascent zwitterionization. The dipole moment of the
neutral increases by 0.16 D upon these geometrical distortions, a typical increase for
dipole-bound anionic states.
The vertical electron binding energies for the dipole-bound anionic state, obtained with
indirect and direct methods, are reported in Table 7.1 for the minimum energy geometries
of N1, and dipole- and valence-bound anions. The “indirect” electron binding energies
are reported at the SCF and correlated levels of theory. The SCF contribution represents
only 46-65% of the CCSD(T) results, illustrating the role of electron correlation effects in
dipole-bound anionic states. The differences between the CCSD and CCSD(T) results do






SCF 24.06 26.89 127.68
MP2 32.81 36.31 217.72
CCSD 52.34 56.59 196.85
CCSD(T ) 52.19 56.55 197.04
Direct EA
KT 21.59 24.33 113.30
EPT 43.63 47.46 245.07
Direct IP
KT 26.32 29.78 135.79
EPT 45.27 50.45 247.84
Table 7.1: Vertical electron binding energies (meV) of the dipole-bound anionic state
at the GM , GM−dbs
and the GM−VB
geometries using the CCSD/ADZ+DF optimal ge-
ometries.
AEA (electronic) ∆Evib AEA
HF MP2 CCSD CCSD(T) CCSD CCSD(T)
DB 8.60 38.88 54.15 54.56 2.63 57.19
VB -182.80 286.26 289.55 317.02 17.27 334.29
Table 7.2: Adiabatic electron affinities (meV) of the DB and VB anions calculated at
different levels of theory with the CCSD optimal geometries. All calculations with the
ADZ+DF basis set.
not exceed 0.2 meV suggesting methodological saturation of my results. The electron
binding energies obtained in “direct” approaches start from the Koopmans’ theorem
estimations, thus they neglect orbital relaxation and electron correlation effects. The
differences between the KT and SCF “indirect” results are small indicating that orbital
relaxation effects are relatively small for the dipole-bound anionic state. The EPT
results are in good agreement with the “indirect” CCSD(T) results, further confirming
the reliability of electron binding energies for this anionic state. Various estimations of
adiabatic electron affinity for this anionic state are reported in Table 7.2. The CCSD(T)
electronic energy result of 54.56 meV is methodologically converged and the zero-point
vibrational correction further stabilizes the anion by 2.63 meV. This dipole-bound anion
is amenable to experimental investigations using Rydberg electron transfer methods[222].
Probing this anionic state in anion photoelectron spectroscopy experiments[223] might
be more problematic due to the possibility of collapsing to the global minimum of valence
anion (Fig. 7.6). Finally, the decomposition of electronic component of AEA into the
∆EM (GM−) and VDE terms (Eq. 7.6, Table 7.3), illustrates a very small geometrical
distortion of the molecular framework upon the excess electron attachment and the
dominant role of VDE.
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VB1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
VB2 14.87 14.56 13.56 13.50 12.65 12.56
VB3 16.73 16.36 15.33 15.14 15.84 15.68
Table 7.4: The Relative Electronic Energies (kcal/mol) of valence anions of acetoacetic
acid calculated at different levels of theory.
-∆EM (GM−) V DE AEA
DB -1.99 56.55 54.56
VB -2065.69 2382.71 317.02
Table 7.3: The electronic component (CCSD(T)/ADZ+DF) of AEA (meV) decom-
posed into the ∆EM (GM−) term and VDE.
In contrast to the neutral AA, which supports several low-lying minimum energy struc-
tures, the valence anion of AA supports one distinct global minimum illustrated in the
bottom of Fig. 7.1. The other local minima were less stable by more than 12 kcal/mol,
and are characterized in table 7.4 and figure 7.13. The H1 proton is bound to O1 and
the O1H1· · ·O2 hydrogen bond is very short, R(H1O2)=1.583 A˚, in the global minimum
structure of valence anion. The intramolecular hydrogen bond is more linear than in the
neutral or dipole-bound anion by 6–8◦. When compared with the N1 neutral, there is
a significant elongation of the C2O1 distance by 0.146 A and a shortening of C4O2 by
0.064 A˚, consistent with a redistribution of double bonds upon tautomerization. Finally,
the CH3 group is rotated by ca. 58
◦ in comparison with N1.
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Figure 7.10: VB1 -8.35, 178.2◦
Figure 7.11: VB2 4.21, −62.8◦
Figure 7.12: VB3 7.33, −59.8◦
Figure 7.13: The principal geometrical parameters (the C1-C2-C3-C4 dihedral angle
in ◦) and the relative energies (in kcal/mol) of the structures considered in this study,
with respect to N1 structure, characterized at MP2/ADZ + DF level of theory.
The values of electron VDE obtained using “indirect” methods (including SCF) and “di-
rect” EPT span a reasonably narrow range of 2300–2600 meV (Table 7.5). The KT(EA)
value is only 713 meV while the KT(IP) value is 4200 meV, demonstrating that orbital
relaxation effects are critically important for this anionic state. Electron correlation ef-
fects, on the other hand, do not contribute much to the VDE value. The anion should be
readily formed in common experimental sources, because its adiabatic electron affinity
is modest but positive, 334 meV after inclusion of the zero-point vibrational correction
(Table 7.2). The value of electronic contribution to AEA can be analysed in terms of
Eq. 7.6 (Table 7.3). The proton transfer from O2 to O1 is accompanied by a significant
increase of the energy of the neutral (∆EM (GM−V B
) = 2066 meV ). This energy increase
is, however, outweighed by the VDE of 2383 meV. The modest electronic contribution to
AEA of 317 meV results from cancellation of the ∆EM (GM−V B
) and VDE terms. Thus
the situation is different than in the dipole-bound anion, for which the ∆EM (GM−dbs
)














Table 7.5: The values of VDE (meV) for the valence anion of AA.
term was small in comparison with the VDE value. The anion of AA supports more
than one bound electronic state at the geometry GM−V B
. The electronic excitation energy
from the valence to dipole-bound state is 2186 meV. In future experiments, one might
want to probe the molecular dynamics of AA− upon this electronic excitation.
Contrary to my experience with the neutral AA (Figures 7.2 and 7.5), I did not witness
any propensity of the valence anion of AA to unimolecular decomposition. The decom-
position products CO2 plus acetone are thermodynamically less stable than AA
−, and
the AEA of CO2 is negative[224]. Acetone, with a dipole moment of 2.91 D, supports
only a very weakly bound state (AEA ¡ 2 meV).[225] Unless other decomposition chan-
nels prove to be thermodynamically favourable, I suggest that AA can be stabilized with
respect to the spontaneous decomposition[202] through formation of the valence anion.
Whether such an anion can exist in condense phases will be considered in my future
studies.
7.5 Experimental results
7.5.1 Photoelectron spectroscopy results for AA− and (AA)−2
Parent anions of AA were prepared by my collaborators using two rather different source
environments. Figure 7.14 presents a representative mass spectrum of the anions pro-
duced.
The photoelectron spectrum of the AA parent anion measured on the continuous pho-
toelectron spectrometer is presented in Figure 7.15. This spectrum consists of a broad,
featureless band with an onset at EBE ∼1.2 eV and an intensity maximum at EBE 2.04
eV. This latter quantity corresponds to the VDE of the AA parent anion. The calculated
adiabatic electron affinity of 0.33 eV is much smaller than the onset indicating that the
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Figure 7.14: Mass spectrum of anions observed in these experiments.
Figure 7.15: Photoelectron spectrum of the AA parent anion recorded with 2.54 eV
photons on the continuous photoelectron spectrometer.
0-0 transition has a very small intensity. The calculated VDE of 2.38 eV is larger by
0.34 eV than the measured intensity maximum. The source of this discrepancy will be
analysed further on.
The photoelectron spectrum of the AA parent anion measured on the pulsed photoelec-
tron spectrometer is presented in Figure 7.16. This spectrum also consists of a broad,
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Figure 7.16: Photoelectron spectrum of the AA parent anion recorded with 3.49 eV
photons on the pulsed photoelectron apparatus.
featureless band with an onset at EBE 1.2 eV but with an intensity maximum at EBE
2.30 eV. This latter quantity again corresponds to the VDE of the AA parent anion.
This value of VDE is in excellent agreement with my calculated value of 2.38 eV.
For the most part the two photoelectron spectra are the same, indicating that both
source environments produced the same AA parent anion species. The main difference
lies in the slightly different VDE values obtained on different apparatus. The difference
between the two measured VDE values is no doubt due to the electron transmission
function roll-off inherent for low kinetic energy (high EBE) electrons. This effect would
come into play more strongly for a lower versus a higher photon energy, since a lower
photon energy puts more of the spectrum in the low EKE region of the spectrum. On
the continuous apparatus, whose photon energy was limited to 2.54 eV/photon, this
had the effect of cutting into the still rising, photoelectron intensity at the top of the
peak, making its intensity maximum appear to occur at a slightly lower EBE value. By
contrast, the pulsed apparatus, which utilized a photon energy of 3.49 eV/photon, was
not significantly affected in this way. Therefore, I believe that the better value for the
VDE of the AA parent anion is 2.3 eV, as predicted by theory.
My collaborators also measured the photoelectron spectrum of the parent dimer anion
of AA, and it is presented in Figure 7.17. This spectrum also exhibits a single broad
band, and it has a similar width to that of the monomeric AA anion. Interestingly, its
VDE value, at 1.7 eV, is considerably lower than that of the monomer, indicating that
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Figure 7.17: Photoelectron spectrum of the AA dimer (parent) anion recorded with
3.49 eV photons on the pulsed photoelectron apparatus.
the additional AA molecule is not simply solvating the AA anion, i.e., it is not a simple
anion-molecule complex.
7.5.2 Electron energy loss spectroscopy results for AA
Figure 7.18 shows an electron energy-loss spectrum recorded by varying the incident
electron energy and collecting slow scattered electrons with residual energies of 25 meV
(bottom), 50 meV (middle), and 1.8 eV (top). The spectrum is plotted as a function of
the energy loss – the elastically scattered electrons appear on the left; electrons leaving
with smaller than incident energies on the right. The numerous peaks in the left part
of the plots are associated with excitations of specific vibrational levels of the neutral
target. For the residual energies of 25 and 50 meV, notice a peak of very low energy
electrons. The observation where electrons leave nearly all of their energy in the internal
modes of a polyatomic target without exciting any specific vibrational modes was made
already in the formic acid monomer.[226]. Here, however, the relative intensity of this
peak, when compared with the peaks associated with excitations of specific vibrational
modes, is significantly larger than in the formic acid monomer, but significantly smaller
than in the formic acid dimer. The existence of this peak indicates that this system is
capable to quasithermalise electrons arriving in the 1-2 eV energy range.
The appearance of this peak can be explained in terms of the results of quantum chemical
calculations reported in Sec. 7.4.2. The initial resonant state of the anion formed
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Figure 7.18: Cross sections for the excitation of specific vibrational modes (red and
blue) and electron loss energy spectra (magenta) as a function of the incident electron
energy.
by a vertical electron attachment is stabilised by a rapid proton transfer (Figure 7.6),
thus quenching the fast autodetachment channel, which would otherwise dominate the
scattering and lead to elastic scattering and selective excitation of vibrational levels.
The system may either lose a slow electron at the crossing of the anionic and neutral
surfaces or proceed toward the minimum of the valence anion (see blue arrows in Figure
7.6). The anion has enough vibrational energy to statistically return back to the crossing
point, where a detachment of a slow electron may occur again. This mechanism thus
represents a source of slow electrons and is capable of rationalizing the experimental
observation reported in Figure 7.18. The proton transfer is particularly efficient in
competing with the very fast electron autodetachment, because it proceeds without any
activation barrier (Figure 7.6) and because the low mass causes protons to move rapidly.
The relative intensity of the peak associated with low-energy electrons is clearly smaller
than in the formic acid dimer but larger than in the formic acid monomer. I will interpret
these findings in terms of my computational results for the neutral AA reported in
Section 7.4.1. Among several low-lying conformers only N1 supports the intramolecular
hydrogen bond. This conformer is prearranged for the intramolecular proton transfer
from O2 to O1 upon formation of the valence resonance state (Figure 7.3). All other
low-lying neutral conformers undergo primarily elastic collisions with excess electrons
or inelastic collisions with excitations of specific vibrational modes, but the lifetime of
the valence anionic resonance is too short to allow for intramolecular proton transfer
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that quenches the autodetachment channel and leads to ejection of very slow electrons.
The quasithermalisation of excess electrons was more efficient in the formic acid dimer
than in AA, because the global minium of the former is supported by a system of cyclic
hydrogen bonds prearranged for intermolecular proton transfer and other minima, not
prearranged for intermolecular proton transfer, are much less stable than the global
mimimum, thus not populated in the beam of neutral dimers crossed with electrons. On
the other hand, the presence the N1 conformer in the beam of neutral AA explains why
the peak associated with low energy electrons is more intense in AA than in the formic
acid monomer.[198, 226]
7.6 Summary
I performed search for the most stable tautomers and conformers of the neutral and
anionic acetoacetic acid using a potential energy surface scanning tool (PESST).[29] I
identified several conformers of the canonical neutral within a narrow energy range of 1
kcal/mol. The conformer with the intramolecular hydrogen bond, and thus susceptible
to intramolecular carboxylic-to-keto proton transfer, proved to be the third most stable
and the most polar, with a dipole moment of 5.4 D. This polar conformer is separated
from other conformers by a relatively high barrier exceeding 9 kcal/mol. The barriers
separating other conformers are much smaller and do not exceed 1.1 kcal/mol. The
neutral acetoacetic acid was found unstable by 5.7 kcal/mol with respect to acetone and
CO2.
The polar neutral conformer supports a dipole-bound anion with an electron vertical
detachment energy of 57 meV. The dipole-bound anion remains bound upon the in-
tramolecular carboxylic-to-keto proton transfer but its energy increases steadily and I
failed to identify a minimum for the zwitterionic enol structure.
The valence anions of acetoacetic acid all exist in the enol form. The distinct global
minimum is more stable than other minima by more than 12 kcal/mol. It is supported
by a short (H· · ·O distance of 1.58 A˚) intramolecular hydrogen bond between the enol
and carboxylate groups. I conclude that binding an excess electron on a pi∗ valence
orbital changes localization of the proton in acetoacetic acid. The valence anion is
characterized by a significant electron vertical detachment energy of 2383 meV, but a
modest adiabatic electron affinity of 334 meV. The electronic excitation energy from the
valence to dipole-bound state is 2186 meV. Thus the dynamics of the anion excited to
the repulsive wall of the dipole-bound state can be explored in future experiments. The
valence anion of acetoacetic acid is stable, in terms of electronic energies corrected for
zero-point vibrations, with respect to acetone and the anion of CO2.
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Parent anions of acetoacetic acid were successfully prepared using two different source
environments. The photoelectron spectra obtained on the continuous and pulsed photo-
electron spectrometers were obtained with 2.54 and 3.49 eV photons, respectively. The
PES spectra consist of a broad, featureless band with an onset at electron binding en-
ergy of ca. 1.2 eV. The intensity maxima on the continuous and pulsed photoelectron
spectrometers differ by 0.26 eV (2.04 vs. 2.30 eV). Only the latter is in good agreement
with my computed VDE of 2.38 eV. The difference between the two measured VDE
values is due to the electron transmission function roll-off inherent to low kinetic energy
electrons. The calculated adiabatic electron affinity of 0.33 eV is much smaller that the
onset of the spectra indicating that the 0-0 transition has a very small intensity. The
reported spectra do not provide evidence for the dipole-bound anion. The photoelectron
spectrum of the parent dimer anion of acetoacetic acid shows a vertical detachment en-
ergy at 1.7 eV, thus considerably lower than that of the monomer, indicating that the
additional monomer is not simply solvating the monomeric anion.
The electron energy-loss spectrum of acetoacetic acid shows a peak of low energy elec-
trons. The relative intensity of this peak, in comparison with the peaks associated with
excitations of specific vibrational levels of the neutral target, is significantly larger than
for the formic acid monomer,[198, 226] but significantly smaller than in the formic acid
dimer.[198] My computational results allow to rationalize why the quasithermalization
of electrons is less efficient in acetoacetic acid than in the formic acid dimer. Among
several low-lying conformers of the neutral molecule only the high-dipole conformer is
prearranged for intramolecular proton transfer and quasithermalization of electrons. All
other low-lying conformers scatter electrons with or without vibrational excitations, but
the lifetimes of valence anion resonances are too short to allow for intramolecular proton
transfer that quenches the autodetachment channel and leads to ejection of very slow
electrons.
In the future, I will study the strength of coupling between the dipole- and valence-bound
anionic states in the avoided crossing region (Fig. 7.6). I will also explore the chemical
nature of parent anions of: dimer acetoacetic acid, ethyl acetoacetate, and dehydrated
acetoacetic acid. All these species were observed in the anion mass spectrum (Fig. 7.14).
Finally, I will consider stability of the valence anion of AA in condense phases.
Chapter 8
Intermolecular Interactions
between Molecules in Various
Conformational States: the
Dimer of Oxalic Acid
8.1 Abstract
I considered stability of dimers formed by molecules that can exist in different con-
formational states. I have developed a protocol that allows the dissection of the total
stabilisation energy into one-body conformational and deformational components and
the two-body interaction energy term. Interplay between these components determines
the overall stability of the dimer. The protocol has been tested on the dimers of oxalic
acid. The global minimum energy structure I identified is stabilised by two inter- and
four intramolecular hydrogen bonds, while the most stable structure identified in previ-
ous studies is supported by two inter- and three intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The
latter structure proves to be less stable by 25 meV than the former. The global minimum
stability results from a balancing act between a moderately attractive two-body interac-
tion energy and small repulsive one-body terms. I have analysed zero-point vibrational
corrections to the stability of various conformers of oxalic acid and their dimers. I have
found that minimum energy structures with the most stabilising sets of hydrogen bonds
have the largest zero-point vibrational energy, contrary to a naive anticipation based on
red shifts of OH stretching modes involved in hydrogen bonds.
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8.2 Introduction
Numerous computational studies have been devoted to the relative stability of molecular
conformers of isolated molecules.[25, 29] Here I will consider the relative stability of
XmYn complexes formed by the m
th conformer of X and the nth conformer of Y. The
stability of the XmYn complex results from an interplay between one-body terms (the
monomer energies) and the two-body interaction energy term. The goal of this report
is to formulate a computational protocol for the analysis of the relative stability of the
XmYn complexes.
The protocol will be illustrated on dimers formed by oxalic acid (OA). The monomer of
OA can exist in various conformational and tautomeric forms, [227–231] with the most
stable forms A and B illustrated in Fig. 8.1. Many groups have found A to be more
stable than B,[227–231] due to a more favourable system of intramolecular hydrogen
bonds. Here I consider the dimer of OA. Many dimer structures are possible resulting
from pairing miscellaneous conformers of OA through various sets of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds.[228] Blair and Thakkar have recently studied 69 local minima on the
potential energy surfaces of (OA)2.[228] Their extensive search was carried out using
a multi-stage search-and-screen method described in Ref. 232, with their final spin-
component-scaled MP2 energies extrapolated to the basis set limit. Their findings were
that combinations of the A and B monomers are very favourable; 6 of the 19 lowest-
energy dimers were of this type.[228] Their most stable structure, labelled AB in the
middle of Fig. 8.2, has two intermolecular and three intramolecular hydrogen bonds.
Figure 8.1: The principal geometrical parameters (in A˚) of the A, B, and C con-
formers of the oxalic acid determined at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level.
I agree with Blair and Thakkar that cyclic (double) hydrogen bonded structures are
the main suspects for the global minimum of (OA)2. Notice that each monomer can
engage a proton donor and a proton acceptor site from either the same or neighbouring
carboxylic group(s). The BB dimer (Fig. 8.2 bottom) exemplifies the first case; it
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Figure 8.2: The principal geometrical parameters (in A˚) of the oxalic acid dimers
AA, AB, and BB determined at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level.
resembles the well known structural motif of the formic acid dimer.[196, 199] The second
case is exemplified by the AA dimer1 (Fig. 8.2, top); it illustrates a unique ability of
this dicarboxylic acid to engage in cyclic hydrogen bonds. Finally, the AB dimer (Fig.
8.2, middle), identified as the global minimum in Ref.228, represents a hybrid case.
In this report I will formulate a computational protocol for the analysis of stability
of binary complexes formed by the monomers that can exist in various conformational
states. I will analyse three dimers of OA: AA, AB, and BB (Fig. 8.2). The overall
stability will be discussed in terms of the relative stability of monomeric conformers,
the energetic penalty for deformation of these conformers to the geometry of the dimer,
and the two-body interaction energy between the deformed conformers. This analysis
unravels that the minimum on the potential energy surface associated with the AA
1Notice that my AA structure is different from the AA structure presented in Fig. 8.2 of Ref.228.
My AA structure has two intermolecular hydrogen bonds, but the structure from Ref. 228 has one
intermolecular hydrogen bond.
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dimer is deeper by 25 meV than the minimum associated with the AB dimer. The
inclusion of harmonic zero-point vibrations does not change the ordering, the AA dimer
is the most stable form of (OA)2 I identified.
8.3 Methods
I considered binary complexes formed by the molecules X and Y that can exist in various
forms: X can exist as X0, X1, X3, . . . , and Y can exist as Y0, Y1, Y3, . . . , see Fig. 8.3. I
assume that the stability decreases in each sequence, thus X0 and Y0 are the most stable
forms of X and Y , respectively. In this report I will have in mind various conformers
of X and Y , but the approach is also applicable to the tautomers of X and Y . The
discussion presented here is limited to these geometries G of the X +Y system that can
be viewed as X interacting with Y , i.e., reactive parts of the potential energy surface
are not considered. Then, for any geometry G, it makes sense to identify the Xm that
resembles most the X monomer of the geometry G, i.e., X(G). In the majority of cases,
this identification is straightforward, in dubious cases one can use measures of similarity
between X(G) and various Xm’s.
2 An analogous procedure allows for identifying the Yn
that resembles most Y (G) . (The monomers identified in Fig. 8.3 are X1 and Y2). This
procedure allowed me to consider the X · · ·Y complex at the geometry G as a deformed






The total energy of XmYn(G) can be represented as:
EXmYn(G) = EX0(GX0) + EY0(GY0) + E
stab
XmYn(G), (8.1)
where EX0(GX0) and EY0(GY0) are the energies of the most stable forms of X and Y at









E1bZn(G) (Z = X,Y ) is the one-body (1b) terms related to the monomer Z:
E1bZn(G) = EZn(G)− EZ0(GZ0), (8.3)
where EZn(G) is the energy of Z at the geometry G. E
1b
Zn
(G) is the energy penalty
for distorting the monomer Z from the global minimum GZ0 to the geometry G. The
one-body term E1bZn(G) can be further split into a term that describes a conformational
2One can superimpose two molecular structures to minimise the RMSD value. The remaining value
of RMSD is a measure of dissimilarity between the two structures
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Figure 8.3: Illustration of the components of the stabilisation energy in the X1Y2
complex. Left: one-body conformational components; Center: one-body deformation
components; Right: two-body interaction term.
or tautomeric change from 0 to n, and the deformation of the Zn structure from GZn to







with the conformation E1b−confZ0→n and deformation E
1b−def
Zn
(G) penalties defined, respec-
tively, as:
E1b−confZ0→n = EZn(GZn)− EZ0(GZ0), (8.5)
E1b−defZn (G) = EZn(G)− EZn(GZn), (8.6)
and illustrated in the left and middle parts of Fig. 8.3. E2bXmYn(G) is the two-body (2b)
interaction energy calculated as:
E2bXmYn(G) = EXmYn(G)− EXm(G)− EYn(G), (8.7)
and illustrated in the right part of Fig. 8.3. The total energy of the dimer is referenced
with respect to the energies of the most stable structures of X and Y , i.e., X0 and Y0,
see Eq. 8.1. Thus EstabXmYn(G) is a measure of stability of the complex at the geometry
G.
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The next, practical step is to determine the values of EstabXmYn(G) as accurately as pos-
sible. When solving the electronic Schro¨dinger equation one faces the challenges of
electron correlation and incompleteness of one-electron basis sets. The dimer energies
are contaminated with the so called basis set superposition error, which has to be dealt
with when determining the equilibrium geometries and frequencies and the values of
E2bXmYn(G).[233–235]
The approach I adopt here to obtain accurate electronic energies was developed in
the group of Hobza.[236] The geometries of the isolated conformers A and B of the
OA monomer and the counterpoise-corrected geometries[235] of the AA, BB, and AB
dimers were optimised at the MP2 level of theory[132] using the aug-cc-pVDZ[121] basis
set. In my first approach, the single point energies of the monomers and the counterpoise-
corrected dimers were extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit at the SCF
and MP2 levels of theory using the aug-cc-pVNZ[121] basis sets (N = D,T and Q and
stands for 2, 3 and 4, respectively). The stabilisation energies and their components
were obtained from the extrapolated energies of the monomers and dimers. In my sec-
ond approach, the stabilisation energies were calculated at the SCF and MP2 levels for
the same sequence of basis sets. Next, these stabilisation energies were extrapolated to
the basis set limit. Formally, the stabilisation energies obtained in these two approaches
should be the same and the numerical discrepancy might be viewed as a measure of
uncertainty in the SCF and MP2 stabilisation energies.
At the SCF level I followed an exponential functional form proposed by Halkier et al.[237]
and adapted for a three-point extrapolation by Bachorz et al.:[125]
E∞HF =
EN−2EN − E2N−1
EN−2 − 2EN−1 + EN . (8.8)
The MP2 correlation energy
Ecorr−MP2 = EMP2 − EHF (8.9)
was extrapolated to the CBS limit using a N−3 functional form proposed by Helgaker
et al.[123] and adapted for a two-point extrapolation by Bachorz et al.:[125]
E∞corr =
EN−1(N − 1)3 − ENN3
(N − 1)3 −N3 . (8.10)
Higher-order electron correlation effects were estimated by performing single-point cal-
culations for the monomers and the counterpoise-corrected dimers at the CCSD(T) level
of theory[238] using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. These corrections were split into the
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CCSD contribution from single and double excitations
∆ECCSD = ECCSD − EMP2 (8.11)
and the CCSD(T) contribution from triple excitations
∆ET = ECCSD(T ) − ECCSD. (8.12)
These two terms were added to the sum of the CBS SCF and MP2-correlation terms
to obtain my final electronic energies. Harmonic frequencies and zero-point vibrational
corrections were obtained at the MP2 level using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set; for the
dimers the counterpoise-corrected surface was used.[235]
The counterpoise-corrected dimer energy, ECPXY (G), is defined as:[233–235]
ECPXY = EXY (G‖X + Y )−BSSEX(G)−BSSEY (G). (8.13)
I have dropped the m and n subscripts for the monomers, ‖X + Y ) denotes the dimer
centered basis set,[239] and BSSEX(G) and BSSEY (G) denote basis set superposition
errors for X and Y , respectively, at the geometry G:
BSSEX(G) = EX(G‖X + Y )− EX(G‖X), (8.14)
(8.15)
and analogously for BSSEY (G). Here ‖X) denotes the monomer basis set centered on
X.
The counterpoise-corrected two-body interaction energy is calculated as:
E2b−CPXY = E
CP
XY (G)− EX(G‖X)− EY (G‖Y ), (8.16)
which is equivalent to the interaction energy obtained from the Jansen-Ros-Boys-Bernardi
counterpoise procedure: [233, 234]
E2b−CPXY = EXY (G‖X + Y )− EX(G‖X + Y )− EY (G‖X + Y ). (8.17)
8.4 Results
My results based on the CBS extrapolated E∞HF and E
∞
corr−MP2 energies of the monomers
and dimers with the CCSD(T) correction are summarised in Table 8.1. In terms of
electronic energies, the AA dimer is more stable than the AB and BB dimers by 25
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AA AB BB
E1b−confZ0→n 0.0 0.0 0.0 123.7 123.7 123.7
E1b−defZn (G) 36.7 36.7 65.4 19.4 40.2 40.2
E1bZn(G) 36.7 36.7 65.4 143.1 163.9 163.9
E2bXmYn -491.6 -601.8 -691.9
EstabXmYn -418.2 -393.3 -364.1
∆Evib0 31.4 35.1 38.2
EstabXmYn + ∆E
vib
0 -386.8 -358.2 -325.9
Table 8.1: The total stabilisation energy and its components for the AA, AB, and
BB dimers. The corrections from zero-point vibrations are included in the bottom
rows. The energies are in meV
and 54 meV, respectively. The BB and AB dimers are characterised by more attractive
2-body terms (more negative than that for AA by 200 and 110 meV, respectively), but
these favourable 2-body interactions are unable to compensate for the less favourable
1-body terms. The AA dimer remains more stable than AB and BB by 29 and 61
meV when zero-point vibrational corrections are included. The above results based on
extrapolation of the monomer and dimer energies (Method 1) differ by less than 1.7
meV from the stabilisation energies extrapolated the SCF and MP2 limits (Method 2),
see Table D.12 in appendix D.
The structure of E1b−confA→B is summarised in Table 8.2. It is dominated by the HF
component and further enhanced by the correlation MP2 component, with the ∆ECCSD
and ∆ET components being one order of magnitude smaller and of opposite signs. The
complete value of E1b−confA→B , 123.7 meV, is significant. It is larger than the differences
in stabilisation energy between the AA, AB, and BB complexes. E1b−confA→B might be











Table 8.2: The structure of the E1b−confA→B component. All energies are in meV.
The structure of E1b−defA or B terms for all three complexes is illustrated in Table 8.3. This
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E1b−defA or B
A@AA A@AB B@AB B@BB
E∞HF 19.1 50.9 20.5 50.1
E∞corr−MP2 17.2 13.7 -3.0 -12.2
∆ECCSD -2.0 -1.0 2.3 4.3
∆ET 2.4 1.8 -0.4 -2.0
ETotal 36.7 65.4 19.4 40.2






E∞HF -358.3 -457.0 -525.8
E∞corr−MP2 -132.4 -139.4 -156.5
∆ECCSD 25.6 24.0 24.4
∆ET -26.5 -29.5 -33.9
ETotal -491.6 -601.9 -691.8
Table 8.4: The structure of two-body interaction energy in the AA, AB, and BB
dimers. All energies are in meV.
repulsive component of the stabilisation energy is dominated by the HF term. The MP2
component is dominant among the correlation contributions. It is repulsive for the A
monomer in the AA and AB complexes and attractive for the B monomer in the AB
and BB complexes. It is comparable in magnitude to the HF term for the AA complex,
but smaller in absolute value in the remaining complexes. The correlation contributions
∆ECCSD and ∆ET are smaller than the MP2 contribution. For all three complexes
notice a sign alteration along the corr-MP2, CCSD, and T series. The total values of
E1b−defA or B terms are comparable in magnitude to the differences in stabilisation energy
between the AA, AB, and BB complexes.
The structure of two-body interaction terms is illustrated in Table 8.4. The total values
are expected to be attractive, because I am dealing with minimum energy structures of
the dimer. The HF term is dominant for each dimer followed by a substantial corr-MP2
term (ca. 30% of the HF term). The ∆ECCSD and ∆ET components are one order
of magnitude smaller than the HF and corr-MP2 components and they cancel out to a
large extent. The two-body interaction term is the most attractive in the BB dimer,
which is reflected in the shortest OH. . .O distance (1.750 A˚) and the most significant
elongation of the OH proton donor bond (0.020 A˚) (see Figs. 8.1 and 8.2). The same
geometric parameters reflect that this interaction is the weakest in AA (see Figs. 8.1
and 8.2). Still, we remember that the AA dimer is the global minimum for the (OA)2
complex (Table 8.1).
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Table 8.5: Harmonic MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ frequencies of the O–H stretching modes in
OA and (OA)2. IAH – intramolecular hydrogen bond, IEH – intermolecular hydrogen
bond, and NoH – no hydrogen bond
In the bottom lines of Tables 8.1 and 8.2 I illustrate the effect of correction for zero-point
vibrations to the stabilisation energy and E1b−confA→B , respectively. When dealing with
intra- or intermolecular hydrogen bonds it is natural to pay attention to the proton donor
stretching modes, in my case OH’s in the OH. . .O configuration, which are expected to
be redshifted in comparison with the OH stretches not involved in hydrogen bonds.
The frequencies of the OH stretching modes in the A, B, and C monomers and the AA,
AB and BB dimers are presented in Table 8.5. Looking at the monomers, the highest
and lowest frequencies are observed for the C and A monomers, respectively, reflecting
the engagement of both OH’s in intramolecular hydrogen bonds in A, but none in C
(see Fig. 8.1). Not surprisingly, the B monomer has one OH stretch similar to these in
A and another similar to those in B. Based on the frequencies of the OH stretches alone
one would expect a higher zero-point energy in B than in A, but the result presented
in the bottom rows of Table 8.2 indicates otherwise. I verified that modes other than
OH stretches typically blueshift when progressing from C through B to A (see Table
8.6). The same intramolecular hydrogen bonds that are responsible for the softening of
OH stretches rigidify molecular structures with respect to the bending and puckering
motions. The total zero-point vibrational correction decreases from A through B to C
(bottom rows of Table 8.2, Table 8.6).
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Figure 8.4: Correlation between the two-body interaction energy terms and the red
shifts of the O–H’s involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Red squares for the red
shifts of individual modes and blue diamonds for average values for each dimer. The
results obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level.
Next I considered the AA, AB and BB dimers, each stabilised by two intermolecular
hydrogen bonds (Figure 8.2). The frequencies of the OH’s involved in intermolecular
hydrogen bonds are redshifted with respect to the monomers, with the largest effects in
the BB dimer (370 and 450 cm−1) and the smallest in the AA dimer (65 and 71 cm−1).
The average values of these shifts correlate well with the values of E2bXmYn , see Fig. 8.4.
The OH stretches not involved in the intermolecular hydrogen bonds are redshifted for
A in AA and AB (by 40 – 60 cm−1), and blueshifted for B in AB and BB (by 10
– 20 cm−1). The opposite pattern for the A and B monomers might be related to
the opposite pattern of correlation contributions to the one-body deformation terms
reported in Table 8.3. Based on the frequencies of OH stretches alone one would expect
a higher zero-point energy in AA than in AB or BB (Tables 8.5 and 8.6), but the results
presented in Table 1 indicate otherwise. I verified that intramonomer modes other than
OH stretches typically blueshift with the enhancement of E2bXmYn , i.e., from AA through
AB to BB (Table 8.6). In addition, soft intermolecular modes become stiffer as E2bXmYn
increases (Table 8.6). The same intermolecular hydrogen bonds that are responsible
for the overall softening of the OH stretches rigidify dimer structures with respect to
other intramolecular and intermolecular distortions. The total zero-point vibrational
correction increases from AA through AB to BB (Tables 8.1 and 8.6).
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Other intramolecular modes 1812.8
Intermolecular modes 31.4
Total Evib0 2711.7
Table 8.6: Contributions from O–H stretches, other intramolecular modes, and in-
termolecular modes to the zero-point vibrational energy in OA and (OA)2. All results
obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level.
8.5 Summary
I discussed the case of dimers formed by molecules that can exist in different conforma-
tional states. I have developed a protocol that allows dissecting the total stabilisation
energy into one-body conformational and deformational components and the two-body
interaction energy term. Interplay between these components determines the overall
stability of the dimer. The stabilisation SCF and MP2 energies were extrapolated to
the basis set limit using a series of aug-cc-pVNZ basis sets (N = D − Q). In the
first approach, the stabilisation energies and their components were obtained from the
extrapolated monomer and dimer energies. In the second approach, the stabilisation
energies were calculated at the SCF and MP2 levels for the same sequence of basis sets.
Next, these stabilisation eneriges were extrapolated to the basis set limit. Higher-order
electron correlation effects were calculated at the CCSD(T) level of theory using the
aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. All dimer energies were counterpoise-corrected.
The protocol has been tested on the dimers of oxalic acid. The monomer can exist
in various conformational forms and a variety of intermolecular hydrogen bonds is also
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possible.[228] I studied two dimers, AB and BB, discussed earlier by Blair and Thakkar
and a new dimer, AA, that I suspected to be the global minimum (see Fig. 8.2). I have
demonstrated that the AA dimer is more stable than the AB and BB dimers by 25 and
54 meV, respectively. The stabilisation energies obtained through the two extrapolation
schemes differed by less than 1.7 meV. The AA dimer is stabilised by two inter- and
four intramolecular hydrogen bonds, while the most stable dimer identified by Blair and
Thakkar, AB, is supported by two inter- and three intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The
BB and AB dimers are characterised by more attractive two-body interaction energies
than AA, but these favourable two-body interactions are unable to compensate for the
less favourable one-body interactions. I concluded that that overall global stability of
AA results from a balancing act between the moderately attractive two-body interaction
energy and small repulsive one-body terms.
I have demonstrated that understanding of zero-point vibrational corrections to the
stability of various conformers of oxalic acid and their dimers cannot be limited to
the contributions from the OH stretching modes that can become strongly redshifted
if engaged in hydrogen bonds. The same hydrogen bonds rigidify molecular structures
with respect to bending, puckering, and intermolecular distortions. When contributions
from all vibrational modes are included, the oxalic acid monomer or dimer with the
most stabilising sets of hydrogen bonds have the largest zero-point vibrational energy,
contrary to the naive anticipation based on red shifts of OH stretching modes involved
in hydrogen bonds.
Chapter 9
Intrinsic Electrophilicity of Oxalic
Acid Monomer Is Enhanced in
the Dimer and Trimer by
Intermolecular Proton Transfer
9.1 Abstract
My computational results together with experimental results from my experimental col-
laborators demonstrate an unusual electrophilicity of oxalic acid (OA), the simplest
dicarboxylic acid. The monomer is characterized by an electron vertical detachment
energy (VDE) and adiabatic electron affinity of 1.10 and 0.72 eV, respectively. The elec-
trophilicity results primarily from the bonding carbon-carbon interaction in the SOMO
orbital of the anion, but it is further enhanced by intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The
well-resolved structure in the photoelectron spectrum is reproduced theoretically, based
on Franck-Condon factors for the vibronic anion→neutral transitions. The excess elec-
tron binding energies in the dimer and trimer of OA become very significant due to
intermolecular proton transfer, with the corresponding VDE values of approximately
3.3 and 4.6 eV. I have postulated a mechanism of excess electron mobility along molec-
ular linear chains supported by cyclic hydrogen bonds.
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9.2 Introduction
Stable, closed-shell organic molecules with heteroatoms, such as monocarboxylic acids
(formic, acetic), nucleic acid bases and amino acids, usually do not support bound
valence anionic states in the neighbourhood of the optimal geometry of the neutral
species.[171] These molecules still support metastable (resonant) anionic states, with
finite lifetimes and energies higher than the energy of the neutral,[198, 240, 241] but
they are not able to bind an excess electron in a valence orbital. The electrophilicity
of these molecules is typically enhanced upon specific geometric distortions, including
tautomerizations.[27, 224] In consequence, valence anionic states are frequently char-
acterised by positive values of electron vertical detachment energy (VDE), while adi-
abatic electron affinities (AEA) of the corresponding neutrals might remain negative
(CO2[224]), approach zero (canonical uracil[125]), or settle at positive values (uncon-
ventional tautomers of G[144, 242] and A,[243] nucleotides[200, 244]). Here I report a
significant electrophilicity of the oxalic acid (OA) monomer. It is the simplest dicar-
boxylic acid, see Figure 9.1, which might be viewed as a product of condensation of two
formic acid (FA) molecules (with the release of H2). Let me reemphasize that the FA
monomer does not support a bound valence anionic state.
Figure 9.1: Conformers and tautomers of the oxalic acid monomer. The naming
scheme for atoms shown for 1. The structures 3 and 2 were labelled in Ref.[193] as A
and B, and I will use their notation when discussing the dimer of OA.
The neutral OA molecule can exist in three conformational forms (structures 1-3 in
Figure 9.1), it also has a local minimum for a “rare tautomer” (structure 4). These
minimum energy structures differ in the extent of intramolecular hydrogen bonding; this
phenomenon attracted attention of many experimental[245–250] and computational[228–
231, 251–253] groups. Indeed, the gas phase structure of the neutral OA monomer has
been studied by electron diffraction,[245] infrared and Raman spectroscopy,[245, 246]
matrix-isolation,[247–249] UV absorption,[250] microwave spectroscopy,[254] and theo-
retically at various levels of theory.[228–231, 251–253] Here I report a photoelectron
spectrum (PES) of the OA monomer anion, which unravels a significant electrophilicity
of the neutral: the main features extend from 0.5 to 2.5 eV (Figure 9.2). My computa-
tional results provide an interpretation of this well-resolved photoelectron spectrum.
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Figure 9.2: Photoelectron spectrum of recorded with 2.54 eV photons (black). Com-
puted spectrum based on the CCSD(T)/ATZ electronic energies and CCSD/ATZ ge-
ometries and hessians (red).
It has been demonstrated in the past that electrophilicity of hydrogen bonded dimers
can be enhanced by intermolecular proton transfer.[255, 256] Again, formic acid serves
as a handy example.[196, 199] Its dimer undergoes intermolecular proton transfer and
supports a valence anion with a VDE of 2.35 eV, but an AEA close to zero (|AEA| < 20
meV) and the structure that resembles the formate anion engaged in a symmetrical
double hydrogen-bonded bridge with the dihydroxymethyl radical. I suspected that a
similar mode of stabilisation of valence anion will take place in the dimer of OA, but I
expected an even greater value of VDE and a positive value of AEA. The PES spectra of
(OA)−2 and (OA)
−
3 reported here demonstrate a significant increase of the VDE values
in comparison with OA−. The computational results for (OA)−2 confirm intermolecular
proton transfer and the positive values of AEA.
9.3 Computational Details
The minimum energy structures and harmonic frequencies for 1-5 of OA and OA− were
determined at the CCSD level of theory[188] and single-point energies were determined at
the CCSD(T) level.[188] These calculations were performed with the ADZ[121] basis set.
For the most stable neutral and anionic structure 3, the calculations were repeated with
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the aug-cc-pVTZ[121] (ATZ) basis set. For the neutral and anionic (OA)2, the minimum
energy structures and harmonic frequencies were determined at the MP2 level of theory
and single-point energies were determined at the CCSD(T) level. All calculations for
the dimer were performed with the ADZ basis set. The electronic structure calculations
have been carried out with the Gaussian 09[75] and Molpro[257, 258] codes. Molecular
structures and orbitals were plotted with the GMolden program.[161]
The Franck-Condon (FC) factors, i.e., the squares of overlap integrals between vibra-
tional wave functions, were calculated for the anionic and neutral OA in harmonic ap-
proximation with molecular structures and Hessians determined at the CCSD/ATZ level.
Both geometrical equilibrium parameters as well as curvatures are affected by excess elec-
tron attachment and the resulting FC factors may contribute to vibrational structure
in the photoelectron spectrum. The polyatomic FC factors were calculated using the
recursion relations of Doktorov.[259, 260] The simulations were performed for different
temperatures of the anionic beam (25 K < T < 300 K). The energy of 0-0 transition
was determined from the CCSD(T)/ATZ electronic energies and the CCSD/ATZ zero-
point harmonic frequencies. The intensity for the 0-0 transition was normalized to 1 and
all other intensities were scaled accordingly. The calculated FC factors were convoluted
with Lorentzian line shapes (full width at half maximum = 218 cm−1) and the simulated
spectrum is presented in Figure 9.2.
9.4 Electron Attachment to the Monomer of Oxalic Acid
The landscape of potential energy surface for neutral and anionic OA is summarized in
Figure 9.5. The conformer 3 is stabilized by two intramolecular hydrogen bonds, thus
the stability decreases along the series 3→2→1, see also Ref.[251] The structures of the
minima and transitions states TS1-TS3 for the neutral and anion are detailed in Figures
9.3-9.4 and the geometrical coordinates in Tables E.1-E.2 in appendix E. The CCSD(T)
barriers determined at the CCSD transition states separating neutral conformers are
large enough (0.602 eV for 3→2 and 0.519 eV for 2→1) to support a few vibrational
states for 2 and 1. The “rare tautomer” 4, which might be viewed as a product of
intramolecular proton transfer, is a local minimum on the potential energy surface of
the neutral, but it is less table than 3 by 1.010 eV and the barrier for 4→3 is only 0.020
eV.
The OA monomer supports a bound valence anionic state: all anionic minima (1-3, and
5) are more stable than the most stable neutral 3 by a few tenths of an eV (Figure 9.5).
3 is the most stable anionic conformer (Figure 9.5). The barriers separating conformers
1-3 are smaller for the valence anion than for the neutral. The tautomer 4 is strongly
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Figure 9.3: The CCSD/ADZ structures for the neutral and anion of oxalic acid. The
geometrical parameters (in ) for the neutral and anion in black and blue, respectively.
All structures are minima but the anionic 4, which is a transition state.
Figure 9.4: The CCSD/ADZ structures of the neutral and anionic transition states
TS1-TS3 of oxalic acid. The geometrical parameters are in A˚, ◦.
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Figure 9.5: Energetics of stationary points (minima and transition states) on the
potential energy surface of the neutral and anionic monomer of oxalic acid, where the
zero of energy is set to the energy of the neutral 3.
stabilized by the excess electron attachment. The molecular framework for the anion
lowers symmetry from C2v (structure 4, with an imaginary frequency for a b1 mode) to
Cs (structure 5) and the CCSD(T) barrier for 5→3 becomes 0.325 eV, thus one order
of magnitude larger than the barrier 4→3 for the neutral. I concluded that the anion 5
might be sufficiently long-lived to be observed in experimental conditions.
Which factors contribute to the stability of valence anions of the OA monomer? The
singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) is of pi symmetry (Figure 9.6). The SOMO
is characterised by a bonding C-C interaction and antibonding C-O interactions, which
is clearly illustrated for the C2h structures 3 and 1. A similar pattern holds for 4 and
5, though the carbon atoms are not equivalent due to lower symmetries. I believe that
the unique electrophilicity of OA results primarily from the proximity of the carboxylic
groups, which allows for the bonding C-C interaction in the SOMO.
There are also secondary factors that contribute to the stability of valence anions of
OA. The CCSD(T) values of VDE (Fig. 9.7a) increase from 1 to 3 demonstrating that
intramolecular hydrogen bonding stabilises the anion. An even greater increase of VDE
is brought by intramolecular proton transfer as the value of VDE increases by 0.605 eV
from 3 to 4. Finally, a buckling of the molecular framework further increases the value
of VDE (4→5) by 0.591 eV.
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Figure 9.6: The SOMO of anionic OA structures plotted with a contour value of 0.1
au.
The buckling of molecular frameworks upon binding an excess electron on a pi∗ orbital is
a common phenomenon in valence anions of nucleic acid bases.[27] In the case of the most
stable valence anion of OA, 3, the framework remains unbuckled and the C2h symmetry
is maintained. Notice, however, that the buckling mode of bg symmetry is softer by
201.7 cm−1 for the anion than for the neutral (Table 9.1). It requires the intramolecular
proton transfer (3→4) to change the sign of curvature of the buckling mode. Upon
intramolecular proton transfer the unpaired electron becomes localized on the C(OH)2
fragment (bottom of Figure 9.6) and the C atom forms an apex of the buckled structure
(Figure 9.1). The stationary point, 4, is a transition state for the valence anion and
the b1 mode has an imaginary frequency of ∼300i cm−1. This mode morphs into an a’
symmetry mode of 5 with a frequency of ∼800 cm−1.
The electron binding energies (VDE, AEA) are summarised in Figure 9.7. The AEA
values are corrected for the energies of zero-point vibrations and are reported with
respect to the corresponding neutral (“local” AEA, Figure 9.7b), and the most stable
neutral 3 (“global” AEA, Figure 9.7c). For each structure, I report significant differences
between the VDE and “local” AEA values, which must be associated with geometric
distortions, such as changes of bond lengths and angles, upon binding an excess electron.
These will be critical for the discussion of the PES spectrum of OA−. Notice that the
“global” AEA values (Figure 9.7c) remain positive for all structures.
The experimental PES spectrum of OA− is presented in black in Figure 9.2. It spreads
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Figure 9.7: Excess electron binding energies (eV) for the oxalic acid monomer. The
AEA values are reported with respect to the corresponding neutral (”Local” AEA), and
with respect to the most stable neutral 3 (”Global” AEA).
from approximately 0.5 to 2.5 eV, with well defined peaks at 0.72, 0.92, 1.10, 1.29, and
1.40 eV. In view of the fact that the anionic minimum 3 is more stable than other
minima by more than 0.2 eV (Figure 9.5), I focused my attention on FC factors for
the structure 3 anion→neutral vibronic transitions, and I assumed that contributions
from other anionic structures, to the experimental PES spectrum, are less probable.
Two observations support this assumption: (i) the position of the highest peak in the
experimental spectrum (1.10 eV) coincides with the calculated value of VDE for 3 of
1.13 eV, and (ii) the position of the first peak in the spectrum at 0.72 eV coincides with
the calculated values of AEA for 3 of 0.70 eV.
The calculated FC factors and signal intensities are presented in Table E.1 of the SI and
the resulting computed spectrum is presented in red in Figure 9.2. The best match with
the experimental spectrum was found for T = 100 K. A very good agreement between
the computed and experimental spectra suggests that the experimental anionic beam is
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1 Au C-C Rotation 122.7 190.0
2 Bu C-C-O Bend 269.4 255.0
3 Au Buckling 481.5 403.5
4 Ag C-C Stretch 418.6 411.8
5 Ag C-C-O Bend 572.7 603.5
6 Bu C-C-O Bend 683.3 612.6
7 Bg C-O(H) Rotation 686.5 615.9
8 Au C-O(H) Rotation 691.2 633.3
9 Bg Buckling 855.5 653.8
10 Ag C-C Stretch 848.1 836.3
11 Bu C-O(H) Stretch 1233.5 1082.5
12 Ag C-O-H Bend 1262.1 1278.5
13 Bu C-O-H Bend 1368.4 1322.6
14 Ag C-O(H) Stretch 1490.3 1424.2
15 Bu C=O Stretch 1894.8 1628.2
16 Ag C=O Stretch 1884.5 1780.1
17 Bu O-H Stretch 3737.4 3732.6
18 Ag O-H Stretch 3733.6 3735.9
Table 9.1: Nature of vibrational modes and harmonic frequencies, calculated at the
CCSD/ATZ level for structure 3. The “buckling” mode in bold, the modes contributing
primarily to the vibronic structure reported in Figure 9.2 in blue.
indeed dominated by the most stable anionic structure 3. Notice, however, a nonzero
photoelectron intensity at approximately 2.2-2.3 eV, where the computed spectrum has
no intensity. This weak feature might result from a small fraction of structure 5 in the
anionic beam, with the calculated VDE of 2.26 eV (Fig. 9.7a).
Further analysis of harmonic frequencies (Table 9.1) and geometric parameters (Table
9.2) of the neutral and anion of 3 is needed to understand the origin of vibronic structure
reported in Figure 9.2 and Tabulated figure E.1. The C-C bond contracts and the C-
O bonds elongate upon excess electron attachment. These are significant distortions,
exceeding 0.05 A˚. In addition, the C-C=O and C-O-H angles expand and contract,
respectively, by 4-5◦. The geometric distortion from the anion to the neutral can be
accomplished by displacements along the fully symmetric modes 10, 12, 14 and 16. All
these are C-O or C-C stretching modes with an exception of 12, which is a C-O-H
bending mode (Table 9.1). The geometric changes are consistent with the nature of
SOMO in the anion, which is bonding in the C-C region and antibonding in the C-O
regions (Figure 9.6). The C-O stretching modes 14 and 16 are strongly red-shifted upon
an excess electron attachment by 66 and 104 cm−1, respectively (Table 9.1). Finally,
perusal of data from Tabfig E.1 confirms that the largest FC factors are associated with
the 0-0 transition at 0.70 eV, and vibrational excitations involving the modes 12, 14 and
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Table 9.2: Geometric parameters for the neutral and anionic structure 3 at the CCS-
D/ATZ level.
Figure 9.8: Photoelectron spectrum of (OA)−2 recorded with 4.66 and 6.42 eV photons.
16, which are responsible for the developments of PES peaks at 0.92, 1.10, 1.29, and
1.40 eV.
9.5 Excess Electron Binding Energies in the Dimer and
Trimer of Oxalic Acid
The PES spectra of anionic dimer and trimer of OA are presented in Figures 9.8 and
9.9, respectively. The VDE value for the anionic dimer is 3.3 eV, an increase by 2.2 eV
in comparison with OA−. This value of excess electron binding energy is comparable
with that of F− (3.40 eV) and Br− (3.36 eV), but smaller than for Cl− (3.61 eV).[171]
The VDE value for (OA)−3 is further increased to 4.6 eV.
My computational results for the neutral and anionic dimer of OA are presented in Figure
9.10 and the complete molecular structures in Table E.3-E.4 of appendix E. The oxalic
acid monomer can engage in cyclic hydrogen bonding in more than one way. The proton
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Figure 9.9: Photoelectron spectrum of (OA)−3 recorded with 6.42 eV photons.
donor and acceptor sites come from either the same or the neighbouring carboxylic
group(s). In addition, each monomer can form various intramolecular hydrogen bonds
(Figure 9.1). These factors lead to a large number of potentially stable (OA)2 structures,
which have recently been studied by Blair and Thakkar.[228] I will follow their notation
and the monomer structures 3 and 2 become A and B, respectively. My three most
stable neutral dimers are illustrated in the top part of Figure 9.10. In addition to
the AB and BB structures,[228] I identified the AA structure, which proves to be the
most stable. One should note, however, that the differences in stability between the
three neutral dimers do not exceed 0.05 eV, therefore I have considered various anionic
structures.
The three most stable anions I identified are illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 9.10.
The anionic structures might be traced back to the three most stable neutral dimers, AA,
AB, and BB. They all undergo intermolecular proton transfer upon the excess electron
attachment reminiscent of a double hydrogen-bonded bridge in the anionic dimer of
FA.[255] There is, however, an important difference between the anionic dimers of FA
and OA. The former is characterized by a slightly negative AEA[255] but the latter is
stable by more than 1.5 eV with respect to the AA neutral dimer. BB- and AB- are
similarly stable (“global” AEA≈ 1.65 eV), while AA- is less stable by approximately
0.1 eV. The calculated VDE values for (OA)−2 are in the 3.06-3.32 eV range, thus they
coincide with the maximum of the PES spectrum (Figure 9.8) and are approximately 1
eV greater than the VDE for the anion of FA dimer.[196, 199] The increase of cluster
size from two to three OA monomers increases VDE by 1.3 eV. This increase is larger
than for FA, where the VDE values for anionic trimer and dimer differ by approximately
0.8 eV.[180]
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Figure 9.10: Relative stabilities (eV) of the neutral and anionic dimers of OA, along
with ”Global” AEA and VDE values (eV).
9.6 Discussion and Summary
My computational results and photoelectron spectra demonstrate strong electrophilicity
of OA. The monomer is characterized by a VDE of 1.10 eV and AEA of 0.72 eV.
For comparison, the monomer of FA does not support a bound valence anion in the
neighbourhood of the global minimum of the neutral. The unique electrophilicity of
OA results primarily from the proximity of the carboxylic groups, which allows for the
bonding C-C interaction in the SOMO of the anion. The intramolecular hydrogen bonds
also contributes to the overall stability of the anion.
The PES spectrum of OA− displays a well resolved structure and my computational
results allowed for interpreting this structure in terms of vibronic anion→neutral tran-
sitions involving the most stable anionic and neutral conformers of C2h symmetry. The
distinct vibrational structure results from differences in potential energy surfaces of the
neutral and the anion. The C-C bond contracts and the C-O bonds elongates upon
excess electron attachment. In addition, the C-C=O and C-O-H angles expand and
contract, respectively. The geometric changes are consistent with the nature of SOMO
in the anion, which is bonding in the C-C region and antibonding in the C-O regions.
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Figure 9.11: Postulated mechanism of excess electron mobility along a linear chain of
oxalic acid molecules. The arrows illustrate the motion of protons that would facilitate
the excess electron mobility. The unpaired electron is represented by a violet dot and
the excess charge by a red minus.
The geometric distortion from the anion to the neutral can be accomplished by displace-
ments along fully symmetric modes. The largest FC factors are associated with these
vibrational modes and the 0-0 transition.
The experimental VDE for the anionic dimer and trimer of OA is 3.3 and 4.6 eV re-
spectively. The computational results unravel that the neutral dimer is supported by
cyclic hydrogen bonds. There are at least three types of dimers within a narrow energy
range of 0.05 eV. All three structures undergo intermolecular proton transfer upon the
excess electron attachment and are characterized by AEA exceeding 1.5 eV and VDE in
the range of 3.1-3.3 eV. The computed values of VDE are in good agreement with the
maximum of the PES peak at 3.3 eV.
A comparison of the VDE values for the (OA)−n and (FA)−n systems allows for the
appreciation of intrinsic electrophilicity of OA. The values for (OA)−n are 3.3 and 4.6 eV
for n = 2, 3, respectively, with the corresponding values for (FA)−n being 2.4, and 3.2
eV.[180]
Due to its dicarboxylic nature, OA can form linear chains supported by a series of
cyclic hydrogen bonds. A model chain of OA molecules is illustrated in Figure 9.11.
Based on my results for small anionic clusters of OA I postulated a mechanism of excess
electron mobility along such a chain. I expect that the mobility of electrons will be
supported by a synchronized motion of protons, as is common in proton-coupled electron
transfer.[261–263] I envisage that protons will shuttle back and forth in the linear chain of
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OA molecules, as dictated by the network of hydrogen bonds. The motion of an unpaired
electron will follow the evolution of the electrophilic binding site, −[C(OH)2]+. The
propagation step of the postulated mechanism is illustrated in Figure 9.11. In the top
part, the unpaired electron is localized on the monomer 1 and the excess negative charge
on monomer 2 (a deprotonated). Upon the shuttling motion of protons, the monomer 2
becomes the electrophilic binding site promoting transfer of the unpaired electron from
1 to 2, while the excess charge becomes localized on monomer 3. The phenomenon
may be general for molecular chains supported by cyclic hydrogen bonds. The rate of
electron transfer can be determined form the Marcus-Hush theory.[264] The problem is
amenable to surface science experiments involving measurements of conductance[265] of







Searches for the most stable molecular conformer are frustrated by energy barriers sepa-
rating minima on the potential energy surface (PES). I have suggested that the barriers
might be suppressed by subtracting selected force field terms from the original PES.
The resulting deformed PES can be used in standard molecular dynamics (MD) or
Monte Carlo simulations. The MD trajectories on the original and deformed PESs of
ethanolamine differ markedly. The former gets stuck in a local minimum basin while the
latter moves quickly to the global minimum basin. A concept of generalized simulated
annealing protocols has been formulated.
10.2 Introduction
The conformational space of a molecule is spanned by its internal rotational bonds.[9]
Specific combinations of intramolecular torsional angles give birth to molecular conform-
ers, which are represented by minima on the molecular potential energy surface (PES).
Each conformer has its own (in general different) electronic energy, vibrational energy
levels and rotational constants. According to the Boltzmann distribution, conformers
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with lower energies dominate the overall population, and therefore the molecular proper-
ties measured in experiments. The number of local minima on the molecular PES quickly
increases with molecular size, and the most common optimization algorithms (driven by
calculated forces) typically identify a minimum which is close to the initial structure,
rather than the most stable conformer. It is therefore of ultimate importance to develop
methods and algorithms for determination of the most stable molecular conformers.
I am primarily interested in PESs determined using reliable electronic structure meth-
ods. This is a broad range of methods from semi-empirical models, through density
functional theory (DFT) methods, to Møller-Plesset and coupled cluster treatments of
electron correlation. These methods are more time consuming than commonly used
force fields,[266] but they offer a broad spectrum of accuracy, with the most advanced
methods taking into account all practically important chemical and physical interactions
and being able to break chemical bonds. The scaling of these methods is, however, quite
steep, e.g. N3 − N4 for DFT, N5 for the second-order Møller-Plesset method, etc.,
where N is the number of basis functions. The applicability of these reliable methods
in structural predictions hinges on efficient global minimum search algorithms.
Finding the global minimum on a PES is frustrated by barriers that separate local
minima. The most straightforward approaches that ignore barriers, such as scanning
the PES with discrete geometrical increments along all 3N − 6(5) internal degrees of
freedom or systematic searches focused on rotational bonds only,[9, 145, 267] suffer from
combinatorial explosions of required calculations. These brute force methods provide,
however, the most reliable benchmarks for all other, perhaps faster but less reliable,
methods.
The most common methods for finding the most stable molecular structures are finite
temperature Monte Carlo[32] and molecular dynamics (MD)[33] methods as well as ge-
netic algorithms.[35, 267] The molecular dynamics method is of particular relevance
here, and it is implemented in various simulated annealing algorithms.[86] The main
idea is that a simulation initiated from any initial molecular structure and performed
at a sufficiently high temperature (T) for a sufficiently long time has a chance to probe
the basins of the global minimum and other low energy minima. The performance of
the method depends critically on the height of energy barriers separating local minima
and on the overall simulation time.[268, 269] One could think that by increasing the
simulation temperature one would provide enough energy to overcome any existing bar-
rier. Unfortunately, molecules decompose into smaller fragments in the course of high
T simulations when reliable PESs are used.[270, 271] Performing extremely long simu-
lations at a low T is not an attractive option due to significant computational runtimes.
In practice, a compromise is made between the simulation temperature and the overall
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simulation time and various protocols are used that define T as a function of time. Many
valuable results were obtained using simulated annealing algorithms, though the iden-
tified low energy structure might be a local minimum rather than the global minimum.
Again, the failure of the method is associated with the height of an energy barrier which
separates the local minimum from the global minimum.
The past efforts to suppress energy barriers on a PES include the diffusion equation
method (DEM), which transforms the original PES with multiple minima into a new
PES with only one (the global) minimum.[36] Some other methods which deform the orig-
inal potential energy surface in a different way include the distance scaling method,[37]
the shift method,[38] the Gaussian density annealing method,[39, 40] and the so-called
ant-lion strategy of changing the range of the potential.[41] While these methods proved
to be robust for complex systems, they require an analytical expression for the original
PES. Thus, they are not applicable to PESs determined using electronic structure meth-
ods. Another successful approach, the basin-hopping method,[34] in which the PES is
transformed into a collection of interpenetrating staircases, requires a geometrical en-
ergy minimization for each stochastically selected molecular structure. This feature
disfavours the method when combined with PESs determined using electronic structure
methods, though successful applications have been reported.[42, 43]
Here I proposed another method to suppress, or even eliminate, barriers that separate
various conformers on a PES determined by an electronic structure method. The de-
formed potential energy surface is obtained by subtracting selected force field terms
from the original PES. First I will demonstrate that typical conformational barriers re-
sult from the torsional and van der Waals (vdW) force field terms. Next, I will compare
constant temperature molecular dynamics trajectories for ethanolamine on the original
PES (determined at the DFT level of theory), and on the deformed PES with the tor-
sional and vdW terms subtracted. I will demonstrate that the MD trajectory moves
quickly to the global minimum basin on the deformed PES, but it gets stuck in a lo-
cal minimum basin on the original PES. Finally, I will discuss a concept of generalized
simulated annealing protocols, in which both the temperature and potential energy can
change as time progresses.
10.3 Methods
I started from a potential energy function, Eelec, defined by a reliable electronic struc-
ture method. In the current case I used density functional theory with the B3LYP
hybrid exchange-correlation functional[100, 113] and 6-31G* atomic basis sets.[272] The
global and local minima were identified using our Systematic Screening of Conformers
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(SSC) tool.[25] DFT/B3LYP is a relatively fast electronic structure method, but still
prohibitively slow for structural predictions based on long MD trajectories. In parallel to
the electronic structure method I used a potential energy EFF defined by a reliable force
field (FF). The potential energy in a typical FF is given by the following expression:
EFF = Estr + Ebend + Etors + Ecross + Evdw + Ecoul (10.1)
where Estr is the bond stretching energy, Ebend is the bond bending energy, Etors is the
torsional energy for rotations of molecular fragments around bonds, Ecross describes cross
terms, e.g., bond-bond angle, and finally Evdw and Ecoul are the van der Waals (vdW)
energy and the Coulomb energy, respectively.[90] There are two advantages resulting
from using a FF. First, the time associated with a computation of EFF is negligible
in comparison with the time required to compute Eelec. Second, Equation 10.1 offers
a dissection of the total potential energy into distinct components with clear chemical
interpretations. I will use a very popular FF, AMBER,[221] but other FFs might be
used as well.
My approach hinges on an assumption that a priori known terms of Equation 10.1
contribute to the barriers which separate local minima representing various molecular
conformers. I defined a modified, or deformed, PES as




in which EM indicates the modified potential energy, EFF,i is a specific FF term from
the right hand side of Eq. 10.1, ci is a linear coefficient (most typically ci = ±1.0), and
x represents a molecular geometry. The modified potential energy EM is also used to
calculate the modified gradient,
gM (x) = ∇EM (x), (10.3)
which requires the gradients of Eelec and all EFF,is involved in Equation 10.2. This
gradient will be used to represent forces acting on atoms moving on the modified PES,
as dictated by the conventional MD equations.
The molecular dynamics simulations were performed for ethanolamine, Fig. 1, at 200 K
and 400 K, with a time step of 0.5 fs, for a total of 20000 steps on both the original and
modified PES. The Beeman algorithm[80] was used to predict accelerations, velocities
and coordinates of nuclei. The resulting trajectories were illustrated by the root mean
square deviations (RMSD) of positions of nuclei with respect to a reference structure,
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in which xi(t) represents the i
th geometrical coordinate at simulation time t, and xi,ref
represents the i th geometrical coordinate at the reference structure. The current and
reference structures were aligned to resemble each other using the VMD[167] command
“measure fit”. While advancing a MD trajectory I collected information about the
most stable molecular structures and their complete potential energies. After the MD
trajectory is completed I used the identified structures as initial geometries for standard
geometry optimizations based on calculated forces.
Figure 10.1: A flowchart of the interface between an electronic structure method and
a force field.
All B3LYP calculations were performed with Gaussian 03 (G03).[75] Molecular mechan-
ics calculations were performed either with G03 or Tinker.[273] I have developed an
interface between G03 and Tinker that allowed propagating MD equations on the orig-
inal and modified PES, see Fig. 10.1. The charge equilibration (QEq) method[74] was
used to assign charges on atoms to account for Coulomb energy in the AMBER FF
calculations performed with G03. Default atomic charges were used in Tinker.
10.4 Results
Ethanolamine has three rotational degrees of freedom and the OH and NH2 groups can
form an intramolecular hydrogen bond, which determines two chiral global minima GM1
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Figure 10.2: Different minima and transition state structures of ethanolamine.
Colour code: grey – carbon, white – hydrogen, red – oxygen, blue – nitrogen.
and GM2 (see Fig. 10.2). In Fig. 10.3 I present a potential energy curve for motion
around the O-C-C-N dihedral angle. The dihedral angle was increased or decreased,
when starting from GM1 and GM2 respectively, with steps of 5◦, and partial geometry
optimizations were performed for each fixed value of the angle. Altogether, 72 struc-
tures were considered. This procedure unravelled six new stationary points on the PES
(Figs. 10.2 and 10.3): one pair of chiral local minima (LM1 and LM2) and two pairs
of chiral transition states (TS1 and TS2, TS3 and TS4). Subsequent intrinsic reaction
coordinate[274] calculations were performed for fully optimized transition state struc-
tures. It was confirmed that both TS1 and TS2 connect GM1 and GM2, TS3 connects
LM1 and GM1, and TS4 connects LM2 and GM2. It should be pointed out that there
is also a Cs symmetry stationary point (denoted as SP0) between TS1 and TS2, but it
was abandoned because of two negative curvatures.
Figure 10.3: Original potential energy curve for ethanolamine as a function of the
O-C-C-N dihedral angle. The energies are determined at the B3LYP and AMBER force
field levels.
Based on the 72 partially optimized geometries, I performed single point AMBER FF
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Figure 10.4: The AMBER force field energy and its components as a function of the
O-C-C-N dihedral angle.
calculations. A comparison between the B3LYP and AMBER potential energy curves
is presented in Fig. 10.3 and a dissection of the AMBER energy, given by Equation
10.1, is illustrated in Fig. 10.4. In Figs. 10.3 and 10.4 the zero of energy was set to the
global minimum of each curve. Fig. 10.3 illustrates that the AMBER curve properly
reproduces the main features of the B3LYP curve. The angles at which stationary points
develop are similar, though some of the barrier heights are inaccurate by ±2−3 kcal/mol.
The results presented in Fig. 10.4 illustrate that the barriers on the total potential
energy curve result primarily from the torsional and vdW terms, whereas the Coulomb
term displays the largest overall variation as a function of the dihedral angle. The last
finding is consistent with the dominant role of the intramolecular OH· · ·NH2 hydrogen
bond in the GM1 and GM2 structures.
In Fig. 10.5 I compared potential energy curves on the original and modified potential
energy surface. The modified surface was obtained by subtracting the AMBER torsional
and vdW terms from the B3LYP electronic energy (Fig. 10.5a) or from the total AMBER
energy (Fig. 10.5b). As visualized in Fig. 10.5a, the transition barrier between LM1
and GM1 is suppressed from 3.3 to 0.4 kcal/mol. Similarly, the transition barrier from
GM1 to GM2 is suppressed from 4.6 to 0.5 kcal/mol. Thus both energy barriers were
suppressed by almost 90%. There are two sources of the remaining barriers. First, other
energy terms contribute to the barriers, e.g., the Coulomb term. Second, the residual
barriers reflect inherent inconsistencies between the electronic structure and FF models.
An important observation is that the positions of the global minima are similar on the
original and modified PESs.
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Figure 10.5: Deformation of the original PES of ethanolamine at the (a) B3LYP and
(b) AMBER levels.
The results of MD simulations for ethanolamine on the original and modified PES are
summarized in Fig. 10.6 for T = 200 and 400 K. The simulations were initiated from the
local minimum geometry and the presented RMSD values were calculated with respect
to the local (Figs. 10.6 a,c) and global (Figs. 10.6 b,d) minimum structures. For
the T=400 K trajectory on the deformed PES I also calculated the RMSD values with
respect to SP0, i.e., the Cs symmetry stationary point with two negative curvatures,
which separates GM1 and GM2, see Fig. 10.6d. The RMSD values at T=200 K (Figs.
10.6 a,b) demonstrate that the trajectory on the original PES gets trapped in the local
minimum. On the other hand, the trajectory on the modified PES settles in the basin
of the global minimum after less than 7 ps. For simulations performed at 400 K, the
trajectory on the modified PES moves to the basin of the global minimum within 1
ps. On the original PES, it takes about 7 ps. On the deformed PES, the RMSD
values calculated with respect to GM2 show large amplitude oscillations, which are
finally dampened (a black curve in Fig. 10.6d). This pattern is associated with initial
oscillations between the GM1 and GM2 structures followed by localization in the basin
of GM2. This interpretation is further strengthened by the plot of RMSD calculated
with respect to SP0 (a blue curve in Fig. 10.6d).
10.5 Discussion
I have demonstrated that the energy barriers separating different conformers of ethanolamine
can be suppressed by subtracting the torsional and vdW terms from the total potential
energy, Fig. 10.5. This has beneficial effects when running MD trajectories on the de-
formed PESs. These trajectories move quickly to the global minimum basin, Fig. 10.6.
Trajectories run on the original PESs might get stuck in the local minimum basin.
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Figure 10.6: The RMSD values as a function of time for trajectories on the modified
and original PES at 200 K (a,b) and 400 K (c,d) and calculated with respect to LM1
(a,c), GM1 (b) and GM2 and SP0 (d).
Increasing the simulation temperatures helps to overcome the barrier, but there is always
some risk associated with this procedure. I found that for MD trajectories run on the
original PES at T=2000 K, one observes thermal decomposition of ethanolamine, i.e.,
a thermal dissociation of the C-H bonds. This is clearly an undesirable scenario. One
could suppress these unwelcome events by strengthening the stretching intramolecular
degrees of freedom. This would correspond to deformation of the original PES according
to Equation 10.2, but this time I would add some stretching terms to the original PES,
i.e., cFF,str < 0. One could think about a complex deformation, in which the torsional
and vdW terms are subtracted to suppress energy barriers separating various conformers,
the intramolecular stretching terms are added to avoid thermal decomposition, and the
MD calculations are performed at a temperature as high as a few thousands of K.
The results presented in Fig. 10.5 demonstrate that after removal of the torsional and
vdW terms there is a deep basin for the global minimum. The existence of this basin
results from the intramolecular OH· · ·NH2 hydrogen bond. What would happen if
a molecule was complex enough to support several distinct conformers, each with its
own hydrogen bond and, therefore, favourable Coulomb interactions? There would be
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several basins on the PES and the deformations described so far would not suppress the
barriers separating them. However, one could suppress these barriers by subtracting the
Coulomb term from the original PES, i.e., cFF,coul > 0 in Equation 10.2. This reasoning
leads to a concept of generalized simulated annealing protocols. In standard protocols
one a priori defines temperature for each time interval of the MD simulation. Here I
suggest extending this concept by allowing the PES and temperature to change as time
progresses. In addition, I suggest that these changes should be made “on the fly” based
on local information available from the advancing trajectory. For example, to create
an opportunity for an MD trajectory to move from one basin of favourable Coulomb
interactions to another, I suggest a temporary removal of the Coulomb term from the
original PES. I expect the code to recognize the fact that a basin of attractive Coulomb
interactions has been encountered. In response, the code should modify the PES by
removing those Coulomb interactions that are characteristic of the encountered basin,
and the trajectory should be propagated for a sufficiently long time to leave the basin.
It would make sense during this interval to temporarily have the temperature increased,
the stretching degrees of freedom strengthened, and the torsional and vdW barriers
suppressed. Later, while the trajectory explores a new basin of favorable Coulomb
interactions, the Coulomb term of the former basin should be restored; the temperature
lowered, etc. The idea of generalized dynamically modified simulated annealing protocols
based on deformed PESs will be explored in this ongoing project.
10.6 Summary
I have defined a modified potential energy surface as a linear combination of the original
potential energy surface and the terms typically encountered in molecular force fields,
such as stretching, bending, torsional, Coulomb, and van der Waals. Depending on the
circumstances I deform the surface in different ways. For example, to suppress barriers
separating different conformers, I recommend subtracting the torsional and vdW terms
from the original PES. To avoid thermal decomposition into smaller molecular fragments
in simulations performed at elevated temperatures, I recommend adding stretching terms
to the original PES. To create an opportunity for a MD trajectory to get out of a basin of
attractive Coulomb interactions, I recommend a temporary removal of selected Coulomb
terms.
I formulated a concept of generalized simulated annealing protocols, in which both the
temperature and potential energy can change as time progresses. The changes are made
“on the fly” based on local information from the advancing trajectory rather than de-
cided a priori, before starting the MD trajectory. I developed an interface between
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Gaussian 03 and Tinker, which allows running MD simulations on the original PES,
which typically results from electronic structure calculations, and on an arbitrarily de-
formed PES.
I performed a detailed study of the conformational space of ethanolamine. I demon-
strated that the torsional and van der Waals energies contribute most to energy barriers
separating different minima. A deformed PES, with the torsional and vdW terms sub-
tracted, proved to be useful in MD simulations. The MD trajectory moved quickly to
the global minimum basin on the deformed PES, but it got stuck in a local minimum
basin on the original PES.
Chapter 11
Summary and Future Work
In this work, I focused my attention on developing new methods for the determination
of molecular structures, and their applications to systems with intra and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds. My targets were molecular structures of various sizes. I have developed
a software tool for combinatorial generation of tautomers and conformers of molecules,
PESST. I also developed a technique which is based on temporary modifications of
the potential energy surface in order to improve efficiency of molecular dynamics and
promote even sampling of the PES.
I have demonstrated usefulness of PESST by performing a systematic search for the most
stable structures of neutral and anionic phenylalanine (Phe) using electronic structure
methods. For the neutral canonical tautomer I found out that the conformers with and
without the intramolecular (O)H· · ·NH2 hydrogen bond are similarly stable, within the
error bars of my method. A unique IR signature of the conformer without the hydro-
gen bond has been identified. I also considered anions of Phe, both valence type and
dipole-bound. I have found out that tautomers resulting from proton transfer from the
carboxylic OH to the phenyl ring do support valence anions that are vertically strongly
bound, with electron vertical detachment energies (VDE) in a range of 3.2-3.5 eV. The
most stable conformer of these valence anions remained adiabatically unbound with re-
spect to the canonical neutral by only 2.17 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ
level. The valence anions of Phe identified in this report have recently been observed
experimentally[180]. The most stable conformer of canonical Phe is characterized by an
adiabatic electron affinity of 53 meV (a dipole-bound state).
Although PESST tool allows to perform rigorous conformational and tautomeric searches,
one experiences a combinatorial explosion of molecular structures as the number of ro-
tatable bonds increases. The bottleneck arises at the screening level when electronic
structure methods are employed as many initial structures has to be considered. This
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problem can be minimised through activation of few bonds but this approach might
lead to incomprehensive search. The most diligent way of tacking this problem is to
perform minimisation using force fields at the screening level and then the resulting
structures can be reoptimised at higher level of theory for accuracy. This approach will
be implemented in the PESST tool as an optional feature in the near future.
Searches for the most stable molecular conformer are frustrated by energy barriers sepa-
rating minima on the potential energy surface (PES). I have suggested that the barriers
might be suppressed by subtracting selected force field terms from the original PES.
The resulting deformed PES can be used in standard molecular dynamics (MD) or
Monte Carlo simulations. The MD trajectories on the original and deformed PESs of
ethanolamine differ markedly. The former gets stuck in a local minimum basin while the
latter moves quickly to the global minimum basin. A concept of generalized simulated
annealing protocols has been formulated. In this protocol, the changes are made “on
the fly” based on local information from the advancing trajectory rather than decided a
priori, before starting the MD trajectory. I also propose to invert the potential energy
surface if the molecular dynamics are stuck on the local minima. This procedure will
convert local minima to transition states and vice versa and those simulation stiuck on
the local minima will found themselves on the transition states and this will speed up
the search. Note that the inversion will be temporary.
I considered stability of dimers formed by molecules that can exist in different con-
formational states. I have developed a protocol that allows the dissection of the total
stabilisation energy into one-body conformational and deformational components and
the two-body interaction energy term. Interplay between these components determines
the overall stability of the dimer. The protocol has been tested on the dimers of oxalic
acid. The global minimum stability results from a balancing act between a moderately
attractive two-body interaction energy and small repulsive one-body terms. I have anal-
ysed zero-point vibrational corrections to the stability of various conformers of oxalic
acid and their dimers. I have found that minimum energy structures with the most sta-
bilising sets of hydrogen bonds have the largest zero-point vibrational energy, contrary
to a naive anticipation based on red shifts of OH stretching modes involved in hydrogen
bonds.
My computational results along side with experimental results from my collaborators
demonstrated an unusual electrophilicity of oxalic acid (OA), the simplest dicarboxylic
acid. The electrophilicity results primarily from the bonding carbon-carbon interaction
in the SOMO orbital of the anion, but it is further enhanced by intramolecular hydrogen
bonds. The well-resolved structure in the photoelectron spectrum has been reproduced
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theoretically, based on Franck-Condon factors for the vibronic anion→neutral transi-
tions. The excess electron binding energies in the dimer and trimer of OA become very
significant due to intermolecular proton transfer, with the corresponding VDE values
of approximately 3.3 and 4.6 eV. I have postulated a mechanism of excess electron mo-
bility along molecular linear chains supported by cyclic hydrogen bonds. Due to its
dicarboxylic nature, OA can form linear chains supported by a series of cyclic hydrogen
bonds. A model chain of OA molecules is illustrated in Figure 9.11. Based on my results
for small anionic clusters of OA I postulated a mechanism of excess electron mobility
along such a chain. I expect that the mobility of electrons will be supported by a syn-
chronized motion of protons, as is common in proton-coupled electron transfer.[261–263]
I envisage that protons will shuttle back and forth in the linear chain of OA molecules,
as dictated by the network of hydrogen bonds. The motion of an unpaired electron will
follow the evolution of the electrophilic binding site, −[C(OH)2]+. The propagation step
of the postulated mechanism is illustrated in Figure 9.11. In the top part, the unpaired
electron is localized on the monomer 1 and the excess negative charge on monomer 2
(a deprotonated). Upon the shuttling motion of protons, the monomer 2 becomes the
electrophilic binding site promoting transfer of the unpaired electron from 1 to 2, while
the excess charge becomes localized on monomer 3. The phenomenon may be general
for molecular chains supported by cyclic hydrogen bonds. The rate of electron trans-
fer can be determined form the Marcus-Hush theory.[264] The problem is amenable to
surface science experiments involving measurements of conductance[265] of molecular
chains with cyclic hydrogen bonds.
Searches for the most stable molecular conformer are frustrated by energy barriers sepa-
rating minima on the potential energy surface (PES). I have suggested that the barriers
might be suppressed by subtracting selected force field terms from the original PES.
The resulting deformed PES can be used in standard molecular dynamics (MD) or
Monte Carlo simulations. The MD trajectories on the original and deformed PESs of
ethanolamine differ markedly. The former gets stuck in a local minimum basin while
the latter moves quickly to the global minimum basin.
I formulated a concept of generalized simulated annealing protocols, in which both the
temperature and potential energy can change as time progresses. The changes are made
“on the fly” based on local information from the advancing trajectory rather than decided
a priori, before starting the MD trajectory. Only interactions that contribute to the
are subtracted. “Diagnostic tools” that identify origins of barriers have recently been




Figure A.1: Photoelectron spectra of intact Phenylalanine anion and deprotonated
phenylalanine anion
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Figure A.2: The most stable conformers of neutral phenylalanine. The relative elec-
tronic energies (kcal/mol) with respect to the most stable canonical neutral CN1 and
geometrical parameters (A˚) characterised at the MP2/ADZ level of theory. The pre-
screening was done at DFT(B3LYP)/6-311G* level of theory.
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Figure A.3: The most stable tautomers/conformers of valence anions of phenylala-
nine. The relative electronic energies (kcal/mol) with respect to the most stable canon-
ical neutral CN1 and geometrical parameters (A˚) characterised at the MP2/ADZ level
of theory. The pre-screening was done at DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G* level of theory.
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Figure A.4: Three families of valence anions of phenylalanine, T1V, T2V, and
T3V. The spread of electronic energies within each family is illustrated in the top-left
part (MP2/ADZ level of theory). Structures of the most stable conformer within each




B.1 Anion Photoelectron Spectroscopy Methodology
Negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is conducted by crossing a mass-selected
beam of negative ions with a fixed frequency photon source and energy analyzing the
resultant photodetached electrons. This technique is governed by the energy-conserving
relationship hv = EKE +EBE, where hv is the photon energy, EKE is the measured
electron kinetic energy, and EBE is the electron binding energy. Briefly, both mass
spectra and photoelectron spectra were collected on an apparatus consisting of a laser
vaporization source employing a Nd:YAG laser, a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer
for mass analysis and selection, a second Nd:YAG laser used for photo-detachment, and
a magnetic bottle used for electron energy analysis. The details of our apparatus have
been described elsewhere.[190] The photoelectron spectra of Tyr− and (Tyr-H)− were
measured with 4.86 and 3.49 eV photons, respectively.
All valence anions in these experiments are formed using a laser vaporization ion source.
This source consisted of a rotating, translating Tyr-coated metal rod (Cu or Ag), a laser
beam entrance port, a pulsed gas valve to feed pulses of helium into the laser-sample
interaction region, and a gas expansion exit nozzle. Typically, helium gas at 4 bar
was expanded in synchronization with laser ablation pulses. The Tyr-coated rods were
prepared by pressing Tyr powder directly onto the metal rod to form a thin layer on
its surface. The Tyr coating was then ablated at very low laser power with the second
harmonic (532 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser. We speculate that the role of the metal rod was
to supply photoemitted electrons. No mixed metal/Tyr cluster anions were observed.
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Figure B.1: Families of valence anions of tyrosine,
D2,3, D3,5, D2,5, D2,6, SH2, SH3, SC2 and SC3 considered in this study. The
relative energies (in kcal/mol) with respect to the most stable canonical neutral N1,
were calculated at B3LYP/aug-cc-pvdz. Each structure is the most stable conformer
within its family.
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Figure B.2: The principal geometrical parameters (in A˚) of various doubly proton
transferred anionic conformations of tyrosine characterised at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level
of theory. The protons were transferred from the carboxylic and the hydroxyl groups
into the ring. The CCSD(T) relative energies (in kcal/mol) were calculated at MP2
optimal geometries.
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Relative Energies w.r.t. Neutral(N1), (kcal/mol)
6-311+G* aug-cc-pVDZ
B3LYP B3LYP B3LYP MP2 MP2 CCSD(T)
Anions + Evib0 + E
vib
0
D2,38 -23.51 -15.00 -17.97 -2.02 -3.39 -8.46
D2,32 -22.79 -14.53 -17.38 -4.83 -6.02 -11.01
D2,39 -22.93 -14.43 -17.45 -1.22 -2.65 -7.82
D2,310 -22.62 -14.31 -17.42 -1.35 -2.84 -7.75
D2,31 -22.45 -14.17 -16.95 -5.77 -6.96 -11.69
D2,311 -22.39 -14.07 -17.12 -1.39 -2.82 -7.72
D2,36 -21.94 -13.80 -16.72 -2.50 -3.85 -9.22
D2,37 -21.63 -13.62 -16.54 -2.09 -3.50 -8.81
D2,312 -21.82 -13.47 -16.50 -1.11 -2.58 -7.54
D2,33 -21.50 -13.46 -16.37 -3.55 -4.83 -9.74
D2,313 -21.67 -13.44 -16.51 -0.95 -2.38 -7.25
D2,34 -21.62 -13.40 -16.31 -3.40 -4.77 -9.58
D2,35 -21.60 -13.29 -16.20 -2.28 -3.54 -9.58
Table B.1: Relative stabilities (in kcal/mol, with respect to N1 structure) at different
levels of theory for the doubly proton transferred anionic conformations of tyrosine. The
protons were transferred from the carboxylic and the hydroxyl groups on to the ring.
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Relative Energies w.r.t Neutral(N1), (kcal/mol)
6-311+G* aug-cc-pVDZ
B3LYP B3LYP B3LYP MP2 MP2
Anions + Evib0 + E
vib
0
SH31 -11.28 -7.01 -10.15 3.87 2.00(-0.04
SH32 -11.11 -6.90 -10.08 4.13 2.07(-0.04)
SH35 -8.51 -4.03 -8.73 6.06 3.59(2.66)
SH34 -8.21 -4.03 -7.31 6.00 3.86(1.76)
SH36 -8.20 -4.65 -8.19 5.53 3.89
SH311 -8.03 -3.88 -7.08 6.27 4.34
SH33 -7.92 -4.26 -7.86 5.79 2.17(1.34)
SH38 -7.84 -4.53 -8.22 6.77 4.21
SH37 -7.66 -4.04 -7.31 6.10 4.14
SH310 -6.91 -3.58 -7.43 7.09 4.30
SH39 -6.84 -3.20 -6.55 6.55 4.23
SH312 -5.53 -1.90 -5.47 8.21 6.09
SH313 -5.43 -1.61 -5.31 10.21 7.66
SH314 -5.27 -1.47 -5.13 10.09 7.72
Table B.2: Relative stabilities (in kcal/mol with respect to N1 structure) at different
levels of theory for the singly proton transferred conformations of anionic tyrosine. The
proton was transferred from the hydroxyl group on to the ring.
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Figure B.3: The principal geometrical parameters (in A˚) and the MP2 relative en-
ergies (in kcal/mol, corrected for zero point vibrations) with respect to N1 structure,
of various singly proton transferred conformations of anionic tyrosine characterised at
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. The protons were transferred from the carboxylic
and the hydroxyl groups on to the ring.
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Figure B.4: The principal geometrical parameters (in A˚) and the MP2 relative en-
ergies (in kcal/mol, corrected for zero point vibrations) with respect to N1 structure
of various singly proton transferred conformations of anionic tyrosine characterised at
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. The proton was transferred from the carboxylic group
on to the ring.
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Relative Energies w.r.t Neutral(N1), (kcal/mol)
6-311+G* aug-cc-pVDZ
B3LYP B3LYP B3LYP MP2 MP2
Anions + Evib0 + E
vib
0
SC25 -4.92 -1.30 -4.94 10.88 8.57
SC21 -4.30 -1.05 -4.54 8.02 5.86(3.46)
SC27 -4.23 -0.83 -4.64 11.48 8.84
SC23 -3.95 -0.61 -4.16 9.98 7.73(5.13)
SC24 -3.70 -0.16 -3.82 9.57 7.15
SC28 -3.58 -0.26 -4.06 11.84 9.39
SC26 -3.48 -0.20 -3.85 11.04 8.70
SC22 -3.06 -0.07 -3.76 9.20 6.69(4.58)
Table B.3: Relative stabilities (in kcal/mol with respect to N1 structure) at different
levels of theory for the singly proton transferred conformations of anionic tyrosine. The
proton was transferred from the hydroxyl group on to the ring.
Vertical Detachment Energies,(eV)
aug-cc-pVDZ
Structure B3LYP MP2 Structure B3LYP MP2
D2,38 3.81 4.25 SH
3
1 1.43 1.07
D2,32 3.65 3.97 SH
3
2 1.47 1.12
D2,39 3.76 4.23 SH
3
5 1.63 1.49
D2,310 3.92 4.25 SH
3
4 1.36 0.99
D2,31 3.83 3.96 SH
3
6 1.66 1.34
D2,311 3.93 4.41 SH
3
11 1.32 0.70
D2,36 3.56 3.72 SH
3
3 1.64 0.99
D2,37 3.47 3.55 SH
3
8 1.62 1.48
D2,312 4.09 4.49 SH
3
7 1.70 1.57
D2,33 3.81 3.98 SH
3
10 1.65 1.25
D2,313 4.15 4.55 SH
3
9 1.66 1.33
D2,34 3.87 4.09 SH
3
12 1.73 1.63
D2,35 3.78 4.19 SH
3
13 1.23 0.87
Table B.4: Electronic binding energies (in eV) of SHm and Dm structures at
B3LYP/MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory.












Table B.5: Electronic binding energies (in eV) of SHm structures at
B3LYP/MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ levels of theory.
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Relative Energies w.r.t Neutral(N1), (kcal/mol)
6-31++G** aug-cc-pVDZ












D2,31 -15.75 -14.17 -16.95 -5.77 -6.96 -11.69 -12.84 3.96(3.80) 9.27
D2,32 -16.06 -14.53 -17.38 -4.83 -6.02 -11.01 -12.16 3.97(3.76) 9.27
D2,33 -14.78 -13.46 -16.37 -3.55 -4.83 -9.74 -10.98 3.98(3.76) 10.05
D3,51 -3.38 -2.08 -5.83 5.02 2.16 -1.15 -3.99 4.04(3.90) 11.82
D3,52 -2.79 -1.58 -5.44 5.44 2.58 -0.79 -3.62 3.78(3.65) 9.75
D3,53 -1.44 0.48 -4.52 6.76 3.83 0.54 -2.37 3.79(3.67) 11.10
DN,31 -0.19 0.44 -3.05 9.86 8.04 8.63 6.81 1.80(1.73) 7.45
DN,32 0.52 1.09 -2.68 10.60 8.36 8.33 6.09 1.63 7.09
SH31 -7.38 -7.01 -10.15 3.87 2.00 -0.04 -1.91 1.07(1.02) 2.53
SH32 -7.27 -6.90 -10.08 4.13 2.07 -0.04 -2.10 1.12(1.07) 0.59
SH33 -4.12 -4.26 -7.86 5.79 2.17 1.34 -2.28 0.99(1.23) 3.51
SC21 -1.09 -1.05 -4.54 8.02 5.86 3.46 1.33 3.43(3.34) 14.63
SC22 0.04 -0.07 -3.76 9.20 6.69 4.58 2.10 3.46 15.64
SC23 –0.76 -0.61 -4.16 9.98 7.73 5.13 2.52 3.26 13.59
Table B.6: Relative stabilities (in kcal/mol) of D2,3, D3,5, DN,3, SH3 and SC2 struc-
tures with respect to N1 structure calculated at different levels of theory. The CCSD(T)
energies were determined at MP2/ADZ optimal geometries and then corrected for MP2
Evib0 . The MP2 (CCSD(T) in brackets) VDEs are in eV and the dipole moments of the
neutrals at anion geometries are in Debyes.
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Figure B.5: Low-lying deprotonated anions of tyrosine optimised at the MP2/ADZ
level of theory. The relative stabilities (in kcal/mol) are with respect to DPC1 struc-
ture and the VDEs are in eV. The remaining quantities are the same as in Fig. 1.
(Zibo, is there experimental information on the proton affinity of (Tyr-H)-? It would





C.1.1 Synthesis of Acetoacetic Acid
Our synthesis followed the protocol described in Ref.213. Sodium hydroxide (0.16 mol)
was added to aqueous ethyl acetoacetate (0.15 mol) on ice. The reaction was stirred and
allowed to react overnight. The resulting solution was saturated with ammonium sulfate.
Sulfuric acid was then used to acidify the solution. The solution was extracted three
times with diethyl ether (200 ml) and dried over magnesium sulfate. After removing the
ether using a rotary evaporator and drying using a rotary vacuum pump, a yellowish gel
of acetoacetic acid was obtained. Since batches of acetoacetic acid were readily subject
to decomposition, care was taken to ensure that the solutions did not become warmer
than 30 ◦C, and they were utilized in photoelectron and electron energy loss spectroscopy
experiments as quickly as possible.
C.1.2 Photoelectron Spectroscopy
In the first approach, the anions of acetoacetic acid were generated with a nozzle-ion
source and their photoelectron spectra were measured with a continuous anion photo-
electron apparatus.[214] In the second approach, the anions were generated with a photo-
induced electron emission, pulsed source and their photoelectron spectra were measured
with a pulsed anion photoelectron apparatus.[190] In both instruments, anion photoelec-
tron spectroscopy was conducted by crossing a mass-selected negative ion beam with a
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fixed energy photon beam and energy analysing the resultant photodetached electrons.
This technique is governed by the energy conserving relationship, hv = EKE + EBE,
where hv is the photon energy, EKE is the measured electron kinetic energy, and EBE
is the electron binding energy.
C.1.2.1 Continuous Anion Photoelectron Spectrometer
In this type of anion photoelectron spectrometer, the ion source and all of the other
components operate continuously.[214] The ion source was a biased (–500 V), super-
sonic expansion nozzle-ion source, in which acetoacetic acid samples were placed inside
its stagnation chamber. There, due to the warming of the source by the adjacent hot
filament, some of the sample evaporated and was expanded through a 25 µm diameter
nozzle orifice into ∼ 10−4 torr vacuum by argon gas which was maintained at a pressure
of 1–2 atm. in the stagnation chamber. Anions were formed by injecting low energy
electrons from a hot, even more negatively-biased, thoriated iridium filament into the
expanding jet, where a weak external magnetic field helped to form a micro-plasma. The
nascent anions were then extracted from this region and mass-selected by a 90◦ mag-
netic sector, mass spectrometer with a mass resolution of ∼400. Upon mass-selection,
the beam of acetoacetic acid parent anions was crossed with an argon ion laser beam
(operated intra-cavity), where electrons were photodetached. These were then energy-
analysed by a hemispherical electron energy analyser having a resolution of 30 meV.
Photoelectron spectra were recorded with 2.54 eV photons and calibrated against the
well-known photoelectron spectrum of O−.[215]
C.1.2.2 Pulsed Anion Photoelectron Spectrometer
In this type of anion photoelectron spectrometer, the ion source and all of the other
components operate in a pulsed mode.[190] Anions were generated by the interaction
of laser-generated photoelectrons with a pulsed jet of helium gas containing a small
amount of acetoacetic acid vapor. The photoelectrons were produced by pulsed laser
irradiation (Nd:YAG laser operating at 2.33 eV/photon) of a rotating, translating copper
rod which was mounted inside a grounded housing having a laser beam entrance port,
a pulsed gas valve, and an exit nozzle. A small amount of acetoacetic acid sample
was placed inside the pulsed gas valve and together with 4 atm. of helium gas, its
vapour was expanded in synchronization with the laser pulses. The resulting anions were
entrained in the ensuing jet which itself was directed through a skimmer and a subsequent
differential pumping chamber into the Wiley-McLaren extraction plates of a linear, time
of flight mass spectrometer (mass resolution 2,000). After mass selection by a mass gate
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and deceleration via a momentum decelerator, the anions of interest were irradiated
by a second pulsed laser beam (Nd:YAG laser operating at 3.49 eV/photon) which
photodetached electrons from them. The photodetached electrons were then energy
analysed by a magnetic bottle, electron energy analyser with a resolution of 35 meV
at EKE = 1 eV. The photoelectron spectrum was calibrated against the well-known
atomic lines of Cu−.[216]
C.1.3 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
The measurements were performed using a spectrometer with hemispherical analysers.[217,
218]. The energy resolution was about 14 meV in the energy-loss mode, corresponding
to about 10 meV in the incident electron beam, at a beam current of around 250 pA. The
energy of the incident beam was calibrated on the 19.365 eV 2S resonance in helium[219]
and is accurate to within ± 10 meV. The analyser response function was determined by
elastic scattering of helium. The sample was introduced through a 0.25 mm diameter
effusive nozzle kept at 35 ◦C. Absolute values of the cross sections were determined by
comparison with the theoretical helium elastic cross section[220], as described in Ref
.218. Absolute differential elastic and vibrational excitation cross sections have been
measured at 135◦ from threshold to 5 eV. The scattering angle of 135◦ has been chosen
to emphasize the resonant phenomena and reduce the amount of direct dipole excitation













N1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.41
N2 0.03 -0.17 -0.04 0.23 0.03 1.52
N3 0.04 -0.29 -0.41 0.01 -0.32 3.24
N4 0.10 0.04 — — — —
N5 0.24 -0.10 -0.13 0.28 -0.06 3.52
N6 0.43 0.20 0.36 0.60 0.37 3.23
N7 0.74 0.54 0.55 0.88 0.68 3.58
Table C.1: The Relative Electronic Energies (kcal/mol) of canonical conformers of
neutral acetoacetic acid calculated at different levels of theory followed by their dipole
moments calculated at MP2/ADZ level of theory. Single point CCSD(T) energy calcu-
lation on CCSD optimal geometries
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Dipole moments, µ
Neutral@Geometry HF MP2 CCSD
N 5.63 5.42 5.41
N (MP2) 6.15 5.42 5.54
N@GM 6.01 5.31 5.41
DBA 5.71 5.59 5.57
DBA(MP2) 6.32 5.59 5.70
N@GM−dbs
6.18 5.47 5.57
V BA 11.09 9.69 10.00
V BA(MP2) 10.72 9.69 9.85
N@GM−V B
10.87 9.84 10.00
Table C.2: The dipole moments of the neutral (N) at HF, MP2 and CCSD level of
theory at the three representative geometries; (i) optimal geometry of N, (GM ), (ii)
optimal geometry of DB, (GM−dbs
), (iii) optimal geometry of VB, (GM−VB
). All the
geometries were optimized at the CCSD/ADZ+DF level.
FF-comp Amber
N1 N3 N5
Bond Stretching 1.3976 0.8843 0.954
Angle Bending 3.5055 1.8546 1.6753
Improper Torsion 0.0419 0.0074 0.0009
Torsional Angle 1.955 0.7796 1.4466
Van der Waals 2.2484 1.1863 1.769
Charge-Charge -18.9634 -22.9145 -18.3529
Total -18.9634 -18.202 -12.5068
Table C.3: Contributions from components of the force fields to N1, N3 and N5 en-





KT (EA) 21.77 24.22 113.47
∆ESCFbind 2.30 2.68 14.21
∆EMP2−dispbind 24.32 26.69 172.36
∆EMP2−no−dispbind -15.57 -17.27 -82.32
∆ECCSDbind 19.52 20.27 -20.87
∆ETbind -0.15 -0.04 0.19
Total 52.19 56.55 197.04
Table C.4: Incremental electronic binding energies of the dipole bound anionic state
at GM , GM−dbs
and GM−VB
geometries using the CCSD/ADZ+DF optimal geometries.
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N1 Neutral
C 2.516605 -0.648014 -0.164126
C 1.211565 0.093479 0.037571
O 1.153675 1.319670 0.001508
C -0.021125 -0.764763 0.316302
C -1.404072 -0.176482 -0.005698
O -1.514892 1.165542 -0.016913
O -2.354505 -0.900934 -0.197982
H -0.618422 1.551878 0.063044
H 0.056655 -1.735423 -0.197071
H -0.012395 -0.985494 1.401474
H 2.664376 -1.383781 0.645036
H 2.464521 -1.209737 -1.113638
H 3.353198 0.063007 -0.196045
DB anion VB anion
C 2.528004 -0.637843 -0.134706 C 2.511211 -0.655154 -0.074065
C 1.212397 0.090863 0.024596 C 1.147644 -0.034892 -0.222404
O 1.141073 1.318560 -0.006574 O 1.132583 1.317090 0.021988
C -0.019652 -0.780706 0.265877 C -0.065077 -0.805140 0.256521
C -1.405710 -0.177533 -0.005056 C -1.433281 -0.102430 0.001885
O -1.503532 1.166336 -0.000845 O -1.405513 1.180419 0.029601
O -2.373320 -0.887120 -0.175374 O -2.430087 -0.838424 -0.166454
H -0.596109 1.536352 0.061769 H 0.139806 1.518589 0.058054
H 0.057258 -1.721840 -0.300587 H -0.089964 -1.811827 -0.193167
H 0.003643 -1.067548 1.336289 H 0.002606 -0.947620 1.364299
H 2.662289 -1.361688 0.689045 H 2.818750 -0.697998 0.998761
H 2.509216 -1.215975 -1.075889 H 2.519055 -1.687175 -0.467913
H 3.359697 0.079805 -0.152549 H 3.270896 -0.060956 -0.612740






C -0.100004 1.452790 0.000000
O 2.142895 2.617973 0.000000
O -2.142895 2.522237 0.000000
C 0.100004 -1.452790 0.000000
O -2.142895 -2.617973 0.000000
O 2.142895 -2.522237 0.000000
H 3.420243 1.277323 0.000000
H -3.420243 -1.277323 0.000000
B C
C -0.103498 -1.519182 0.000000 C -0.000210 -1.452478 0.000000
O 2.234239 -2.537434 0.000000 C 0.000000 1.452476 0.000000
O -2.041389 -2.739748 0.000000 O -1.895611 2.753111 0.000000
C 0.000000 1.391823 0.000000 O -2.399284 -2.326089 0.000000
O -2.301417 2.444545 0.000000 O 1.895632 -2.752993 0.000000
O 2.013326 2.535590 0.000000 O 2.399371 2.325981 0.000000
H -2.048273 4.269650 0.000000 H 2.266801 4.162590 0.000000
H 3.431199 -1.129123 0.000000 H -2.266404 -4.162654 0.000000
Table D.1: Cartesian coordinates of A, B and C. Optimal MP2/ADZ geometries.
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Structure AA
C 3.012217 4.265209 0.000000
O 4.409611 6.109001 0.000000
C 4.183783 1.594077 0.000000
O 6.701141 1.641044 0.000000
O 0.508705 4.384606 0.000000
O 2.934772 -0.347392 0.000000
O -2.934772 0.347392 0.000000
C -4.183783 -1.594077 0.000000
O -6.701141 -1.641044 0.000000
C -3.012217 -4.265209 0.000000
O -0.508705 -4.384606 0.000000
O -4.409611 -6.109001 0.000000
H -0.239449 2.684034 0.000000
H 7.163701 3.439756 0.000000
H 0.239449 -2.684034 0.000000
H -7.163701 -3.439756 0.000000
AB BB
C 2.657441 -2.225376 0.000000 C 0.179275 -3.659410 0.000000
O 0.687855 -3.751595 0.000000 O 2.444324 -2.640101 0.000000
O 2.602913 0.110776 0.000000 O -1.866311 -2.514930 0.000000
O -3.441648 -0.507144 0.000000 C 0.213180 -6.573652 0.000000
C -4.551904 1.519877 0.000000 O 2.135300 -7.816563 0.000000
O -7.056230 1.727923 0.000000 O -2.135300 -7.563960 0.000000
C -3.218087 4.117365 0.000000 O 1.866311 2.514930 0.000000
O -0.716116 4.118249 0.000000 C -0.179275 3.659410 0.000000
O -4.523972 6.028833 0.000000 O -2.444324 2.640101 0.000000
H -0.851329 -2.701018 0.000000 C -0.213180 6.573652 0.000000
H 0.000000 2.393256 0.000000 O 2.135300 7.563960 0.000000
H -7.399291 3.555029 0.000000 O -2.135300 7.816563 0.000000
C 5.210077 -3.630099 0.000000 H -3.325887 -6.153075 0.000000
O 5.407436 -5.910937 0.000000 H -2.266801 0.767431 0.000000
O 7.186447 -2.019781 0.000000 H 2.266801 -0.767431 0.000000
H 6.491956 -0.308456 0.000000 H 3.325887 6.153075 0.000000
Table D.2: Cartesian coordinates of AA, AB and BB. Counterpoise corrected
MP2/ADZ geometries.
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Mode A B C
1 123.607 87.151 21.1894
2 258.659 263.778 261.9709
3 403.787 419.802 424.8354
4 461.287 440.474 427.4107
5 559.702 544.231 528.1462
6 656.005 641.773 626.089
7 691.564 659.728 640.5536
8 699.084 669.801 674.6756
9 821.023 803.459 789.6835
10 825.716 824.176 822.8306
11 1192.281 1156.445 1130.5523
12 1224.933 1208.645 1208.697
13 1331.599 1333.311 1330.3802
14 1449.839 1443.178 1425.1552
15 1780.342 1756.03 1775.3356
16 1808.369 1811.712 1789.8683
17 3635.964 3662.35 3735.5508
18 3639.927 3727.354 3736.2524
Table D.3: Harmonic MP2/ADZ frequencies (cm−1) of the monomers A, B and C.
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Mode AA AB BB Mode AA AB BB
1 17.0672 27.8245 30.5123 22 775.1238 818.8559 828.8528
2 29.9133 31.8696 41.9236 23 829.6556 824.762 828.9879
3 69.8338 78.6683 120.1046 24 835.3086 836.6523 831.2621
4 93.3522 87.9664 93.2379 25 835.8026 841.7894 904.1634
5 95.466 121.7411 95.4087 26 835.8991 858.3734 941.2647
6 106.4619 108.4781 125.1741 27 1201.1566 1172.8163 1174.2605
7 114.5557 88.7529 80.139 28 1212.5695 1214.1713 1175.1683
8 132.3666 127.8147 103.3316 29 1227.3352 1239.996 1279.5879
9 260.1689 272.3119 291.0229 30 1231.8449 1255.6911 1285.617
10 264.3439 290.7507 309.9501 31 1317.2535 1325.2103 1358.3455
11 409.0231 416.4866 429.2537 32 1331.8589 1349.1454 1377.1289
12 414.2823 435.3743 447.2087 33 1447.2325 1453.6441 1493.6178
13 460.0051 462.5256 468.9468 34 1462.6132 1487.1377 1507.1716
14 463.7264 470.1698 482.7704 35 1768.3116 1730.7687 1695.4713
15 556.0654 554.2937 552.6827 36 1772.2614 1766.9121 1741.454
16 562.1927 564.1807 569.7961 37 1801.4773 1805.6334 1811.6881
17 665.2621 656.7428 650.0362 38 1813.4255 1812.0823 1812.0588
18 671.7102 658.31 651.0011 39 3566.1234 3449.8377 3275.6488
19 741.4182 677.2045 663.4845 40 3572.3094 3520.1854 3356.4603
20 741.8903 757.61 673.9942 41 3588.9855 3573.8454 3681.0172
21 746.1642 794.2069 824.1387 42 3591.377 3673.8063 3680.9255
Table D.4: Harmonic, MP2/ADZ, counterpoise-corrected frequencies (cm−1) of the
dimers AA, AB and BB.
Structure ESCF EMP2 E
corr
MP2
ADZ -376.432612205 -377.48124344130 -1.0486312363
A ATZ -376.521206245 -377.79314019141 -1.2719339464
AQZ -376.545579436 -377.8986605574 -1.3530811214
ADZ -376.429077345 -377.47706952308 -1.0479921781
B ATZ -376.517756536 -377.78862033752 -1.2708638015
AQZ -376.54210275 -377.89405856305 -1.351955813
Table D.5: Electronic energies (in Hartrees) of the oxalic acid monomers A and B
calculated at the SCF and MP2 levels of theory with ANZ basis sets for the optimal
MP2/ADZ geometry.











R.E 0.00 meV 116.8325231
Table D.6: Extrapolated energies (in Hartrees) to the complete basis set limit of the
monomers A and B for the optimal MP2/ADZ geometries. The relative energies are
in meV.
Structure ESCF EMP2 E
corr
MP2
ADZ -752.876255288921 -754.9757994 -2.0995440790
AA ATZ -753.054121098974 -755.6009006 -2.5467795233
AQZ -753.102946837941 -755.8124207 -2.7094738848
ADZ -752.875133842846 -754.9747310 -2.0995971817
AB ATZ -753.053041223151 -755.5997376 -2.5466963368
AQZ -753.10185603891 -755.8112728 -2.7094167457
ADZ -752.8732276256 -754.9735851 -2.1003574961
BB ATZ -753.051060455934 -755.5984728 -2.5474123343
AQZ -753.099838208325 -755.8099902 -2.7101520230
Table D.7: Counterpoise-corrected single point electronic energies (in Hartrees) of
the oxalic acid AA, AB and BB dimers calculated at the SCF and MP2 levels with
the ANZ basis sets for the optimal MP2/ADZ geometries.
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AA AB BB
E∞HF -753.1214213534 -753.1203147801 -753.1182742837
E∞corr−MP2 -2.8281967973 -2.8281586657 -2.8289080121
∆ECCSD -0.0141689065 -0.0143183211 -0.0143302645
∆ET -0.0841281271 -0.0842115488 -0.0844162572
ETotal -756.0479151843 -756.0470033158 -756.0459288175
Evib0 0.099404 0.099544 0.099657
ETotal + E
vib
0 -755.9485111843 -755.9474593158 -755.9462718175
Table D.8: Extrapolated counterpoise-corrected SCF and MP2 electronic energies
(in Hartrees) of the oxalic acid AA, AB and BB dimers. Further corrections from
CCSD(T) and zero-point energies also included.










Table D.9: Relative extrapolated counterpoise-corrected SCF and MP2 electronic
energies (in meV) of the oxalic acid AA, AB and BB dimers. The energies are with
respect to the AA dimer. Further corrections from CCSD(T) and zero-point energies
are also included.
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Structure ESCF EMP2 E
corr
MP2
ADZ -376.431840748 -377.47990769899 -1.048066951
A@AA ATZ -376.520518407 -377.79180033328 -1.2712819263
AQZ -376.544889758 -377.89733141847 -1.3524416605
ADZ -376.430685532 -377.47893225385 -1.0482467218
A@AB ATZ -376.519371689 -377.79078875081 -1.2714170618
AQZ -376.543731968 -377.89630462089 -1.3525726529
ADZ -376.428357285 -377.47642707378 -1.048069788
B@AB ATZ -376.517034984 -377.78799220596 -1.270957222
AQZ -376.541364528 -377.89342430268 -1.3520597747
ADZ -376.427338259 -377.4758231904 -1.0484849314
B@BB ATZ -376.515983196 -377.78730210761 -1.2713189116
AQZ -376.540291362 -377.89269807756 -1.3524067156
Table D.10: Electronic energies (in Hartrees) of the distored oxalic acid monomers
calculated at the SCF and MP2 levels with the monomer-centered basis ANZ basis sets.
The monomer geometries are extracted from the optimal MP2/ADZ dimer geometries.
A@AA A@AB B@AB B@BB
E∞HF -376.5541262194 -376.5529572318 -376.5505633422 -376.5494756422
E∞corr−MP2 -1.411666331 -1.411794300 -1.411242719 -1.411578897
∆ECCSD -0.007555301 -0.0075170462 -0.0076845262 -0.0076134096
∆ET -0.0415774 -0.0416014 -0.0415261 -0.0415845
ETotal -378.0149252518 -378.0138699784 -378.0110166869 -378.0102524487
Table D.11: Extrapolated electronic energies (in Hartrees) of the distorted A and B
monomers. The monomer geometries are extracted from the optimal MP2/ADZ dimer
geometries.
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Structure of the total stabilisation energy EstabXmY n
AA AB BB
Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2
E∞HF -320.1 -321.1 -290.0 -291.3 -234.4 -236.2
E∞corr−MP2 -98.1 -98.0 -97.0 -97.0 -117.4 -117.4
∆ECCSD 21.6 21.6 17.5 17.5 17.2 17.2
∆ET -21.6 -21.6 -23.8 -23.8 -29.4 -29.4
EstabTotal -418.1 -419.1 -393.3 -394.6 -364.1 -365.8
Table D.12: Comparison of two extrapolaton methods for the SCF and corr-MP2
components of the stabilisation energy. Method 1: the stabilisation energy obtained
from the extrapolated monomer and dimer energies. Method 2: the stabilisation en-
ergies were calculated at the SCF and MP2 levels for the sequence of aug-cc-pVNZ
(N = D − Q) basis sets. Next, these stabilisation eneriges were extrapolated to the






The experimental spectrum was done in collaboration with the experimental group led
by Kit Bowen. (Angela Buonaugurio, Jacob Graham, Allyson Buytendyk, Kit Bowen)
Negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy is conducted by crossing a mass-selected beam
of parent negative ions with a fixed-frequency photon beam and energy-analysing the
resultant photo-detached electrons. This process is governed by the energy conserving
relationship hv = EKE +EBE, where hv is the photon energy, EKE is the measured
electron kinetic energy, and EBE is the electron binding energy. OA anions were gener-
ated in a biased (-500V) supersonic expansion nozzle-ion source, in which the OA sample
was heated between 80-100 ◦C and co-expanded with approximately several atmospheres
of argon gas through a 10 µm diameter nozzle. Low energy electrons were injected di-
rectly into the expanding jet by a hot and even more negatively biased thoriated iridium
filament, in the presence of a weak external magnetic field where the microsplasma was
formed. The anions were then extracted and transported by an ion optics series through
a 90◦ magnetic sector, mass spectrometer with a typical mass resolution of ∼400. The
mass-selected OA anion beam was then crossed with an intracavity run argon ion laser
beam. The resultant photo-detached electrons were energy-analyzed in a hemispherical
electron energy analyser with a resolution of ∼30 meV. The photoelectron spectrum
reported here was recorded with 2.54 eV photons (488 nm) for the monomer, and 4.66
eV (266 nm) and 6.42 eV (193 nm) photons for the dimer and trimer. The spectra were
calibrated against the well-known photoelectron spectrum of the O− anion.[215]
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Str. Neutral Neutral
1
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.347237 O 0.000000 0.000000 1.410901
O 0.982973 0.000000 -0.701148 O 1.111248 0.000000 -0.598095
C -1.445226 0.000000 -0.538566 C -1.315462 0.000000 -0.564242
O -1.445226 0.000000 -1.885803 O -1.315462 0.000000 -1.975143
O -2.428199 0.000000 0.162582 O -2.426710 0.000000 0.033853
H -2.375931 0.000000 -2.160378 H -2.263433 0.000000 -2.164223
H 0.930705 0.000000 1.621812 H 0.947971 0.000000 1.599980
2
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.545546 C 0.000000 0.000000 1.435223
O 1.038406 0.000000 2.178347 O 1.054823 0.000000 2.160888
O 1.248928 0.000000 -0.502446 O 1.307705 0.000000 -0.513327
O -0.999174 0.000000 -0.669697 O -0.968228 0.000000 -0.787615
O -1.230807 0.000000 2.065282 O -1.253784 0.000000 2.060719
H -1.134011 0.000000 3.031641 H -1.010901 0.000000 2.996169
H 1.868349 0.000000 0.248091 H 1.858923 0.000000 0.289720
3
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.545275 C 0.000000 0.000000 1.433856
O 1.035141 0.000000 2.173612 O 1.029863 0.000000 2.167474
O 1.220308 0.000000 -0.539951 O 1.275118 0.000000 -0.570281
O -1.035141 0.000000 -0.628337 O -1.029863 0.000000 -0.733618
O -1.220308 0.000000 2.085226 O -1.275118 0.000000 2.004137
H 1.858435 0.000000 0.196827 H 1.859498 0.000000 0.208324
H -1.858435 0.000000 1.348448 H -1.859498 0.000000 1.225532
4
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.279197 O 0.000000 0.000000 1.367353
O 1.091336 0.000000 -0.667331 O 1.229188 0.000000 -0.598958
C -1.355194 0.000000 -0.759816 C -1.241769 0.000000 -0.776275
O -2.311569 0.000000 0.039809 O -2.312542 0.000000 -0.078220
O -1.171901 0.000000 -1.992883 O -1.083271 0.000000 -2.044626
H -0.978854 0.000000 1.475342 H -0.965073 0.000000 1.53023
H 0.748027 0.000000 -1.604757 H 0.952871 0.000000 -1.537864
5 N/A
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.376150
O 1.255539 0.000000 -0.563393
C -1.039949 0.856719 -0.673194
O -2.030448 1.163356 0.058656
O -0.777753 1.163360 -1.876500
H -0.880453 0.393846 1.547854
H 1.051739 0.393847 -1.436974
Table E.1: Atomic positions in direct coordinates.
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Str. Neutral Neutral
TS1
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.373996 O 0.000000 0.000000 1.408050
O 0.985759 0.000000 -0.686448 O 1.114021 0.000000 -0.587928
C -1.419965 -0.000149 -0.591831 C -1.318245 -0.015025 -0.568172
O -1.523351 0.824962 -1.649875 O -1.324339 0.069034 -1.995016
O -2.300484 -0.708814 -0.160060 O -2.410541 -0.089681 0.051494
H -2.430969 0.741564 -1.985418 H -1.353796 -0.837411 -2.324055
H 0.042112 -0.904733 1.712862 H 0.947453 0.006284 1.599989
TS2
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
C 0.000000 0.000000 1.549845 C 0.000000 0.000000 1.443090
O 1.043819 0.000000 2.159779 O 1.073719 0.000000 2.136488
O 1.233182 0.142139 -0.521457 O 1.301271 0.060228 -0.509984
O -0.997214 -0.141800 -0.659399 O -0.961679 -0.056090 -0.788631
O -1.232208 0.060222 2.125433 O -1.262529 -0.005839 2.082589
H -1.560480 -0.822281 2.344851 H -1.484004 -0.928737 2.258687
H 1.862902 0.197293 0.217327 H 1.844836 0.076291 0.300128
TS3
C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 C 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
O 0.000000 0.000000 1.552249 O 0.000000 0.000000 1.385725
O 1.160651 0.000000 2.044199 O 1.145824 0.000000 -0.675211
O 1.218865 0.000000 -0.356721 C -1.069921 0.685586 -0.747712
O -1.104011 0.000000 -0.545348 O -2.183348 0.983202 -0.259642
O -1.083242 0.000000 2.253218 O -0.608299 0.913655 -1.965371
H 1.651146 0.000000 1.063933 H -0.904350 0.283476 1.599776
H -1.808702 0.000000 1.589434 H 0.527920 0.476839 -1.618668
Table E.2: Atomic positions in direct coordinates.
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Figure E.1: Franck-Condon factors and signal intensities for the anion→neutral vi-
bronic transitions based on the most stable conformers of OA and OA− (structure 3).
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C -0.007614 0.067617 -0.044657
O -0.012404 0.102824 1.220484
C 1.430454 -0.046910 -0.638850
O 1.722756 -0.008152 -1.830042
O -0.971451 0.112203 -0.862059
O 2.345220 -0.190228 0.335938
O -1.067600 -1.093192 -3.099364
C -1.213968 -0.321504 -4.163519
C -0.598784 0.943727 -4.477379
O -0.925245 1.527363 -5.542639
O -2.010997 -0.828822 -5.133761
O 0.307658 1.487700 -3.635062
H -0.924316 -0.550697 -2.243407
H 1.748211 -0.135540 1.135138
H 0.615710 0.838994 -2.958716
H -1.960606 -0.119753 -5.816024
C 3.192225 -0.094134 -0.098631
C 1.638803 -0.139342 -0.001531
O 1.137132 0.856519 0.625760
O 3.681852 1.022401 0.502695
O 3.904585 -0.925892 -0.630612
O 1.029234 -1.106965 -0.525141
O -1.303592 -1.417824 0.493601
C -2.320673 -0.631766 0.177439
O -3.534297 -1.216348 0.315818
C -2.368571 0.756340 -0.218645
O -3.498652 1.247324 -0.488844
O -1.255007 1.507797 -0.314193
H 2.853772 1.461347 0.817989
H -0.422650 -1.173634 0.041175
H -4.129831 -0.471653 0.058881
H -0.442033 1.101247 0.097487
C -0.007538 0.000000 -0.275186
O -1.183460 0.000000 -0.783432
C -0.007061 0.000000 1.282165
O -1.275286 0.000000 1.771338
O 1.096921 0.000000 -0.874240
O 0.977782 0.000000 1.997323
O 1.013266 0.000000 -3.453830
C -0.186689 0.000000 -4.075503
C -0.191033 0.000000 -5.518625
O -1.181213 0.000000 -6.251380
O -1.341835 0.000000 -3.409643
O 1.086119 0.000000 -6.067878
H -1.816254 0.000000 0.945166
H -1.209808 0.000000 -2.413351
H 0.962148 0.000000 -2.437479
H 1.706819 0.000000 -5.317922
Table E.3: The MP2/ADZ minimum energy structures for the neutral and anionic
dimers of OA. Atomic positions in direct coordinates.
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C 1.905763 -1.634008 0.007058
O 2.870748 -2.388132 -0.004465
C 2.148046 -0.109419 -0.001022
O 3.442837 0.202120 -0.020224
O 0.642822 -2.033343 0.026110
O 1.251304 0.720147 0.009174
O -1.004680 2.280474 0.036381
C -2.267617 1.881139 0.055612
O -3.232606 2.635264 0.066764
C -2.509904 0.356549 0.063560
O -3.804699 0.045010 0.082541
O -1.613165 -0.473018 0.053370
H 0.023807 -1.268275 0.032589
H 3.918726 -0.658218 -0.024308
H -0.385662 1.515407 0.029970
H -4.280585 0.905351 0.086659
C 1.406257 -1.177618 0.000000
O 0.363997 -1.985258 0.000000
O 1.377402 0.058620 0.000000
O -1.821241 -0.268369 0.000000
C -2.408763 0.804284 0.000000
O -3.733995 0.914377 0.000000
C -1.702938 2.178815 0.000000
O -0.378952 2.179283 0.000000
O -2.393982 3.190320 0.000000
H -0.450504 -1.429317 0.000000
H 0.000000 1.266456 0.000000
H -3.915535 1.881241 0.000000
C 2.757053 -1.920965 0.000000
O 2.861490 -3.127932 0.000000
O 3.802903 -1.068822 0.000000
H 3.435394 -0.163228 0.000000
C 0.094868 -1.936476 0.000000
O 1.293480 -1.397081 0.000000
O -0.987609 -1.330843 0.000000
C 0.112810 -3.478626 0.000000
O 1.129952 -4.136346 0.000000
O -1.129952 -4.002674 0.000000
O 0.987609 1.330843 0.000000
C -0.094868 1.936476 0.000000
O -1.293480 1.397081 0.000000
C -0.112810 3.478626 0.000000
O 1.129952 4.002674 0.000000
O -1.129952 4.136346 0.000000
H -1.759983 -3.256066 0.000000
H -1.199539 0.406107 0.000000
H 1.199539 -0.406107 0.000000
H 1.759983 3.256066 0.000000
Table E.4: The MP2/ADZ minimum energy structures for the neutral and anionic
dimers of OA. Atomic positions in direct coordinates.
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